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Abstract 

B-Spline curves and surfaces are being used throughout the aircraft industry for 

geometric modeling. Geometric models having accurate surface representations in the 

non-uniform B-Spline surface format can contain very large quantities of data. The 

computing power required by a CAD system for visualization and analysis is directly 

influenced by these large amounts of data. Accordingly, a method for reducing the 

amount of data in a geometric model while maintaining accuracy is needed to reduce the 

computing power necessary to visualize and analyze a design. This thesis describes the 

refinement and implementation of a data reduction algorithm for non-uniform cubic 

B-Spline curves and non-uniform bi-cubic B-Spline surfaces. The topic of determining 

the significance of knots in non-uniform cubic B-Spline curves and non-uniform bi-cubic 

B-Spline surfaces is addressed. Also, a method for determining the order in which knots 

should be removed from non-uniform cubic B-Spline curves or non-uniform bi-cubic 

B-Spline surfaces during data reduction is presented. Finally, an algorithm for 

performing data reduction by removing knots from non-uniform cubic B-Spline curves 

and non-uniform bi-cubic B-Spline surfaces is presented. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Engineering design can be divided into three steps: conceptual design, preliminary 

design and final design. Throughout the process the designer may need to visualize the 

design to get a better understanding of how parts fit together or interact during service. 

In many instances the designer is interested in the look or feel of a design. This is 

especially true in the aircraft and automotive industries, where look and feel are 

important characteristics of a product. 

Geometric modeling is one method which is commonly used to view designs at the 

conceptual level. Geometric modeling consists of generating, manipulating, storing and 

displaying a mathematical approximation of the shape of an object. Geometric models 

are often used to generate engineering drawings or computer graphics displays. The 

amount of data involved in a geometric model can be overwhelming. Accordingly, the 

amount of information initially used to represent surfaces in a geometric model can be 

rather large and result in degraded performance of computer-aided design (CAD) 

software. 
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Design at the preliminary level requires more specific data than at the conceptual level. 

Geometric models are often manipulated to find engineering data such as mass 

properties, surface areas, weights, or parametric information about a design. In addition 

to generating data of this type, geometric models are commonly used to transfer designs 

from one CAD application to another. In aircraft design, for instance, mesh generation 

for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes and Radar Cross-Section (RCS) codes 

can be done using geometric surface models. However, both CFD and RCS codes 

require positional, gradient and curvature continuity (c? continuity) between surfaces 

representing the aircraft shape. B-Spline curves and surfaces satisfy these requirements 

and are being used throughout the aircraft industry. The use of B-Spline curves and 

surfaces for accurate surface representations can result in geometric models containing 

very large quantities of data. As mentioned above for CAD software, these extreme 

amounts of data can hamper the performance of codes used to find engineering 

properties of a design or generate meshes for CFD and RCS codes. 

The computing power required by a CAD system is influenced by the amount of data 

in a geometric model. Therefore models having less data are preferable. Accordingly, 

a method for reducing the amount of data in a geometric model while maintaining 

accuracy is necessary to reduce the computing power needed to visualize and analyze a 

design. 
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1.1 Background 

Several design codes exist for the conceptual design of aircraft. One such code is 

ACSYNT (AirCraft SYNThesis). ACSYNT was developed during the early 1970s at 

NASA Ames Research Center [Greg73]. The initial goal of ACSYNT was to develop 

an analysis tool that was flexible enough to analyze both military and civil aircraft. To 

help accomplish this goal, the code was parameter based to provide for easy entry of 

aircraft characteristics, including both geometry and performance. However, ACSYNT 

was based on batch processing and did not provide the designer with a good means of 

visualizing the design. 

In 1987 the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University CAD laboratory began 

the development of a CAD system for ACSYNT. The goal of the CAD system, designed 

under the direction of Dr. Arvid Myklebust, was to enhance the design capabilities of 

ACSYNT through an interactive graphical interface and a contoured surface model. 

The graphical interface allowed the user to visualize both input and output. The 

interface used the 3D graphics standard Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics 

System (PHIGS). Use of PHIGS provided for device independence [Wamp88a, 

Wamp88sb]. ACSYNT represented aircraft geometry using components such as the 

nose, wing, horizontal tail, etc. The components were modeled using the bi-cubic 

Hermite surface representation. This method was very good for displaying and 

manipulating wireframe and shaded images of the aircraft geometry. The bi-cubic 

Hermite surface representation also offered both positional and gradient continuity, but 

did not provide curvature continuity along component surfaces. Accordingly, a B-Spline 

module was added to ACSYNT to allow curvature continuity along component surfaces. 
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The new module used a non-uniform bi-cubic B-Spline surface representation for aircraft 

components and allowed for the calculation of intersections between individual 

components. Also, filleting (or blending) of surfaces between components was added to 

allow the designer to construct entirely curvature continuous models. At the same time, 

neutral file exchanges using the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) for 

geometry data were added. 

1.2 Objectives 

Although these improvements have brought ACSYNT closer to being easily interfaced 

with other design systems, additional research and development is still needed. In . 

particular, to use geometric models in the B-Spline representation from other design 

systems, a method for utilizing large models is necessary. The size of models in the 

B-Spline format which are expected to be imported from other systems tends to be very 

large. Therefore, the computing time needed to display both wireframe and shaded 

images of the models impedes the design process. Also, if these models are to be 

exported from ACSYNT to other applications, such as CFD or RCS codes, the amount 

of data must be reduced. Accordingly the objective of this thesis is to implement data 

reduction and knot removal for non-uniform tensor product B-Spline surfaces in the 

B-Spline module of ACSYNT while maintaining the accuracy of the models. 
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1.3. Thesis Organization 

The remainder of this thesis is divided into the following sections: 

e Literature survey, 

e B-Spline curves and surfaces, 

e Data reduction for cubic B-Spline curves, 

e Data reduction for bi-cubic B-Spline surfaces, 

e Integration of data reduction into the ACSYNT B-Spline module, 

e §6Results, and 

e Conclusions and Recommendations. 

Also a code listing for routines unique to the data reduction algorithm implemented in 

the ACSYNT B-Spline module is given in Appendix A. For additional information, refer 

to to ACSYNT B-Spline module manual. 
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2.0 Literature Survey 

2.1 Fairing Methods for B-Splines 

Fairing of spline curves refers to the process of changing the data defining a spline so 

that the curve will look more pleasant’, “sweet” or “fair”. From a designer’s point of 

view, a fair curve will require a relatively small number of French curves to draw. In the 

mathematical sense, the “fairness of a curve amounts to requiring that its curvature be 

almost piecewise linear, with only a small number of segments. Continuity of curvature 

is an obvious additional requirement” [Fari87]. Fairing of splines has been done on 

curves in both the Hermite representation and in the B-Spline representation. In 

general, fairing involves removing a knot (or data point) and reinserting it back into the 

curve to give a more desirable shape. Accordingly, for the purpose of investigating knot 

removal and data reduction, the first step of the fairing process, removing a knot, is of 

interest. 
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Most of the current research on fairing splines has been based on an algorithm used to 

fair cubic Hermite curves. The fairing algorithm involves improving the shape of the 

curve by changing the location of a junction point [Kjel83]. The data point defining the 

junction point between two curve segments is first removed from the curve, then 

reinserted to give a more desirable shape. This method of fairing is a global algorithm 

because it affects a large portion of the curve. Since the algorithm is based on the 

Hermite representation and affects the curve globally, the process for knot removal 

certainly can not be applied to data reduction for B-Splines. 

Fairing of B-Spline curves was first addressed by Farin, Rein, Sapidis, and Worsey 

[Fari87]. An algorithm for locally fairing B-Spline curves to produce a pleasant 

curvature plot is presented in ”Fairing Cubic B-Spline Curves”. The problem which is 

addressed is that of modifying a given c? cubic B-Spline curve locally so that the resulting 

curve is fairer than the original at a given knot. The proposed solution involved two 

steps: 

1. Remove the knot from the knot sequence. Then find a new control polygon which 

approximates the original control polygon. 

2. Using the new control polygon, reinsert the knot so that the new curve is defined 

over the original knot sequence. 

Three knot removal methods are suggested by Farin [Fari87]. All three of these methods 

are based on a process which is best described as being the inverse of knot insertion. 

The first two methods involve the use of extrapolation to determine new control points. 

However, both extrapolation methods required the selection of a free parameter. The 

selection of this free parameter was difficult to intrinsically code on a computer. The 
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third knot removal method involved finding a least squares solution for the new control 

vertices using matrix methods. The least squares method minimizes the change in 

distance between the control vertices remaining in the control polygon. Accordingly, 

this method gave the best results. 

Although these methods remove a knot with varying degrees of accuracy of the resulting 

curve, for the purpose of data reduction, all three methods have major draw backs. The 

first difficulty which would be encountered with implementing these methods in a data 

reduction algorithm is that all three methods can remove only one knot at a time. This 

results in the need to perform the same algorithm repeatedly to remove a large number 

of knots from an unwieldy curve. The second difficulty encountered in including these 

methods in a data reduction algorithm is the inability to retain the original convexity of 

the curve from which a knot is being removed. The combination of being able to only 

remove one knot at a time and the uncertainty of whether the original convexity of the 

curve will be retained resulted in none of these methods being used in the data reduction 

algorithm implemented for this thesis. 

Another important part of fairing a B-Spline curve is the selection of the knots at which 

to fair the curve. Likewise, selecting which knots should be removed from a curve during 

data reduction is an important part of the knot removal problem. Farin [Fari87] 

suggests three ways of selecting knots at which the curve should be faired: 

e Find the largest discontinuity in the third derivative and fair the curve at that knot, 

e Find the largest rate of change in the first derivative and fair the curve at this knot, 

or 
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e Leave the choice of where to fair the curve up to the trained eye of the designer. 

Certainly, these criteria for fairing are not meant to be used for data reduction, but the 

first two items are of interest. Since the objective of this thesis is to remove knots from 

a surface while maintaining accuracy of the surface, the first two criteria may or may 

not be appropriate for choosing the knots that should be removed. In later sections, the 

use of these criteria for choosing which knots should be removed during data reduction 

will be more thoroughly discussed. 

More recently, Farin [Fari90a] presents a knot removal technique in “Automatic Fairing 

Algorithm for B-Spline Curves” which maintains the original convexity of the curve 

better than the methods presented in his first paper on fairing B-Splines. This is the first 

automatic fairing algorithm to appear in the literature. Farin automated the fairing 

process by using the criterion that a curve should always be faired at the largest 

curvature fluctuation. This is referred to as the “curvature-correction” algorithm. The 

algorithm included a step to ensure that the convexity of the curve was retained by 

comparing the convexity of the new control polygon to the convexity of the original 

control polygon. Again, this algorithm is meant to remove only one knot from the curve 

at a time. While the algorithm can be applied to several neighboring knots or multiple 

knots, the entire algorithm must be repeated as each knot is removed. The 

curvature-correction algorithm can only be used on curves, however extending 

curvature-correction to surfaces is labeled as a problem of considerable interest. 
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2.2 Knot Insertion Techniques 

Knot removal can to some extent be thought of as the inverse of knot insertion, except 

that choosing which knot to remove is usually more difficult than choosing where to 

insert a knot. Accordingly, past research done on knot insertion may give some insights 

into the knot removal process. De Boor [DeBo72] published the first algorithm on knot 

insertion for B-Splines. This algorithm has been refined by Boehm [Boeh80], [Boeh85}]. 

While De Boor discussed knot insertion only for curves, the algorithm given by Boehm 

can be applied to both curves and surfaces. Boehm’s method of knot insertion is very 

reliable, but only provides for the insertion of one knot at a time. To insert several 

knots, the algorithm must be repeated for each new knot. 

Perhaps the most general knot insertion or refinement algorithm for B-Splines is the 

Oslo algorithm developed by Cohen, Lyche, and Riesenfeld [Cohe80]. The Oslo 

algorithm allows more than one knot to be inserted into a B-Spline curve in a single 

iteration. This method of Knot insertion is based on the fact that a curve constructed 

from one set of control vertices, blending functions and knots can be represented in 

terms of a larger set of control vertices, new blending functions and a refined set of 

knots. In other words, the knot insertion process produces a B-Spline space based on 

a refined knot sequence which contains the original B-Spline space based on the original 

knot sequence [Boeh85]. Therefore, to determine the new B-Spline space from the 

original B-Spline space, a transformation based on linear algebra can be used. 

Bartels [Bart87] gives a good explanation of the Oslo algorithm. Based on the above 

discussion of Knot insertion, a curve constructed: 
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e from an original set of control vertices, Vo,..., Vm, 

® weighted by an original set of B-Spline blending functions, B,, of order k, 

e and defined on an original knot sequence, {7,;}7+* 

can be represented in terms of: 

e a larger set of control vertices, Wg,..., Win+ns 

® weighted by a refined set of B-Spline blending functions, N,, also of order x, 

e and defined on a refined knot sequence, {t}7+"+*. 

Accordingly, a transformation from the original control vertices, V;, to the refined ~ 

control vertices, Wi, can be, expressed as: 

m 

WwW; = > iV, for j =0,.m+n 
i=0 

where the a,, are discrete B-Splines of the same order and having the same knot 

sequence as the B-Spline into which knots are being inserted. 

In a similar manner, a transformation from the original set of B-Splines, B,, to the refined 

set of B-Splines, N;, can be expressed as: 
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m+n 

Bi At) = » 0, eU)Nj 47) 
j=l 

The B-Splines can be expressed as the vector spaces: 

B(x) = (Bo(®)s-+15 B(2)) 

N(R) = (Nol)pess Nin 4 nl)" 

Using this notation the linear transformation from B to N can be expressed in matrix 

form as: 

N(x) = A’ B(x) 

The matrix A is called the B-Spline knot insertion matrix of order & from ttot. The 

knot insertion transformation can be expressed in expanded matrix form as: 

m+n 

fix) =) VBylt) = V7B) = VATN = DWN, 
i=0 i=0 J 

Based on the linear independence of B-Splines, the transformation can be applied 

directly to the control vertices to yield: 

W = AV 

The elements of the B-Spline Knot insertion matrix are discrete B-Splines of the same 

order, k, as the B-Spline into which knots are being inserted. 
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The Oslo algorithm has two beneficial characteristics, one of which is essential if the 

inverse of the Knot insertion process is to be used as the knot removal process. This 

method of knot insertion provides for inserting more than one Knot in a single iteration. 

This feature of the Oslo algorithm should allow for a more efficient process if the 

algorithm is to be inverted for use in knot removal. Similar to Boehm’s method of knot 

insertion, the Oslo algorithm only affects the curve locally. 

2.3 Knot Removal and Data Reduction for B-Splines . 

The first method for removing knots from a B-Spline using the B-Spline knot insertion 

matrix is given by Lyche and Morken [Lych87a] in a paper entitled “A Discrete 

Approach to Knot Removal and Degree Reduction Algorithms for Splines”. Lyche and 

Morken address the problem of computing a B-Spline approximation to a piecewise 

polynomial given as a linear combination of B-Splines while retaining the same order. 

Lyche considers two B-Splines, f and g, of the same order having different knot 

sequences where g is to approximate f. The difference between these B-Splines, f— g, 

is shown to be a B-Spline of the same order which has a knot sequence containing the 

knot sequences of both f and g. The difference in the B-Splines, f/—g, can be 

minimized by varying the approximating B-Spline, g, over the linear space defined by its 

knot sequence. While this method allows more than one knot to be removed from a 

B-Spline curve in a single iteration, a robust algorithm for data reduction is not 

discussed. 
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A robust algorithm for data reduction is given in”A Data Reduction Strategy for Splines 

with Applications to the Approximation of Functions and Data” [Lych88]. In this 

paper, Lyche and Morken present a technique for reducing the number of knots in a 

B-Spline curve without disturbing the curve by more than a certain tolerance. This 

technique for removing knots is based on the work done earlier by Lyche et al. 

Lyche considers a B-Spline, g € S,,, which approximates another B-Spline fe Sy, 

Where S,, and S,, are vector spaces defined by B-Spline blending functions. Also, a 

tolerance, ¢, for the difference between the two B-Splines is given. The problem which 

is addressed is to find an approximation, g, such that ||f—g|| < «. The algorithm used 

to solve this problem is divided into three steps referred to as rank, remove and 

approximate. In rank, the order in which Knots should be removed from the original 

knot sequence is determined. In remove, the number of knots which can be removed 

from the original knot sequence without exceeding the tolerance, «, is determined. Then 

a reduced knot sequence is created as a subsequence of the original knot sequence. In 

approximate, the control vertices for the approximating B-Spline, g, are found using a 

least squares approximation. 

The knot removal strategy for B-Spline curves outlined above is extended to tensor 

product surfaces in “Knot Removal for Parametric B-Spline Curves and Surfaces” 

[Lych87b]. Lyche and Morken propose that one way to perform data reduction on a 

tensor product B-Spline surface is to perform data reduction on the curves defining the 

surface in each parametric direction. Accordingly, the technique outlined in “A Data 

Reduction Strategy for Splines with Applications to the Approximation of Functions 

and Data” [Lych88] is used first in one parametric direction and then in the other 

parametric direction on each isoparametric curve defining the control polyhedron of the 
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surface. This algorithm has been proven to be robust for knot removal and data 

reduction on tensor product B-Spline surfaces. 
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3.0 Spline Curves and Surfaces 

Spline curves are commonly used in the aircraft and shipbuilding industries [Mort85]. 

The spline curve originates from a drafting tool, called a spline, which is a strip of 

plastic, wood or other material that is flexed to pass through a series of design points. 

The most important characteristic of a spline curve is that the curvature is continuous. 

This results in curves having no kinks or abrupt changes in shape. Although there are 

several different representations for splines, including Hermite and Bezier, B-Splines have | 

become popular for use in geometric modeling. 

3.1 B-Splines 

A B-Spline curve is an approximation of the points defining a control polygon. The 

curve may or may not pass through the points defining the vertices of the control 

polygon. A B-Spline curve and the corresponding control polygon are shown in 
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Figure 1 on page 18. A point on the curve is a weighted average of several points in the 

control polygon. The number of points influencing the weighted average is equal to the 

order of the curve. The weighted average is based on blending functions which control 

how much each control vertex affects the points on the curve. The blending functions 

are determined from the knot sequence for the curve. The remaining sections in this 

chapter review the relationship between the control polygon, knot sequence, blending 

functions, and points on the curve. 

3.1.1. B-Spline Nomenclature 

Information on B-Splines is available through out the literature [Fari90b], [Yama88], 

[Bart87]. However, there is often a difference in the nomenclature used in the description 

of B-Splines. The format adopted for this thesis is based on a series of papers written 

by Lyche and Morken [Lych87a], [Lych87b], [Lych88]. All equations for B-Spline curves 

and surfaces given in this thesis are for fourth order (third degree) B-Splines unless 

otherwise stated. The symbols used to represent B-Splines in equation form and their 

definitions are given below: 

Symbol Definition 

k Order of B-Spline (for third degree, kK = 4) 

P Point on the B-Spline 

q, c, d Control vertex 

Q Control polygon or polyhedron 

u,w, t Knot values along the B-Spline 

T Knot sequence for the entire B-Spline 

N, B Blending or B-Spline basis functions 
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Figure 1. Relationship Between a B-Spline Curve and Control Polygon       
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3.1.2 Uniform Cubic B-Splines 

The equation for a uniform cubic B-Spline is given below: 

plu) = > aNia(u) 
i=0 

This equation shows that any point on a B-Spline curve is the weighted average of the 

surrounding control vertices. In the above equation, q, refers to control vertices, while 

Nix refers to blending functions. For any B-Spline, no more than k blending functions 

are non-zero for any point on the curve. This feature results in local control which is 

characteristic of B-Splines. The term uniform refers to the spacing between knot values. 

Accordingly, the difference between any two successive knot values, ¢,,,; — 4, 1S constant 

for a uniform B-Spline. As a result, a uniform B-Spline curve has the same blending 

functions over the entire curve. 

For a uniform cubic B-Spline (k = 4), any point on the curve is affected by no more 

than four control vertices. Thus, the smallest component of a cubic B-Spline curve, a 

curve segment, must have at least four control vertices. The equation of a uniform cubic 

B-Spline expressed in matrix form is: 

Pu) = UMQ, 

where: 
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The so called universal transformation matrix, M, is the matrix of blending function 

coefficients over the entire curve. The product of the U matrix and the universal 

transformation matrix is used to find the blending functions at any point on a uniform 

cubic B-Spline curve. 

Most B-Spline curves used in design applications are composed of several curve 

segments. For example, since a cubic B-Spline curve segment is defined by only four 

control vertices, a B-Spline curve having eight control vertices is composed of five curve 

segments. This is illustrated in Figure 2 on page 21. A curve segment usually starts at 

a local parameter value of zero and ends at a local parameter value of one. The blending 

functions vary based on the value of the parameter, u. As the local parameter changes 

from zero to one along the length of a curve segment, the amount that each control 

vertex influences the curve changes. 

A junction point is defined as a point on a B-Spline curve where two curve segments 

join, while a break point is the knot corresponding to a junction point. Two junction 

points appear on the curve in Figure 2 on page 21 and are labeled p, and p,. Junction 

points can also be defined as the point at which the local parameter value is one on the 

preceding curve segment and the point at which the local parameter value could be zero 

on the next curve segment. However, it 1s important to note that when the local 

parameter value is zero, the curve segment is only affected by the first three control 
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vertices. Similarly, when the local parameter value is one, the curve segment is only 

affected by the last three control vertices. This, in effect, defines the transition from one 

set of control vertices affecting the curve to the next set of control vertices affecting the 

curve. 

A typical knot sequence for a uniform B-Spline curve of order & with m control vertices 

ist = {¢}r4* = {-3, —2, —1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. This knot sequence could 

be used for the curve in Figure 2 on page 21. This is referred to as a uniform knot 

sequence because the change in knot values from one knot to the next is constant. Knot 

sequences for B-Spline curves are always non-decreasing. In the above knot sequence, 

interior knots are defined to be: 

Accordingly, in Figure 2 on page 21, knots 4, ..., &% are interior knots. 

3.1.3. Non-uniform Cubic B-Splines 

The equation for a non-uniform cubic B-Spline is the same as for a uniform cubic 

B-Spline. However, non-uniform cubic B-Splines offer better shape control than 

uniform cubic B-Splines. This improvement in shape control results from the knot 

sequence. As the name implies, the difference between any two successive knot values 

of a non-uniform cubic B-Spline is not necessarily the same. This difference is called the 

knot spacing. The knot spacing influences how much each control vertex affects the 

curve. Two knot sequences having the same knot spacing can be used with the same 
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control polygon to define equivalent curves. Accordingly, a knot sequence of 

{1, 3, 7, 8} has the same effect as a knot sequence of {5, 7,11, 12} when used with the 

same control polygon. The relationship between the knot sequence, control polygon and 

points along a non-uniform B-Spline curve is shown in Figure 3 on page 24. In this 

thesis, one knot value is used for each control vertex as well as two additional knot 

values at each end of the control polygon. 

The blending functions for non-uniform B-Spline curves are calculated using a recursive 

formula which is the sum of divided differences of the knot sequence. The blending 

functions are found using: 

l iftj<su<t4, 

Nit) = 
0 otherwise 

(u — t) Nip — 14) (4x — (u)) Nig te (u) 
+ 

figke1 7 SG figk ~ fay 
    

Nix = 

Similar to uniform B-Splines, only k or fewer blending functions will be non-zero, 

resulting in no more than & control vertices affecting any point along the B-Spline curve. 

The discussion on curve segments and junction points also applies to non-uniform 

B-Splines. The parameter values at the beginning and end of a curve segment are equal 

to the knot values of the interior knots of the control polygon for that curve segment. 

Even so, local parameter values can range from zero to one. 
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Figure 3. Relationship Between Knots, Control Vertices and Points       
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3.1.4 Properties of the B-Spline Representation 

There are several properties of B-Splines which must be considered when implementing 

a knot removal or data reduction algorithm including: 

C*-! Continuity Between Curve Segments: A cubic curve guarantees c? continuity 

at curve junction points. 

Variation Diminishing Property: A B-Spline curve never intersects any arbitrary 

straight plane more than its control polygon does. Therefore, the shape of the 

control polygon is reflected in the shape of the B-Spline curve. 

Local Shape Control: The effect of any control vertex is limited to & curve 

segments. Accordingly, any point along a cubic B-Spline curve is affected by at 

most four control vertices. 

Curve Degree Control: The degree of a B-Spline curve is independent of the number 

of control vertices. 

3.2 B-Spline Surfaces 

The representation of B-Spline surfaces is similar to that for B-Spline curves. A B-Spline 

surface is an approximation to a lattice of control vertices, commonly called a control 

polyhedron. While having two parametric directions instead of one, B-Spline surfaces 
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have the same properties as curves. The concepts of curve segments and junction points 

for curves can be extended to B-Spline surfaces, but because of the existence of two 

parametric directions, these become patches and junction curves, respectively. The 

general expression for a B-Spline surface is given below: 

p(u) = y ya, Niu(u) Njr() 
i=0j=0 

Two parametric directions, u and w, and two knot sequences are used instead of one. 

In the above equation, q,; represents control vertices, while Ny and N,, stand for the 

blending functions for each parametric direction. The terms M and L stand for the 

order of the B-Spline surface in the u and w parametric directions, respectively. Fora 

bi-cubic B-Spline surface, M@ = L = 4. A control polyhedron for a B-Spline surface 

is shown in Figure 4 on page 27. 

3.2.1 Uniform Bi-Cubic B-Spline Surfaces 

Similar to uniform cubic B-Spline curves, the coefficients of the blending functions for 

uniform bi-cubic B-Spline surfaces are constants. The simplified form of a uniform 

bi-cubic B-Spline surface follows: 

piAuw) = UMQM' WT 

where: 
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Figure 4. Control Polyhedron for a B-Spline Surface       
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Me L 3-6 3 0 _ qi j-1 qi; Gi f+ Gi j+2 

6 —3 030 Giana j—1 W41,7 W41,j41 W4i,j742 

1 4 1 0 | W+2,j-1 Gi342,, W+2,741 V+ 2,742, 

3.2.2. Non-uniform Bi-Cubic B-Spline Surfaces 

While the general format for a B-Spline surface can certainly be applied to a 

non-uniform bi-cubic B-Spline surface, the matrix form, shown below, is sometimes 

used: 

- 

G—1,j-1 G—-1,7 U-1,j41 W142 No alw) 

Gij-1 67) 4d 42 N, 4(w) 
Pj(4w) = [No a4)» Nias Noa» N34] 

Gigay—1 W417 W41,741 41,742] | Noel) 

      U4 2,7-1 WH 2,7 WH f+1 W4+2,742 | N3 a(w) 

Although a non-uniform B-Spline surface is a tensor product, sometimes there is an 

advantage in thinking of the surface as being made up of a collection of isoparametric 

curves. An important characteristic of non-uniform B-Spline surfaces is that a single 

knot sequence must be used for all of the isoparametric curves in each parametric 

direction. The blending functions for each parametric direction of non-uniform B-Spline 

surfaces are calculated recursively in the same manner as those in the B-Spline curve 
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formulation. However, if the surface is thought of as a series of isoparametric curves, 

all curves in one direction are being calculated using the same Knot sequence. As a 

result, the representation of a grid of surface data in which the distance between the data 

points does not vary in the same pattern along each isoparametric curve using a 

non-uniform B-Spline surface can be difficult [Fari90b]. 

3.3 Discrete B-Splines 

Discrete B-Splines have been utilized for several purposes ranging from solving 

minimization problems to iteratively computing non-linear splines [Cohe80]. Discrete 

B-Splines are defined over a knot sequence using a recursive algorithm. The properties 

of discrete B-Splines are similar to those of B-Splines discussed in the preceding sections 

of this chapter. In this thesis, discrete B-Splines are used to calculate the elements, 

a ix, Of the B-Spline knot insertion matrix described in the section of the literature survey 

on knot insertion. Recall that the B-Spline knot insertion matrix is used to transform 

the original control vertices, V,, into refined control vertices, W;. This can be expressed 

as: 

m 

W,= aV, forj = 0,.m+n 
i=0 

In a similar manner, a transformation from the original set of blending functions, B,,, 

to the refined set of blending functions, N,,, is expressed as: 
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m+n 

Bilt) = > ipl) Nj eld) 
j=0 

Accordingly, the definition of a discrete B-Spline, « ,,(/), is shown below: 

1 if gst<hy, 
a 10) = 

0 otherwise 

(T4 py ™ ti) & 1) 4 (G4, ~ Ta r—1) % 447-10) 

ligrp—-1 7 4 bar 7 G41 
    

a ir) = 

for r = 2,3,...,k, where & is the order of the B-Spline into which knots are being 

inserted. 

The properties of discrete B-splines can be summarized as follows: 

e Discrete B-Splines over a knot sequence always sum to one. That is, Da i(/) = 1. 
é=0 

e Discrete B-Splines have local support. That is, for any given j let 6 be such that 

t<t < t,,, thena.(/) = 0 forié{6—k4+1,...,6}, fori = 0,..., m. 

e Discrete B-Splines are always non-negative. That is, a ,,(/) > 0 for all i,j, k. 

Additional information on discrete B-Splines may be found in [Bart87], [Cohe80], 

[Lych75], [Lych76], [Schu73}] and [DeBo76]. 
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4.0 Data Reduction for Cubic B-Spline Curves 

4.1 Difficulties Associated with Knot Removal 

Knot removal for B-Spline curves and surfaces is a complicated process. While it is easy 

to say that the goal of knot removal is simply to remove a knot from a non-uniform 

B-Spline curve or surface, a more sensible approach is to address this task in a series of 

steps. This chapter presents the difficulties associated with knot removal for B-Spline 

curves by breaking the process down into three steps. First, the context of knot removal 

for B-Spline curves is established. Then the topics of classification of knots for knot 

removal, removal of knots from a B-Spline curve and approximation of a B-Spline curve 

using data reduction are addressed. The extension of curve-based knot removal to 

B-Spline surfaces is discussed in a later section of this thesis and will not be addressed 

here. 
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4.2 Overview of the Knot Removal Process 

Let f be a B-Spline curve defined using a control polygon, Q, a knot sequence, 

t = {t,}7+*, and blending functions, B,,,. Then there is a space, S,,, such that: g P 

St = span { Bi gry s Bings} 

where mis the number of control vertices defining Q and & is the order of the B-Spline. 

If a reduced knot sequence, T = {t,}rif e€ {t,}74*, and blending functions, N,,,,, can 

be defined, then a second subspace, S,,,, exists such that: 

Se,-e = span{ Nip se sNags} 

where vn is the number of control vertices defining the reduced curve and m — n is the 

number of knots which were removed from the original curve, f. Since the reduced knot 

sequence, T = {t,}7+/, 1s a subsequence of the original knot sequence, t = {t}74*: 

Sat € S gt 

The goal of knot removal, then, is to find an approximate B-Spline curve, g, defined in 

the subspace S,, such that: 

llf-gll <« 

where « is the allowable error for the approximation g. 

In attaining this goal, several questions arise. For instance, what Knots should be 

removed from the original knot sequence, t = {t,}7**, to get the reduced knot 
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sequence, T = {t,}7s/? In addition, how must the locations of the control vertices be 

changed for the difference between the original curve and the approximating curve, 

J — g, to be within the specified tolerance? Finally, how should the answers to the two 

preceding questions be integrated to yield an algorithm for data reduction? These 

questions are addressed in the remaining three sections of this chapter. 

4.3 Classification of Knots for Removal 

The first step in knot removal for a B-Spline curve is to classify the knots of the curve 

so that their significance can be assessed. The significance of a knot should be 

measurable in some quantitative way which will yield a real number. The method used 

here is based on a weighting method originally presented by Lyche and Morken 

[Lych88]. Once the significance of the knots defining a B-Spline curve has been 

determined, the least significant knots can be removed from the curve. This section 

discusses the calculation of the weights which are used to determine the significance of 

the knots defining a B-Spline curve. 

A weight must be determined for each interior knot of the B-Spline curve from which 

knots are being removed. However, it is easier to understand the process of determining 

a weight if the removal of only one knot is considered. Accordingly, the goal is to find 

the significance of a knot, t,, from the original knot sequence, t. This can be done by 

assuming the knot, 4, and the control point, g,.,-2, were never in the original curve, 

f. Then the knot at ¢ is reinserted into the curve giving an approximating curve, /’. 

The steps of going from the original curve to the reduced curve and back to the 
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approximating curve are shown in Figure 5 on page 35. Accordingly, a reduced knot 

sequence, T, and a control polygon, c, are used to define a reduced curve, g, as follows: 

Tct 5s ft, jE T 

COQ 3 Gip-2r€O 

Thus, T is a subset of t such that ¢, is not a member of T. For example, if the original 

knot sequence is: 

t = {43"4* = (0,1, 3, 7,9, 12, 13} 

and the knot for which a weight is to be found is 4 = 7, then: 

T = {x} ™)'** = (0,1,3,9, 12, 13} 

Thus, fis defined on the knot sequence (0, 1,3, 7,9, 12,13} and g is defined on the 

knot sequence {0,1,3,9,12,13}. When the knot 4 = 7 is inserted into g, a new 

control polygon, d, must be found. A weight can be defined as: 

w, = min _— 
/ aniny IF alle 

The determination of the weight, w,, can now be formulated in matrix notation. Let the 

knot for which a weight is being found be: 

z=tet 
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so that T J z = t. Therefore, T (J z is the knot sequence obtained by increasing the 

multiplicity of the knot z by one in the knot sequence T. Next, define integers v and 

{ such that: 

lA
 

TyWH4< Ty-4) = oo = THY zZ<T 

where the terms t,_;.;,..., Ty-1 and z are multiple knots. The multiplicity of z in t is 

/ and v = /, the subscript of the knot in t whose weight is being found. 

The reduced curve defined on the knot sequence T can be defined as: 

n 

g= >¢ Bigt ES, t 
i=] 

where the c¢; are control vertices and B,,7 are blending functions. Likewise, the 

approximating curve takes the form: 

rn+1 

f' = dd Nice € Sy: 

i=l 

where d, are the control points and Nix. are blending functions. The next step in 

formulating the matrix notation of || f’ — g ||, is to consider the process of inserting 

a knot into gto get f’. From Boehm’s work on Knot insertion [Boeh80]: 

d®? = ¢? fori = 1,...,v—k, 

d,! = ba; C;' + A; ¢;! fori = v—-k+1,...,v—J/, 

de = G_y fori=v—i+l1,...,n+1 
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where 

Ti4¢k—-1 — 2 zZ— 7; 

Tip k—-1 7 Te-1 7 Ti 

The second equation for transforming the d,; can be expressed in matrix form as: 

d’ = Be’ 

where B is a transformation matrix from c' to d'. The B matrix takes the form: 

> - 

l 0 vee 0 0 

Ayn k+1 Bye k4 toc 0 0 

B _ 0 Ay—-k42 aoe 

we By fuy 0 

0 0 eee Ay-i By] 

0 0 vee 0 1     
Thus, B has k—/+2 rows and k—/+1 columns. The elements y, decrease with 

increasing i, while the elements J; increase with increasing i. The control vertices of the 

approximating curve, f’, can be found by solving the 7» problem: 

min || d' — Be’ || 

where the ¢» problem consists of using the max norm to perform the above 

minimization. 

The weight for knot ¢, in the original knot sequence, t, is set equal to: 
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w, = || d' — Be' || + 
0 forl = 1 

w_, forl> 1 

Since min || d' — Bc! || is an overdefined system of equations, a special algorithm 

must be used to find a solution, c. 

described below to solve such a set of equations. 

Lyche and Morken developed the algorithm 

In [Lych88], a linear system of equations is used to solve the minimization problem 

presented above. This solution takes the form: 

where 

and 

  

Ac’ =d' 

Hw, 0. 0 0 

Ay Uy ..- 0) 0 

0 A; ... 
A = 

Mp. 9 

0 0 .. And Un 

00... O An 

n=k—I1+2 

(-1"~ 
(-1)"~? 

I 

—]   

Accordingly, the A matrix is just the transformation matrix, B with an added column, 

a, defined by: 
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a={a,..,4} 9 a =({-1)"7! 

With the elements of the A matrix defined, the following algorithm can be used to solve 

for ce’: 

1. Construct the matrix A. 

2. Determine the largest integer p such that yp, > 1/2. 

3. Elminate c}_, from equation ifor i = 2,..., p using forward Gaussian elimination 

on equations 2,..., p. 

4. Eliminate c} from equation ij for i = n—-1,..., p+1 using backward Gaussian 

elimination on equations n—1, n—2,..., p+. 

5. Solve reduced equations p and p+ 1 for c!} and ce}. 

6. Perform back substitution on equation i for i = p—1, p—2,..., 1 to determine 

c}. 

7. Perform back substitution on equation ifor i = p+2,..., n to determine c!_,. 

Lyche and Morken [Lych88] have shown that this algorithm never results in division by 

zero, does not create fill-in and prevents growth of the elements in A, except for the last 

column. Therefore, the algorithm is stable. 

When this process is carried out for the entire B-Spline curve, each interior knot is 

assigned a knot removal weight using: 
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0 fori = 1 
w = ||d’ — Be |] + 

w,_, forl > |] 

where the max norm is used. As of yet, the condition for multiple knots has not been 

implemented. Using these weights, the interior knots of the B-Spline curve can be sorted 

so that the least significant knot is at one end of a list and the most significant knot is 

at the other end of the list. A parallel quick sort is used for this purpose. The sorted list 

of knots and weights is called the knot removal list. 

4.4 Calculation of New Control Vertices 

The second step in removing knots from a B-Spline curve is to determine the new 

locations of control vertices in the vicinity of the knot being removed from the curve. 

The new locations for the remaining control vertices should be such that the amount the 

curve changes is minimal. This implies that the distance between the approximating 

curve, g, and the original curve, f, should be minimized. However, this is a difficult 

problem to solve. Accordingly, the task of finding the new locations for local control 

vertices while removing only one knot will be explained first. 

Before solving the minimization problem, it is necessary to determine which knots and 

control vertices in a B-Spline curve must be included in the minimization if only one 

interior knot is being removed. The number of knots and control vertices which must 

be included in the minimization is dependent on the order of the curve. Assume knot 

t, is to be removed from a cubic B-Spline curve (order k = 4). Then the control vertex 
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which is also being removed from the curve is q,;-2. A local fourth order B-Spline which 

is defined by k +1 knots on either side of 4 and k—1 control vertices on either side 

of q,;-. must be considered in the minimization. This local region of the curve must be 

considered in the minimization problem because the curve segments defined by this 

region are affected by the knot 4 which is being removed. This is shown in Figure 6 

on page 42. 

For a minimization problem of this type, an 7, norm (1 < p < oo) is typically used. 

The norms used in this thesis are defined over any knot sequence, t, containing a reduced 

Knot sequence, T, as: 

= 4 i 
max; |d,| for p = co 

lift] = {oto ts — KY? for < p < *| 

where the d, and 4 are the control vertices and knots, respectively, of the original curve, 

feSxs If ¢ are the control vertices of the approximating curve, g € S,7, then 

d = Bc where B is the B-Spline knot insertion matrix of order k from T to t. 

Therefore, the above equation can be written: 

Mf lle, = UE Be II, 

where E}’? is an mx m scaling matrix defined by: 

ve 

¥ 

{its — kl” forl<p< a 

“ts ] for p = ©0 

Lyche and Morken [Lych87] discussed the use of discrete norms for approximating 

B-Spline curves. However, the decision of which 7, norm to use was not answered. 
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Throughout the literature, it has been well documented that the control polygon of a 

B-Spline curve converges to the curve as the control polygon is refined [Cohe80], 

[Bart87]. This implies that the (?,, t) norm converges to the L,. norm of the B-Spline. 

In a later paper, Lyche and Morken [Lych88] have shown that the difference of the 

(f,, t) norm and the L, norm is small if the curve is smooth. Therefore, this norm is 

used to calculate the new locations of the control vertices near the knot which is being 

removed. The new control vertices will be the solution to the least squares problem: 

min Il f—-gll,, 
€& € kt 

Using the B-Spline knot insertion matrix and the scaling matrix, the least squares 

problem can be expressed as: 

min || E,/*(Be — d) || 

In a least squares solution of over determined linear systems, ill-conditioned matrices are 

sometimes a concern. Lyche and Morken [Lych88] have shown that for this system, if 

a suitable scaling matrix is introduced, the condition number of the coefficient matrix is 

bounded by D? [DeBo76] independently of the knot sequences. The scaling matrix 

which must be introduced is Ef. This 1x scaling matrix is defined similar to E}?: 

~1/2 
éi = (C(tisy, — %)] 

When this scaling matrix is introduced, the least squares minimization becomes: 

min, || Et/?(BEz'?x — d) || 
xeR 

The new control points can be found by first solving for x then substituting into: 
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e = Ex 

The least squares problem can be solved using one of two methods. The first method 

uses orthogonal transformations. The second method utilizes normal equations to solve 

the least squares problem. This approach is safe to use because the condition number 

of the coefficient matrix is bounded by D?[DeBo76]. For a fourth order B-Spline curve 

(k = 4), Dk = 10.03. 

Both the method of orthogonal transformations and the utilization of normal equations 

were implemented during the development of software for this thesis. Since these 

techniques gave identical results, normal equations are used to solve the least squares 

minimization in the final version of this thesis. If higher order B-Spline curves are used, 

the solution of this least squares minimization using normal equations and orthogonal 

projections should be checked. Values of D, for B-Spline curves of various orders are 

listed in [DeBo76]. 

Recall that the discussion so far in this section holds only for removing one Knot from 

a cubic B-Spline curve (order k = 4). However, this can be extended to removing more 

than one knot, especially if the knots to be removed are all located within the same local 

curve as defined in Figure 6 on page 42. If a list of several nearby knots is to be 

removed, then the local curve which must be considered will include one or more 

additional knots and control vertices. In this case, the region of the B-Spline curve 

which must be considered can be expressed in terms of the highest and lowest subscripts 

of the knots which are in the removal list. The local cubic B-Spline curve (k = 4) which 

must be considered in removing a list of knots is defined by the knots from £,,,_,-, to 

ty+x+, and by the control vertices from quy—%+1 tO Qai+x4—1- The subscripts Ai and low 
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are the subscripts of the knots in the removal list having the highest and lowest values, 

respectively. Two examples are given in Figure 7 on page 46 and Figure 8 on page 47. 

Again, this local region of the curve must be considered in the minimization problem 

because the curve segments defined by this region are affected by the knots which are in 

the removal list. If two or more knots are to be removed from a cubic B-Spline curve 

and they are far enough apart that they do not affect the same local region of the curve, 

then they must be removed separately. This is shown in Figure 9 on page 48. 

4.5 A Data Reduction Algorithm for B-Spline Curves 

An algorithm for data reduction must incorporate the previous two steps which have 

been described in this chapter, namely, determining which knots to remove and then 

removing them. The ideal algorithm for data reduction on a B-Spline curve would be: 

1. Save the initial or reduced representation of the curve as the current representation 

of the curve. 

2. Determine the knot which has the least significance. 

3. Remove the knot having the least significance from the curve. 

4. Check whether the reduced curve is within the specified tolerance. 

5. Ifthe reduced curve is within the specified tolerance, then repeat steps one through 

four. Otherwise, go to step six. 
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Figure 7. Local Cubic B-Splines Considered When Removing a List of Knots: 
list are adjacent to each other.   
  

Knots in knot removal   
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Removal List: ta tg tio ti 

hi = 10 low = 7 

Knots to be removed 1 

Local region of curve CO ro 

Figure 8. Local Cubic B-Splines Considered When Removing a List of Knots: Knots in knot removal 
list are nearby, but not adjacent to each other.     
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6. Replace the initial representation of the curve with the current representation. 

This algorithm seems to be good since it removes knots from the B-Spline curve in a 

prioritized manner until the tolerance is exceeded and then gives the best approximation 

within the tolerance. However, the calculations necessary to find the weights for each 

new curve representation in step two are computationally intensive. For a curve having 

on the order of 10? or more knots, the above knot removal algorithm is relatively slow. 

To increase the speed, knots can be removed in localized groups or partitions. If the 

partition size is chosen wisely, knots can still be removed in a prioritized manner, 

however, more Knots can be removed during each iteration. 

Two partitioning methods were implemented during the development of software for this 

thesis. The first consisted of an adaptive partitioning method based on the tolerance, 

é, the allowable difference between the original B-Spline curve and the approximating 

B-Spline curve. The second partitioning method consisted of fixing the number of knots 

being removed during each iteration and adjusting the number of knots removed in the 

final iteration so that the desired number of knots were removed from the curve. Both 

partitioning methods are described below. 

The adaptive partitioning method is based on work done by Lyche and Morken 

[Lych88]. The tolerance, «¢, is used to calculate values which are used to partition the 

Knots based on Knot removal weights. The partitions are: 

O= p< P< <P =wy, 

Here, Wyma, is the maximum weight in the list of knot removal weights calculated for the 

interior knots of a curve. The partitioning values, p,, are calculated using: 
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0 fori =0 

i= i-2 
2 “e fori =1,..., q 

where g is the number of partitions needed to partition the entire list of knot removal 

weights. 

Starting at partition po, knots are removed until the desired amount of data reduction 

is achieved. However, knot removal weights and partitions are not recalculated for the 

intermediate B-Spline curves. This could result in the least significant knots failing to 

be removed from the curve during the removal of subsequent partitions. In fact, the 

partition p, was always found to contain no knots, while the partition p, was found to 

usually contain only one knot. Therefore, even if knot removal weights were calculated 

and the knots were re-partitioned between subsequent iterations, this method would be 

no faster than the algorithm suggested at the beginning of this section. Accordingly, this 

partitioning method is not used in the final implementation of the data reduction 

software. 

The fixed partitioning method, which is used in the final implementation of this thesis, 

removes five knots from the curve during each iteration until the desired number of 

knots have been rernoved from the curve. Knot removal weights are recalculated after 

each partition of five knots is removed. This decreases the number of times that weights 

must be calculated compared to the adaptive method described above. This algorithm 

takes advantage of the fact that knots having the least significance are often near each 

other. If two or more of the five knots being removed are found to be within the same 

local region of the curve, then these knots are removed at the same time. Otherwise, the 

knots in the partition are removed one at a time. The removal of knots which are near 
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each other is done using sub-partitions. For example, if the original partition of five 

knots which is to be removed consists of { t, ts, ts, ts, 4, } then three sub-partitions are 

created: 

{Hit} {5} {3} 

The knots in each of these sub-partitions are removed using the least squares method 

previously presented. After removing five knots or a full partition (if the partition size 

is less than five knots), knot removal weights are recalculated for the reduced 

representation of the B-Spline curve. This process is repeated until the desired number 

of knots have been removed from the curve. 

The data reduction algorithm for B-Spline curves using fixed partitioning can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Save the initial or reduced representation of the curve as the current representation 

of the curve. 

2. Determine which knots in the current representation of the curve have the least 

significance. 

3. Determine the number of knots to be removed during the current iteration ( < 5) 

and make an appropriate partition. 

4. Divide the above knot partition into ordered sub-partitions based on whether or not 

any of the knots are in the same local regions of the current curve representation. 
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5. Remove the sub-partitions from the current representation of the curve in prioritized 

order. 

6. Check to see if enough knots have been removed from the initial representation of 

the curve. 

7. Ifthe data is reduced by the desired amount then go to step eight. Otherwise, repeat 

steps one through six. 

8. Replace the initial representation of the curve with the final reduced representation. 
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5.0 Data Reduction for Bi-cubic B-Spline Surfaces 

Data reduction and knot removal for bi-cubic B-Spline surfaces 1s a direct extension of 

the algorithm used for non-uniform B-Spline curves. However, instead of removing 

individual Knots, an entire cross section of knots must be removed from the control 

polyhedron defining the B-Spline surface. The algorithm for curves is applied first in one 

parametric direction, and then in the other parametric direction. If it is desirable to 

reduce the data in only one parametric direction, then this can be done simply by appling 

curve reduction in that direction. This chapter describes classification of knots for 

removal of from a bi-cubic B-Spline surface, removal of knots from a bi-cubic B-Spline 

surface, and the integration of the two preceeding tasks into a data reduction algorithm. 
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5.1 Classification of Knots for Removal from a B-Spline 

Surface 

The classification of knots for removal from a B-Spline surface is done by repeating the 

algorithm for determining the significance of knots for a curve. In each parametric 

direction, the knots on curves which define a cross section are assigned weights. Then 

the weights for equivalent knots on each cross section of the surface are averaged to get 

a weight for that row of knots. The weights calculated for the rows of knots and row 

numbers are then sorted using a parallel quick sort. The rows of knots having the lowest 

weights are removed first. 

3.2 Calculation of New Control Vertices 

Control vertices for the reduced bi-cubic B-Spline surface are also found by using the 

curve-based least squares algorithm on a cross section by cross section basis. To 

perform data reduction in both parametric directions, new control vertices for 

isoparametric curves in one direction are calculated. Then the new control vertices for 

isoparametric curves in the other direction are found. For each isoparametric curve, the 

new control vertices are located in the same “isoparametric plane” as the control points 

of the original isoparametric curve. Thus, the surface representation only changes in the 

parametric direction in which the isoparametric curves are being reduced. 
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5.3 Data Reduction for B-Spline Surfaces 

The algorithm for data reduction of non-uniform B-Spline surfaces consists of repeating 

curve-based data reduction for each isoparametric curve defined by the rows or columns 

of vertices in the control polyhedron. Thus, to reduce a surface in both parametric 

directions, the surface is first reduced in one direction and then in the other direction. 

The algorithm for reducing a non-uniform B-Spline surface in one parametric direction 

is presented below. 

1. Determine the significance of the interior knots along each isoparametric curve by 

calculating their knot removal weights. 

2. Average the knot removal weights of each row of knots along the surface to 

determine the significance of each row of knots in the surface representation. 

3. Sort the averaged knot removal weights to find the best rows of knots to remove 

from the surface. 

4. Remove the rows of knots having the lowest average weights using the least squares 

minimization on each isoparametric curve of the surface. 
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6.0 Integration of Data Reduction into the 

ACSYNT B-Spline Module 

The data reduction algorithms for curves and surfaces which have been presented in this 

thesis were implemented in the ACSYNT B-Spline module using the C programming 

language and graPHIGS. When ever possible, dynamic memory allocation and existing 

software modules were used. Appendix A contains a source code listing of modules 

which were added to the B-Spline module during the implementation of data reduction 

for non-uniform B-Spline curves and surfaces. 

The original data structures used to store information associated with a model and its 

components were modified during the implementation of data reduction. Previous and 

next model pointers were added to the model data structure to allow a doubly linked list 

of models to be used. These pointers provide a method for storing reduced models and 

viewing both the non-reduced and reduced models. 
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The ability to manipulate models was also added to the user interface. This allows the 

user to specify the model to be displayed, the names of different models, and whether to 

move to the previous or next model in the linked list. 

Three new items were added to the component data structure. The first two are the 

number of knots removed from the component in the u and w directions. The third item 

which was added to the component data structure was a two dimensional array of 

pointers to structures containing information on the weights assigned to each knot. The 

structures pointed to by this two dimensional array were called removal data structures. 

The array consists of one array element for each knot defining the component surface. 

Each of these structures contain the control vertex index and the weight which is 

assigned to the knot associated with that control vertex during the classification step of 

data reduction. The modified model data structure is shown in Figure 10 on page 58, 

while the modified component data structure is described in Figure 11 on page 59. The 

removal data structure is shown in Figure 12 on page 60. 

Two additional data structures are temporarily used during the data reduction algorithm. 

The first of these data structures, the weight data structure, 1s used during the 

classification of knots for removal from a non-uniform B-Spline curve or surface. A 

detailed description of this data structure is given in Figure 13 on page 61. A weight 

data structure is created and destroyed each time the knots on a curve are classified for 

removal. The second temporary data structure which is used during the data reduction 

algorithm is the approximation data structure. A description of the approximation data 

structure is given in Figure 14 on page 62. The approximation data structure is created 

and destroyed each time a partition of five knots is removed from a curve. 
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Model Data Structure 

typedef struct { 
char model_name¢20!; /name of the model */ 
int num_comp; /* number of components in model */ 
int acs_ root; /* root structure id */ 
int nubs _ root; /* Non-Uniform B-Spline root id */ 
int int_root; /* Structure id for intersection data */ 
int fillet_root; 
comp data *comp; /* pointer to beginning of linked list */ 
struct intersection_type *intlist; /* list of intersections */ 
MODEL type *prev; /* pointer to previous model in linked list */ 
MODEL type *next; /* pointer to next model in linked list */ 

}MODEL; 

  Figure 10. Modified Mode! Data Structure   
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Component Data Structure 

typedef struct compdata_type { 
int comp_number; /* component number */ 
char comp_name|20]; /* component name */ 
int acs_id; /* structure id = */ 
int nubs_id; 
int *hull_ id; 
int fillet_1d; 
int open{2]; /* open flag 1 closed 0 open */ 
int color; /* component color */ 
int existence; /* 1 exists 0 does not exist */ 
int nu; /* rendering in u */ 
int nw; /* rendering in w */ 
int acs_ncross; /* number of cross sections */ 
int acs_npts; /* number of pts per xsection */ 
float ***acs_pts; /* pointer to component pts */ 
float ***acs_utan; /* pointer to tangents in u dir */ 
float ***acs wtan; /* pointer to tangents in w dir */ 
int nu_knots; /* number of u knots */ 
int nw_knots; /* number of w knots */ 
float *u_knot; /* u knot array */ 
float *w_knot; /* w knot array */ 
float ***hull; /* control hull */ 
rem_data ***rem; /* array of removal data structures */ 
int nu_removed; /* number of knots removed in u direction */ 
int nw_removed, /* number of knots removed in w direction */ 
struct compdata_type *next; /* pointer to next component */ 

}comp data;     Figure 11. Modified Component Data Structure 
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Removal Data Structure 

typedef struct rem_data_type { 
int index; /* control point number */ 
float weight; /* knot removal weight */ 

}rem_data; 

  Figure 12. Removal Data Structure for Storing Weights     
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Weight Data Structure 

typedef struct weight _data_type { 
int n_knots, /* number of knots after knots are removed */ 
int rem_index; /* index of knot for which weight is being found */ 
float rem_val; /* knot value to be removed */ 
int p; /* subscript of control vertex such that MU > = 1/2 */ 
float *knot; /* pointer to reduced knot vector */ 
float *hull; /* pointer to reducte control hull */ 
float *trans; /* pointer to coefficient matrix used to transform 

old control vertices into new control vertices */ 
float *init_trans; /* pointer to the initial coefficient matrix, 

trans */ 
float *rhsx; /* x coordinates of intermediate control hull */ 
float *rhsy; /* y coordinates of intermediate control hull */ 
float *rhsz; /* z coordinates of intermediate control hull */ 
float *init_rhsx; /* x coordinates of intermediate control hull */ 
float *init_rhsy; /* y coordinates of intermediate contro] hull */ 
float *init_rhsz; /* z coordinates of intermediate control hull */ 
float *solnx; /* x coordinates of new control hull */ 
float *solny; /* y coordinates of new control hull */ 
float *solnz; /* z coordinates of new control hull */ 
float weight; /* weight assigned to knot rem_index in original 

knot sequence and control hull */ 
}WEIGHT;   Figure 13. Weight Data Structure Used During Classification of Knots     
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int k; 
int m; 
int n; 

int rem_index; 

int low_index; 

int hi_index; 

int *removal list; 

float **d, 
float *t; 

float **x; 
float *tau; 
float **scale_t; 

float **B; 

float **scale_tau; 

float **bscale_tau; 
float **scale_b_ scale; 
float **scale d; 
float **Ihs_normal; 

float **rhs_normal;   

typedef struct rem_data_type { 

Approximation Data Structure 

/* order of B-splines being used */ 
/* number of control points in original curve 
/* number of contro] points in curve after knots 

are removed */ 
/* subscript of knot currently being 

removed in the range 1...m */ 
/* lowest subscript (index) of the list being 
removed */ 
/* highest subscript (index) of the list being 

removed */ 
int num_to_be_removed;/* number of knots to be removed 

from original curve */ 
/* list of knot subscripts (starting at 

zero) to be removed from original curve */ 
/* control vertices before knot removal */ 
/* original knot sequence */ 

/* control vertices after knot is removed */ 
/* knot sequence after control point is removed */ 
/* scaling matrix E(1/2) on original knot 

sequence, t */ 
/* B-spline knot insertion matrix for k= 4 from 

the knot sequence tau to the knot sequence t */ 
/* scaling matrix E(-1/2) on reduced knot 

sequence, tau */ 
/* product of (B) X (scale_tau) */ 
/* product of (scale_t) X (B) X (scale_tau) */ 
/* product of (scale_t) X (d) */ 
/* coefficients for unknowns in system of 

normal equations*/ 
/* right hand side of the system of 

normal equations */ 
}APPROXIMATION; 

Figure 14. Approximation Data Structure Used During Knot Removal     
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7.0 Results 

7.1 Non-Uniform B-Spline Curve Reduction 

Two examples of non-uniform B-Spline curve reduction are provided to illustrate the 

strengths and weaknesses of the data reduction algorithm. The first curve is a cross 

section of an airfoil which was originally defined using 104 knots and 100 control 

vertices. The airfoil has a chord length of 16 feet (4.877 meters) and a quarter chord 

thickness of 3 feet (0.914 meters). When the data reduction algorithm was used to 

remove knots from the curve, a 50 percent reduction was achieved, while introducing an 

error in the approximating curve on the order of 1.2 x 10-3 inches ( 3 x 10° meters). 

This seems to be quite reasonable. The original curve is shown in Figure 15 on page 

64 and the reduced curve is shown in Figure 16 on page 65. While this example shows 

the strength of the algorithm for data reduction of non-uniform B-Spline curves, the 

second example illustrates the weakness of the algorithm. This curve, which is similar 

to the cross section of an I-beam, was chosen because it has varying curvature and 

several inflection points. 
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Figure 15. Original Airfoil Curve, 104 Knots and 100 Control Vertices       
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    Figure 16. Reduced Airfoil Curve, 54 Knots and 50 Control Vertices   
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The curve is analytically defined as: 

3 . - 180 y= 54% ie for 180 < x < 180   

This function produces the curve shown in Figure 17 on page 67 which was represented 

using 405 knots and 401 control vertices. A data reduction of 20 percent was achieved 

using the data reduction algorithm. Thus 80 of the 405 knots were removed from the 

original curve. The reduced curve is shown in Figure 18 on page 68. Note that all of 

the knots which were removed, were located in the same region of the curve. Although 

it appears that additional knots could be removed, if more than 80 knots are removed, 

the classification step of the data reduction algorithm fails. Accordingly, the wrong 

knots are removed from the curve and the convexity of the curve is not retained. This 

is shown in Figure 19 on page 69 where 160 of the 405 knots were removed. The areas 

where knots were incorrectly chosen to be removed are along the lower flange. Methods 

for correcting this difficulty in choosing which knots to remove are discussed in the next 

chapter on recommendations. However, for the present, it suffices to simply observe 

that the best knots were not chosen to be removed from the curve. The knots which 

should have been removed are those along the portions of the curve having low 

curvature. 

7.2 Surface Reduction 

Two examples of non-uniform B-Spline surface reduction are presented. The first 

example is the parabolic surface shown in Figure 20 on page 70. This surface is defined 
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  Figure 17. Original 1-Beam Curve, 405 Knots and 401 Control Vertices 
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Figure 18. Reduced I-Beam Curve, 325 Knots and 321 Control Vertices     
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    Figure 19. Reduced I-Beam Curve, 245 Knots and 241 Control Vertices   
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    Figure 20. Original Parabolic Surface, 75 x 75 Vertex Control Polyhedron   
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by a mesh of 79 x 79 knots and 75 x 75 control vertices. The parabolic surface was 

reduced using curve reduction in each parametric direction. The surface was first 

reduced in the u parametric direction by removing 63 knots from each isoparametric 

curve. The result of this reduction, called the intermediate surface, is shown in 

Figure 21 on page 72. From Figure 21 on page 72, it can be concluded that reducing 

a surface in only one parametric direction does not affect the accuracy of the surface 

representation in the other direction. Next, the intermediate surface was reduced in the 

W parametric direction by removing 63 Knots from each isoparametric curve in that 

direction. The result is the final reduced surface shown in Figure 22 on page 73 which 

is reduced by 70.5 percent when compared with the original surface. This extensive 

amount of data reduction is possible because of the lack of inflection points and large 

variations in curvature. Although an algorithm to determine the error between the 

original surface and the reduced surface was not implemented, when the reduced surface 

is densely tiled, no irregularities can be seen in the surface. The second example of 

non-uniform B-Spline surface reduction is for an aircraft wing. The original wing was 

defined using 25 cross sections. Each cross section was defined using 104 knots and 100 

control vertices. Thus the wing was defined using a 25 x 100 vertex control 

polyhedron. This representation was reduced by 32 percent to a surface defined by a 

16 x 50 vertex control polyhedron. The original wing is shown in Figure 23 on page 

74, while the reduced wing is shown in Figure 24 on page 75. Again, no waves or new 

inflection points can be seen on the reduced wing when it is densely tiled. 
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    Figure 21. Intermediate Parabolic Surface, 12 x 75 Vertex Control Polyhedron   
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Figure 22. Reduced Parabolic Surface, 12 x 12 Vertex Control Polyhedron     
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    Figure 23. Original Wing Surface, 25 x 100 Vertex Control Polyhedron   
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  Figure 24. Reduced Wing Surface, 16 x 50 Vertex Control Polyhedron   
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8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 

8.1 Conclusions 

The refinement and implementation of a data reduction and knot removal algorithm for 

non-uniform B-Spline curves and surfaces was presented. The results for curve-based 

data reduction show that the accuracy of the B-Spline representation was maintained to 

within approximately 10-3 inches (3 x 10> meters) on a curve measuring over 16 feet 

(4.877 meters) in length. However, no method for determining the accuracy of 

surface-based reduction was implemented. Even so, the knot removal algorithm which 

gave very good results for non-uniform B-Spline curves was used to perform knot 

removal for non-uniform B-Spline surfaces one cross section at a time. Accordingly, the 

results for surface-based data reduction are also expected to be accurate. 
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8.2 Recommendations 

Although the data reduction algorithms for non-uniform B-Spline curves and surfaces 

presented in this thesis are robust, there is plenty of room for improvement. In 

particular, areas such as the technique used to classify knots for removal, the method for 

partitioning Knots for removal, the user interface, and the calculation of error need to 

be improved. 

A better technique for classifying knots for removal is needed. While the current method 

finds the locations of the closest knots, it does not consider curvature. Accordingly, 

knots which are chosen for removal may be located in an area of high curvature. In 

most cases, when these knots are removed, the local curvature is not retained. 

Therefore, a possible solution to this difficulty may be to include curvature as part of the 

classification process. Curvature could be incorporated into the classification process by 

using the product of the weight based on knot insertion and the curvature at the knot 

of interest as a new weight. Using the weight based on Knot insertion and the curvature, 

k, the new weight could be defined as: 

= kilf-ell 
Wiew 

Thus, knots along portions of the curve with low curvature would have lower weights, 

while knots along portions of the curve with high curvature would have higher weights. 

As an added improvement, it may be advantageous for the user to be able to specify 

which method is used to classify knots for removal. Three possible choices would be to 

classify knots for removal using weights based on: 
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e the knot insertion method for calculating weights only, 

¢ curvature at knots along the curve only, and 

¢ the product of the curvature and the knot insertion weight. 

Another possible solution to the difficulties associated with classifying knots for removal 

could be to divide the classification process into two steps. In the first step, the knots 

defining the curve could be sorted based on curvature. Then the Knots in areas having 

low curvature could be ranked for removal using weights based on knot insertion. These 

methods could also be applied to surfaces by classifying knots for removal on each 

isoparametric curve on the surface. While it would be convenient to be able to claim 

that one of these methods is best, the only way to be certain is to test the merits of each. 

Another aspect of classifiying knots for removal which can be improved is the method 

used to find the knot removal weights for a row of knots on a surface. The method 

which is currently used to determine a weight for a row of knots is to average the weights 

of the knots forming the row. Perhaps a more representative knot removal weight can 

be found for a row of Knots by using either the maximum or by using the least squares 

distribution of the weights for the knots in the row. This would lower the chances ofa 

row of knots having both very high and very low weights from being removed. 

In addition to developing an improved method of classifying knots for removal, a more 

adaptive partitioning technique is needed to determine the number of knots that should 

be removed during each iteration of the data reduction algorithm. No new methods 

have been devised to automatically determine the partition size. However, the partition 

size could be adjusted by the user. This would allow larger partition sizes to be specified 
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for quicker, less accurate data reductions, or smaller partition sizes to be specified for 

more exact, but slower data reductions. Yet another approach to partitioning would be 

to base the partition size on the number of Knots in an area having low curvature. In 

any case, the creation of new methods for determining the partition size is necessary if 

the data reduction algorithm is to become faster. Larger partition sizes will yield a faster 

algorithm, while smaller partition sizes will result in a slower data reduction algorithm. 

While being able to adjust the partition size will allow the user to control the speed of 

the data reduction algorithm, the user interface should support designers having a basic 

background as well as an extensive background on non-uniform B-Spline curves and 

surfaces. Default values have already been provided for users having only a basic 

knowledge of non-uniform B-Spline curves and surfaces. However, options such as 

being able to choose the number and which knots or rows of knots, will be removed 

should be available for designers who wish to make such choices. Another improvement 

would be to allow the user to specify the area of a component or curve which is to be 

reduced using a rubber band bounding box. This may entail subdividing the component 

upon which data reduction is being performed into two smaller components. Since these 

changes would significantly enhance the amount of control the user would have over the 

data reduction process, the opposite operation of refining a non-uniform B-Spline curve 

or surface should be available with the same options in the user interface. In essence, 

this would provide the designer with not only a technique for data reduction, but also 

with. the tools necessary to fair non-uniform B-Spline curves and surfaces. 

The final improvement which should be made to the data reduction algorithm is the 

calculation of the error for the reduced surface and the comparison of this error with a 

specified tolerance, e. The user should be able to easily identify what tolerance is being 
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used and the error associated with the reduced curve or surface. Another feature which 

would help the designer visualize the effects of data reduction on the accuracy of the 

surface representation would be to map the error to the surface during display using a 

color bar and a numerical scale. 
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Appendix A. Norms 

Vector norms are used extensively in the data reduction and knot removal algorithms 

presented in this thesis. Accordingly, a good understanding of norms is important. This 

appendix provides a short review of vector norms and describes the norms used in this 

thesis. 

A.l Vector Norms 

When solving of a linear system of equations, the error of the solution is usually a 

concern. In most cases, it is hoped that the error is small. However, many occasions 

arise when the error in a solution is large. Since the terms large and small are relative, 

a quantitative way of determining when the error is large or small is needed. Vector 

norms are one method of quantitatively measuring the error in a solution to a system 

of linear equations. Vector norms can also be used to assess the size or the distance 
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between two vectors. Accordingly, norms serve as a method to extend the concepts of 

absolute value or magnitude from real numbers to vectors [John82]. 

A norm in R’ is a real-valued function satisfying three conditions: 

e ||x]l > Oand || x|| = 0 if and only if x = 0; 

e |loax{] = /1al I] xt, forall scalars « and vectors x; 

e {ix+yll < Il xIl + [lyII, forall vectors x and y. 

The three usual 7, norms are defined as: 

IIxIl, = | x, | + | x, | +o... oF | x, | 

  

2 2 2 
Hhx ll, = J(ayY + Gay + + (mn) 

IIxllo = max {lx 1,]m_l,.., lal} 

These are commonly referred to as the 7, 7, and the ?,, norms. The ?,, norm is also 

called the max norm since its value is the maximum component of the vector. For a 

thorough review of vector norms see [John82]. 
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A.2 Norms Used for Knot Removal 

The ¢, norms described in the previous section can be modified to suit the context in 

which they are being used. The norms which are used in this thesis are based on a 

modified form of the following norm: 

pip xt, = (iba?) 
J 

which is similar to the 7, norm presented earlier. Since B-Splines are affected by both 

control vertices and a knot sequence, the norm used to calculate new control vertices for 

a B-Spline, f, during knot removal is: 

j 
max, |x;,| for p = 

fll = fis" — ik? fort < p < “| 

where the x, and ¢, are the control vertices and knots, respectively, of the B-Spline curve. 

This norm gives a value representing the cumulative relationship of the control vertices, 

x;, to the change in surrounding knot values from knot 4 to knot 4,, when p = 2. 

Refer to Figure 3 on page 24 for a better understanding of how the change in knot 

values relates to the control vertices. For a more extensive discussion of these norms 

see [Lych88]. 
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Appendix B. Source Code Listing 

B.I Classification of Knots for Removal 

LYALL ISAS SSS SSS IANA AA SS SSSA AN AAA SAS A SAN SAAN SAA ASS A SAS AA ASA AAS SS SANNA ANAS: 
Name: Boehm_rat.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: October 4, 1990 

Description: Contains modules to compute the Knot removal ratio 
derived in [Boeh80]. 

* 
K
K
K
 

K
K
 

XK 

IBEVEERVREREBEU RRR REHUEERRBB BEEBE EAU BHUEEEBREREBBERHEBRHERHERR8HE/ 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

[Roccer stress scrrnecessc= Function Declarations<--------<---4------------- / 

float 
Boehmn_ratiol }3 

[Brann ere nnn nn nese nen nn End of Function Declarations-----~------~------- / 

ARISTA TSAASSS SSS SAA SHA SOSH ISS SSS SSSS SA SSSV SSS SSS SSS SHS S SSS SSS RSS SSssaSKT THe 

% Module Name: Boehm_ratio( ) 
eee eee eee eee eee eee SSS SSS SSS SS SS SSS SSS SS SST SEEK 

* Description: Calculates the Knot insertion ratio (mu) derived by Boehm. 
% 
% Input: Knot vector for the curve with the Knot value already 

cad removed, value of the Knot being removed, number of the 
* control point for which the Boehm_ratio is to be 
% computed and the order of the B-Spline. 
* 
* Output: Boehm_ratio. 
REVS SSSSS RSS SSS SARS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSSSS SASS SSSSSSSSSSSSssesTK/S 

float Boehm_ratio(kKnot, value_removed, i, k) 
float 

Knot[ I, 7* Knot vector for the curve with the knot value already 
removed */ 

value_removed; 7* Knot value which was removed */ 
int 
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1» /* number of the control point for which the Boehm_ratio 
is being calculated (1...n) */ 

k3 /* order of B-spline */ 
{ 
float 

MTU » 7* Boehm_ratio being calculated */ 
denom3 7* denominator of expression for mu */ 

if ( (denom = Knotlitk-2] - Knot[i-1]) > 0.01) 
mu = (value_removed - Knot[1-1])/denom; 

else 
mu = -1.3 /* error condition */ 

return (mu)3 

} 

LILALSILAILAASS SASS SAIS SIA IAI SSS SSAA SA SAAN ANA ASS ASA A SNS AN AAS SAS SAN ASS SSS SS SASS 
Name: avg_weights.c 
Author: Fred W. Marealy 
Date: March 6, 1991 

Description: Contains modules to find average Knot removal weights 
for a surface. 

#include<afmne.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 

F%include "../execs/showtime.h" 

[Rewnn rece rwscceseccer== Function Declarations---~<--------<------<-<----- */ 

void 

avg_W_comp_weights( }5 

[Roem nec ren cee rect essen End of Function Declarations--~---------------- */ 

PRBS SASSASATISSSSASSSASSSASSSS SASS HUSSARS HS SSS SSSA SSSR SASS RSLS S SSS S SS SS SSeS AaK 

% Module Name: avg_w_comp_weights( ) 
eee ee eee ee ee SS se SSS SSS STS SSS HSS SSS THK 

% Description: Finds the average Knot removal weights for Knot removal 
* in the w parametric direction for a surface and stores 
% the average weights in cross section zero of the rem_data 

ra structure for the component. 
* 
* Input; Pointer to the component. 
x* 
* Output: None 
RMSIOSSASSMSSS SSH SSA SSR SSS SSH SSSS SAR IIRSSASA SSS S SS SHS IS SS SIRS SSS TSS SSI==sK/S 

void avg_w_comp_weights (Model )} 
MODEL 

*Model; /* pointer to the component whose weights are being averaged */ 
{ 
int 

kK = 4, 7* order of B-Spline curve * 
xSN>» 7* cross section number whose weight is being found 
j» 7* subscript of row of w Knots whose average weight is being 

found 
count} 7® counts the number of weights in the sum 

comp_data 
comp » /* pointer to the current component whose average weights are 

being found 
*prev_comp 3 7*® pointer to the previous component 

comp = Model->comp;3 
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while (comp != (comp_data *JNULL) 
{ 
7* for each interior control point on a curve */ 
for (j = k+1+43 3 < comp->nw_Knots-k-2-43 j++) 

t 
count = 03 

7* for each cross section of the component */ 
for (xsn = 03 xsn < comp->nu_Knots - 43 xsn++) 

{ 
/* sum Knot removal weights */ 
comp->rem[01[31]->weight += comp->rem[xsn1[ j1]->weights 
count++3 

} 

7*® find average weight and store in cross section zero */ 
comp->rem[0][j]->weight = comp->remf[0 II 5 ]->weight/( float Jcounts 

} 

7® go on to next component */ 
prev_comp = comp; 
comp = prev_comp->nexts 

} 

OFFI IS SIS IA AINSI SN SAN SAA ASN SS ANS SASS SSS SSNS SSSA SSA AN SAN AANA ASA AN SSA SSS SSS SS SSSSNANN SG 

* Name: free_weight.c 
* Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
% Date: 10/11/90 
% 

% 
* 

Description: Contains module to free the Weight data structure. 

FEIEIEIEHE HEHEHE IEIE EH HEHE IEE EHC IE DE IEE HE HEME HEME FEE HEHEHE IE HEHE TENE FED TE ETE TE DE HE IEE FETE DEE HEDE EVE DEE HEHE TE HE TE FE HE HEME HEHEHE EE 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/rank.h" 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

void 

” i  cateatataaieeteaeiatetaaatetenlateates End of Function Declarations~------------------ */ 

Pe eS SS SSS SSS SST SESS SSSH SSE SS SSSRS STO S SSS SSSSERASSSSSSOSSSSSE TESTE 

* Module Name: free_weight_struct( } 
eee ae ee ee eee eS SS SSSR SSS SSS SRS SSS SS SSS SS SSS SETH 

* Description: Frees memory in the Weight data structure and mu. 
x 

% Input: Pointer to the Weight data structure and mu. 
* 

* Output: Freed Weight data structure. 
FRSSTS SUS SS SAAR SSS SS SSS SSCS SSS SSS SST SMA SS SSA SS ASSESS SSS SSS SSS SSSR SSS SIe=STKS 

void free_weight_struct(Weight, mu) 
WEIGHT 

*xWeights /* pointer to Weights data structure */ 
float 

emu 3 /*® pointer to array of mu values used to find p */ 
¢ 

free(Weight->knot ); 
free(Weight->hull }s 
free(Weight->trans )3 
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free( Weight->rhs~x )3 
free(Weight->rhsy J3 
free( Weight->rhsz)3 
free(Weight->solnx)s 
free(Weight->solny ); 
free(Weight->solnz); 
free(mu)3 

} 

AP FSHISAS IAAI SISA ASS AS ASIAN AN SSAA SSS ASSN AANA SI SAN AN ANS SAN SS SSS SSSA NSS ANS SAAN SSIS SSSA 
Name: largest_p.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: October 4, 1990 

Description: Contains modules to find the largest p such that 
MUp >= 1/2. See [Lych87]. 

K
K
K
 

XK 
K
 
K
 
OX
 

EHH IEE IEE IEE IIE HEHEHE DEE IEHE HEE FE HE EE HEHE FEE DE IEE HE IEDE HE IE FE HEHE DEE IE IE HE JE ME HE IEEE IEE FEE DE HE IE IE FEE DE TE FEDE EFE DEE TEEIESIEDE / 

#include<afmnec.h> 

#Hinclude "../execs/showtime.h" 

int 

[Reoreceerareressesscenan End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

PBRBPTAP SRSA SMASAST SPSS AAAS SPS A SRSA SASS SH SPIAS SAS SSSSS SASSO NSAAS SS AST ASST T ATS 

% Module Name: largest_p_of_MUp( ) 
eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee aa SSS SSSR SSS SSS SSS ssa 

*% Description: Finds the largest p such that MUp >= 1/2. 
% 
* Input: Number of control points defining the curve after 
% removing a Knot and array of MU values. 
* 
* Output: Largest p such that MUp >= 1/2. 
ROBUST SSSA I STR SHS IBS HST HASH ASH aS SSSR SSSA SSS SSM NSS SSS SSH SS SS ASST SS aS STs TH AK/ 

int largest_p_of_MUp(n,MU) 
int 

n3 7* number of control points defining the curve 
after removing a Knot */ 

float 
MUL 75 /* MU values for each control point */ 

€ 

int 
i» 
count = 0; 

xa, /* lower index for range of MU */ 
xb, /* upper index for range of MU */ 
as /* middle index for range of MU */ 

/* initialize range for search on MU */ 
xa = 03 

xb = n-13 

/7* initialize center of range for search */ 
a = (xb - xa)/23 

7% loop until search converges on or very near MU = 1/2 */ 
while ( (xb ~ xa)>1 ) 

4 
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count+4 5 

if (MUIa] > 0.5) 

xa = a3 

else if (MUlal] < 0.5) 

xb = a3 

else 

if (xa == a && MULxbt+1] == 0.5) 

¢ 

xa = xb = xatls 

} 

else if (xb == a && MUI[xb-1] == 0.5) 

£ 

xb = xa = xb-13 

} 

else 
¢ 

xa = xb = a3 

} 

/* reset middle of range to search */ 
a = xa + (xb - xa)/23 

} 

return(xa+1)5 
} 

PL RRRRARVIOIOOIHOIAAIOIOGN AERO EIEEEDE IEEE FESE SESE FE DEDEDE FE FE FE DEDEDE DE FE HEFE DEDEDE TEIE 

xe Name: main_weight.c 
% Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
* Date: 10/11/90 
* 
* Description: Contains modules needed to calculate the weights 
* used to determine which knots should be removed 
* during data reduction. 
% 
IBBBBEBBRRUEBRRHBUBBARBERHEBE BUBB BREE BIBEH BBB EHEBEUEEHERBHREBRHBE/ 

#include<afmne.h> 
#anclude "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/rank.h" 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

void 
message(),> 
weight_alloc(),; 
weight_init(), 
free_weight_struct(), 
fwd_Gauss_elim{ }, 
bwd_Gauss_elim(), 
solvel), 
weights(), 
trans f_mat(), 
rem_alloc()}, 
curve_weight( J5 

float 
max_norm( ) >» 

set_weight( )5 

(Rem n nnn een n en nnn enna End of Function Declarations---~--------------- */ 

Jee SESS RSS SSS SSS SSS SASS SSSR SS AS STS SSS ST SSSSS SSS SS SS SSS Sas Te 

% Module Name: weights{); 
PVRS SMM Sa MASS sees SSeS ST SSS SS SSS SP SASS SSSA SSS SSS SSS SSS SaaS SSS Ss SSS Sasa HTK 

% Description: Main driver routine for calculating the weights used to 
* determine which knots should be removed. 
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% 

* Input: Pointer to the model containing the B-Spline curve from 
* which Knots are to be removed. 
x 
* Output: All weights are stored in comp->weightl IL]. 
MISSES SSS SS SSS SS SP SSS SHS KSB SSH SSS SSS SSSA CSRS SSS SS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS sss K/ 

void weights( 
MODEL 

Model ,Weight ) 

xModels /® pointer to the model from which Knots are 
to be removed */ 

WEIGHT 

*Weight; /* pointer to data structure used to find 
Knot removal weights */ 

{ 

int 
err, /*® error indicator */ 
V> 7*® index of Knot being removed */ 
start, /* starting subscript in MODEL hull data structure to 

begin copying control hull into WEIGHT data structure */ 
$size,» /*® amount of memory needed */ 
num_col; /* number of unknowns in the system 

of equations used to find weights */ 
count, 7* index for rhs and soln arrays */ 
i> /* loop variable for number of components */ 
compn=1; 7% component number from which Knots are to be removed */ 
xSN> /*® curve number from which Knots are to be removed */ 
uw=l1,; /* flag for curve type: 

uw = 0 -> u curve 

uw = 1 -> w curve */ 

L=ly, 7*® assumed knot multiplicity */ 
k = 4, 7*® degree of B-Spline */ 
}> /* loop variable */ 
xyz3 /®% loop variable */ 

float 
3emU § /* pointer to array of mu values used to find p */ 

comp_data 
XCOMP » /7* pointer to current component in Model */ 
x*prev_comp 3 /*® pointer to previous component in Model */ 

7* traverse 

for (1 = 03 

{ 
if (1 == 

comp 
else 

comp 

components in data structure */ 
i<Model->num_comps; i++) 

0) 

= Model->comp; 

= prev_comp->nexts 

7* correct component number ==> determine weights */ 

7* set number of 
comp->nu_removed 
comp->nw_removed 

7* all 
rem_al 

7*® set 

Weight 

7*® set 

and w knots being removed */ 
03 

13 n
e
e
 

ocate memory for Knot removal weights for the current curve */ 
loc( comp }3 

number of Knots remaining if a single knot is removed */ 
->n_knots = comp->rnw_knots-13 

number of unknowns in the system of equations */ 
num_col = k-L+23 
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/*® allocate memory for mu */ 
mu = (float *)Jcalloc(k-L+2,sizeof( float) )3 

/* allocate memory for Knots, hull, transformation 
matrix, right hand side matrix and solution matrix */ 

weight_alloc(Weight, num_col )3 

7* ---loop through each curve in component--- */ 
if ( comp->nu_knots-4 > 0 ) 

{ 
/*% component is a surface */ 
for (xsn = 03 xsn < comp->nu_knots-43 xsn++) 

£ 
/7* determine Knot removal weight for each interior knot 

on curve */ 

curve_weight(Weight, comp, num_col, xsn»> mu» K> L)3 

} /* end of xsn loop */ 
} 

else if ( comp->nu_knots-4 < 1 ) 
{ 
/* component is a curve in the w parametric direction */ 
xsn = 03 

curve_weight(Weight, comp, num_col, xsn» mu, kK, L)3 
} 

7* free Weights data structure */ 
free_weight_struct( Weight »mu); 

7% change current component to previous component */ 
prev_comp = comps 

} 
} 
PR SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SEIS SSS SESS SS SSSSSSSSTSSSSSSSISSSSSSSSSEE 

*% Module Name: curve_weight( ) 
ee eee eee eee eee ee eee eS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSsSsHSHse 

% Description: Determines the Knot removal weights used during 
* data reduction. 
x 
% Input: Pointer to the Weight data structure, pointer to the 
* component data structure, number of unknowns in the system 
* of equations being solved to find weights, number of the 
* curve whose weights are being found, array for mu values, 
% order of curve and knot multiplicity. 
€ 
* Output: Weight values assigned to the correct row of a 2-d weight 
% matrix for a component. 
RSRSSBH SM SSSR SSS SSP SST SASS AMAA M ASS SSAA SST SAS SoSA SASS S SSS SSS Ss Sr TSS SSS SIT K/ 

void curve_weight(Weight, comp, num_col, xsn, mu, K; L) 
WEIGHT 

xWeight; /7*® pointer to the Weight data structure */ 
comp_data 

Comp 3 /*® pointer to the component data structure */ 
int 

L> 7® knot multplicity */ 
K> /* order of B-Spline */ 
num_col, 7*® number of unknowns in system of equations being 

solved to find weights */ 
xsn3 /* number of curve whose weights are being found */ 

float 
mul Js /* array for mu values */ 

t 
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for (Weight->rem_index = K+1+4¢3 Weight->rem_index <= comp->nw_Knots-k-2~-43 
Weight->rem_index++) 

€ 

7* initialize index of Knot to be removed */ 
Weight->rem_val = comp->w_knotI[ Weight->rem_index-1 135 

/*® initialize knot vector, control hull, right hand side matrix 
and transformation matrix */ 

weight_init(comp, Weight, num_col, xsn, mu); 

/* perform forward Gaussian elimination down to the pth row */ 
fwd_Gauss_elim( Weight »num_col ,num_col ,Weight->trans »Neight->rhsx >» 

Weight->rhsy ,Weight->rhsz,Weight->p) 5 

/* perform backward Gaussian elimination up to the p+lth row */ 
bwd_Gauss_elim( Weight ,num_col ,num_col ,Height->trans »Weight->rhsx> 

Weight->rhsy »Weight->rhsz,Neight->p )5 

7*® solve system of equations */ 
solve(Weight, num_col }3 

7*® set weight */ 
comp->reml xsn If Weight->rem_index-1]->weight = set_weight(Weight); 
comp->reml xsn ][Weight->rem_index-1]->index = Weight->rem_index3 

} /* end of for Weight->rem_index loop */ 
} 

PROCRREORIEO OO OR ERR RBBB BBE RBBB BBB BBBUB BEBE BEEBE UUBU BEBE NBEBEEEEEHE 

Name: partition.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: February 27, 1991 

Description: Contains modules which determine partition size and 
the Knot removal list for a B-Spline curve. 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/rank.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate.h" 
#include<stdio.h> 

find_partition_sizel ), 
make_knot_removal_list( )5 

| fo le atelier End of Function Declarations-------~---~------- */ 

ARASSTAARTSSSSSSASSASST ASS SSSA SASSSA SASS SSS SSS K SAS sess s assess Sess SssssSTTA=sk 

% Module Name: find_partition_sizel( ) 
eee eee Se eee eee Se SSS Se SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS Sssssssrk 

* Description: Determines the next partition size for removing the 
* requested number of Knots from the curve. 
* 

* Input: Pointer to the Model containing the curve and total number 
* of knots to be removed from the curve. 
* 
* Output: Partition_size. 
REM SSS OS SSS SHS SHS CA SA SRS SSSI A SSS SS SS SSS SHSM SSS SSSR STS SSI ISAS SSS SS SSssrssTK/ 

int find _partition_size(Model, total_num_removed, num_to_be_removed) 
MODEL 
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t 

*% 

* 

% 

*Model /7* pointer to the model */ 
int 

num_to_be_removed, 7* total number of Knots to be removed */ 
total_num_removed3 /* number of Knots remove so far */ 

int 
partition_size3 

7* make partition size <= 5 */ 
partition_size = num_to_be_removed - total_num_removed; 

if (partition_size > 5) 
partition_size = 5; 

return (partition_size)3 

eee a eee eae eee SS SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS Ssessserterese===Kek 

Module Name: make_knot_removal_list () 
eee eee eee eee SSS SSS SRS Sa SSS SS assesses sssa===¥ 

Description: Makes all Knot removal lists for a partition. 

Input: Pointer to the array of rem_data structures for the 
cross section being reduced, partition size, total 
number of Knots removed so far, pointer to an array of 
Knot removal lists. 

Output Returns the number of Knot removal lists created. 
SSSSSSR SSS SSSHS SS SSS AI SSS SIMS SSSR SS HSS SSS SSAA SS SHH SSS SSK KKK SSS SSS SH aks 

int make_knot_removal_list(rem, partition_size, total_num_removed, 
removal_list,num_in_removal_list) 

rem_data 
x*rem} /* pointer to a one dimensional array of pointers to rem_data 

structures %/ 
int 

partition_size; 7* length of partition being removed */ 
total_num_removed, 7*® total number of Knots removed so far */ 
**removal_list, /* 5x5 array of removal lists */ 
num_in_removal_listI 1; 7® number of Knots in each removal list */ 

int 
i» j> 
num_skipped = 0, /* number of indices skipped between starting 

new removal lists */ 
num_lists = 0, /7*® number of Knot removal lists created */ 
start_index, /7* rem array index of first Knot in partition */ 
end_index, /7* rem array index of last Knot in partition */ 
num_added = 0, 7*® number of Knots added to a Knot removal list */ 
num_removed_from_partition = 03 /* number of Knots removed from the 

partition */ 

/* start a removal list for each Knot in the partition, assuming 
each knot may be put in a unique removal list */ 

start_index = 123 /* adjust for zero weights */ 
end_index = start_index + partition_sizes 

for (i = start_indexs i < end_indexs i++) 
{ 
num_added = 03 7* initialize number of Knots added to removal list */ 

if (rem[lil->index t= ~1) 
{ 
/*% --- Knot has not been put in a removal list yet --~ */ 
7*® increment number of removal lists */ 
num_Lists++5 
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} 

/* begin removal list */ 
removal_listli-start_index-num_skippedJ[0] = rem[iJ->index3 

for (} = itls j < end_indexs j++) 
t 
if(reml j1]1->index >= 

removal_list{i-start_index][0] - partition_size + 1 && 
reml j]->index <= 
removal_listli-start_index][0] + partition_size - 1 && 
rem[ 3 ]->index != -1) 

{ 
num_added++ 3 

removal_listli-start_index ][num_added] = 
reml 3 ]->index 35 

reml j]->index = -135 
} 

} /* end for j loop */ 
num_in_removal_listli-start_index] = num_added + 13 
> /* end if */ 

else , 
{ 
num_in_removal_list[i-start_index] = 03 
num_sk ipped++ 3 

num_in_removal_listli-start_index] = num_added + 13 
} /* end for i loop */ 

7% adjust removal lists to account for Knots being removed in previous 
removal lists */ 

for(i = 13 i < num_listss itt) 
{ 
num_removed_from_partition += num_in_removal_list[li-1]; 
for (j = 03 j < num_in_removal_listlils j++) 

removal_list(i1[3] -= num_removed_from_partition; 
} 

return(num_Lists }3 

PIRQOSREIIO IRAE IEEE TEIEIEIE IEE DE FEDE IESE DEDEDE SE IE IEEE DEE IE DE NESE DEDEDE IEE DEIEDEDE HEDESE TE IEDE 
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K 
K Name: rank.c 

Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: January 30, 1991 

Description: Contains modules to sort the Knots of a B-Spline curve 
based on their Knot removal weights during Knot 
removal. 

Note: The basic function of these modules is to partition and sort 
the list of weights and control point indices which is 
produced in the weight() module. The initial partition for 
sorting the list of weights is the maximum allowable weight 
for which a Knot can be removed. The initial list of weights 
is partitioned into two smaller lists using the maximum 
allowable value as a dividing point. All values less than or 
equal to the maximum allowable value are placed in a list 
which is then sorted using a quick sort. The result is a 
list of structures containing weights and corresponding 
indices in order from lowest to highest weight, but less than 
or equal to the maximum allowable weight. : : 

¥ 

# 

include<afmnc.h> 

include "../execs/showtime.h"” 
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rank(), 
rank_compeonent( )> 
rank_quicksort( ); 
rank_swap( ) 5 

int 
rank_partition( ), 
rank_find_pivott )3 

[Beer r nee nr een ne ne- End of Function Declarations------<------<------- 6 / 

PHRSSSSSTASS SSSA SSSSSAH ASS SA SSAL SS ST STSSSSSTASS SS SSSR RSS SSSR SSS SSSI TS SST ATT 

* Module Name: rank() 
Meee eee eee eee eee eee seers ssese ars 

* Description: Ranks the control points of each component in a Model 
% for Knot removal. The array of rem_data structures for 
Es each component is sorted so that the control points 
% that are the best candidates for Knot removal are at 
xe the beginning of the array comp->rem. 
% 

* Input: Pointer to the Model to be ranked. 
% 
* Output: None 
HRM M MMA S SMBH AAS SSS HBSS ASMP IM SSA SKA SSS SSS SSSA SPH SSS SSS SSS SSH SSS S SSS SS SSTTTTK/S 

void rank( Model ) 
MODEL 

*Model ; /* pointer to the model to be ranked */ 
{ 

int 
is 7*® loop variable */ 

float 
max_allowable_weight = 0.99; /* maximim allowable weight for a 

control point to be removed x/ 
7% Note: This has been included for 

the implementation of adaptive 
partitioning. */ 

comp_data 
XComp » /* pointer to component currently being ranked */ 
xprev_comp } 7*® pointer to last component that was ranked */ 

for ( i = 03 1 < Model->num_comps i++) 
{ 
if ( i ==0 ) 

comp = Model->comp; 
else 

comp = prev_comp->nexts 

rank_component( comp »4,comp->nw_Knots~-6-] ,max_allowable_weight )3 

prev_comp = comps 

} 
ARSBPAISSSSSSPS SASS SSS SHS SSS SSS SSS SSSA SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SRST SS LASS SSHssTs=e 

*% Module Name: rank_component( ) 
eer eee eee eee ae eee ee eee SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SS SS SST TH 

* Description: Controls initial partitioning and subsequent sorting of 
* the list of weights and control point indices of a single 
* component for Knot removal. 
* 
% Input: Pointer to the component whose weights are being sorted. 
x 
* Output: None 
MSC OCB SSSA TASH SAAS SSS SSS a SSS SSS SSS SS SST SSS SHS SSSR SSS SASS SASS SSSA SSS SSI TAKS 

void rank_component(comp, i, j, max_allowable_weight) 
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comp_data 
comp 3 /*® pointer to the component whose weights are being 

ranked */ 
int 

1» /*® array index of first rem_data structure to be considered in 
ranking */ 

33 /* array index of last rem_data structure to be considered in 
ranking */ 

float 
max_allowable_ weights /* maximum allowable weight for a Knot to 

be removed %/ 
{ 
int 

xSN» /* cross section number on a component */ 
ks /* subscript of the pivot element after partitioning */ 

rem_data 
** ren s /* 1-d array of pointers to structures 

containing weight and index data */ 

7* rank each curve in the w parametric direction for the component */ 
if € comp->nu_knots-4 > 0) 

¢ 
for (xsn = 03 xsn < comp->nu_Knots-43 xsnt+) 

{ 
7* partition initial list of weights using the maximum allowable 

weight value */ 
k = rank_partition(i,}3,max_allowable_weight,&(comp->reml xsnJ[0]))3 

7* quick sort lower half of partitioned list of weights */ 
rank_quicksort(i,k-1,comp->reml xsn1)3 

} 
} 

else if (comp->nu_knots-4 == 0} 
{ 

xsn = 03 
7* partition initial list of weights using the maximum allowable 

weight value */ 
k = rank_partition( 1, j,max_allowable_weight, &( comp->rem[ xsn][01))s5 

7*® quick sort lower half of partitioned list of weights */ 
rank_quicksort(i,kK-1,comp->reml xsn 1] )3 

} 

} 
/RBSRGSSASSINSASSSASTSSSSSSSSSS SSS SST SSSSSSSTSSSHSLSSSSASSRSSSsSsSssssseasre 

% Module Name: rank_quicksort( } 
Ree eee eee eee ee ee ee ee eee eee SSeS Ss SSS Seessessee=z==X 

* Description: Performs a quick sort on the array of rem_data structures 
* passed in between subscripts i and }j. 
x 

* Input: Indices of the first and last elements of the list to be 
* sorted. 
* 

* Output: Sorted list. 
RISSAKA AAA SSSR TPS SSSSK ICT IA AS SS SSSST SST SSASSSS ST SSSSSSS SS SSLISSSS SSS SSSSSSTK=K/ 

void rank_quicksort(i, j> A) 
int 

l» /*® index of the first item in the list to be sorted */ 
33 /* index of the last item in the list to be sorted */ 

rem_data 
IEA 5 /* 1-d array containing a list of pointers to the 

structures to be sorted */ 
{ 

float 
pivots 7* value of the pivot item */ 
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int 

debug > 

pivotindex, 7*® index of the pivot item */ 
K3 /* beginning index for group of elements >= pivot */ 

pivotindex = rank_find_pivot(i,j,A)3 

if (pivotindex != -1) 
t 

pivot = Alpivotindex]->weights 
k = rank_partitionli,j,pivots,A)5 
rank_quicksort(i,k-1,A)5 
rank_quicksort(k»j»AJ5 

} 

} 

PRP SSSSOS SSSA S A SSS SSS SSS SSS SH SHS SSS SS SSS SSS SESS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SASK SSSA THe 

% Module Name: rank_find_pivot( } 
eee ee ee ee ese ee ee eee eee SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSSsSssan2sessssrasa==e 

* Description: Returns the pivot value for the next partitioning 
% iteration of the quick sort. 
% 
* Input: Indices of the first and last elements of the list to be 
¥ partitioned during the current iteration and the list to 
% be partitioned. 
% 
% Output: Index of the item which is to be the pivot. 
HRIOT SSCA SH SSMS SSAA SSS TMS PSS SSH HSS SSS MAS SS SPS A HSS SSS KSSH SK SS SSS SS SSS TTS TT TKS 

int rank_find_pivot(i»j,A) 
int 

is 7*® index of the first structure in the list to be partitioned */ 
j3 7*® index of the last structure in the list to be partitioned */ 

rem_data 
JOEA § /* 1-d array containing a list of pointers to the 

structures to be sorted */ 
t 
int 

ks 7*® runs right looking for another item value */ 
float 

firstkey; 7* value of the first item in the list */ 

firstkey = AliJ]->weights 

for(k = i415 k <= js K++) 
{ 

if (A[K]->weight > firstkey) 
{ 

return(k )5 
} 

else if (A[k]->weight < firstkey) 
{ 

returnli)3 
} 

} 

return(-1)3 

} 

ARASSSTOT ITS TTA SSASSSSSSASS SSS SSSA SSAA SSS SHS SLA AS SSABS TSS SSH SS SSS SSS stss=z¥* 

%* Module Name: rank_partition( ) 
eee ee ee eee ee eee eee SS SSS SSS SBS BSSSSSSSSSSssSase 

* Description: Partitions the list around the pivot so that all numbers 
x greater than the pivot are on the right of the pivot and 
% all numbers less than the pivot are on the left of the 
* Pivot. 
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* Input: Indices of the first and last elements of the list to be 
x partitioned, pivot and the list to be partitioned. 
x 
* Output: Partitioned list. 
RES R SRPMS SRST PSS SS SS SASS RASS SAS SSS SSH SSSSS SSS SSSA SSA SS SST SSS SSS SATS SS TT K/ 

int rank_partition(1,j,pivot,A) 
int 

1» 7* index of the first item in the list to be partitioned */ 
j3 /*® index of the last item in the list to be partitioned */ 

float 
pivots /* value of the item about which partitioning is to be done */ 

rem_data 
HAS /* 1-d array containing a list of pointers to the 

structures to be sorted */ 

{ 

int 
L, 
Rs 

rem_data 
*temp 

L = i35 
R = 33 

while (R >= L && R>i && L<j) 
C 

/*® swap values */ 
temp = AIL]; 
AIL] = A(R] 
AIR] = temp; 

While (A[L]->weight < pivot && L <=) 
L++3 

while (A[R]->weight >= pivot && R >=1) 
R--3 

3 

return(L)3 

} 

BBR RBBB BBB BBB BBN REBN BEBE I HEEB BEBE BNI BRBEE BRR EREHRHE 
Name: rem_alloc.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: January 30, 1991 

Description: Contains modules to allocate rem_data structure of a 
component. 

#include<afmnc.h> 

$include "../execs/showtime.h" 

  [%---- --- End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

PRIA SBARSM SSAA STAT ST ISU SSS ASM OCS SSSA SHH SSSSS STM SSS SSS SH SS SSS SSS SSS SST STH =aT 

* Module Name: rem_alloc() 
eee ae ee eee eS SR SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSSR STS SRST STKE 

% Description: Allocates a two dimensional array which contains pointers 
x to rem_data structures. These data structures contain 
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* the weight and ranking data for data reduction. 
x* 
* Input: Pointer to the component data structure and a one 
* dimensional array of pointers to rem_data structures. 
x 
* Output: None 
MRSSSS SATA SS SSSR ST SRT S SSS SSS SRS SSSS SSI SS SS SS SSS SS SSS SSSA SS SESS SSeS SSS SSS TATK/ 

void rem_alloc(comp, rem) 
comp_data 

*comp } /¥*® pointer to component data structure */ 
rem_data 

*x*rem3 7*® l-d array of pointers to rem_data structures */ 
¢ 

int 
i>j5 7*® loop variables */ 

} 

/%--- allocate component rem_data memory ---*/ 

/*® allocate pointers to rows */ 
if { comp->nu_Knots - 4 > 0) 

{ 
/7* B-Spline surface */ 
comp->rem = (rem_data 3 )calloc( comp->nu_kKnots-4,sizeof(rem_data %*))5 

/® allocate pointers to elements of each row */ 
for ( 1 = 03 3 < comp->nu_Knots-43 i++) 

€ 
comp->remlil = (rem_data ** Jcalloc( comp->nw_Knots~4,sizeoftrem_data %*))5 
7% allocate space for pointer to the rem_data structure */ 
for ( 3 = 03 3 < comp->nw_Knots-43 j++) 

comp->rem[il[j] = (rem_data *)calloc(1,sizeof(rem_data)); 
} 

} 
else if ( comp->nu_knots - 4 <= 0) 

C 

/* B-Spline curve in w parametric direction */ 
comp->rem = (rem_data *** Jcalloc(1,sizeoflrem_data **))3 

/7* allocate pointers to elements of each row */ 
comp->rem{[0] = (rem_data **)calloc{ comp->nw_Knots-4¢,sizeof(rem_data *))5 

/7* allocate space for pointer to the rem_data structure */ 
for ( j = 03 j < comp->rw_knots-43 j++) 

comp->rem[0][3] = (rem_data *Jcalloc(1,sizeof( rem_data))s 
} 

/*--- allocate memory for l-d array of pointers to rem_data structures 
for ranking ~---*/ 

rem = (rem_data **)calloc(comp->rnw_Knots-4,sizeof(rem_data *))3 
for ( i = O03 1 < comp->rw_knots-4; i++) 

rem{i] = (rem_data *)calloc(1,sizeof(rem_data))s 

SL HHH K HHI IIE HE HEE HEH HEHEHE HE HEHEHE EEE IEEE PEELE HEFL DE FEE EEE HEHE FEFE FEE HE PEE HEHE HEHE HEE FE HE FEE EVE FETE PE HEE PE FEE 
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K 
*K Name: solve.c 

Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: 10/10/90 

Description: Contains modules for back solving the system of n x n 
equations for determining knot removal weights used 
in data reduction. 

JETER EIEN IEE IEE IEEE IEDE DE IEE DE FEE NE DEHE DE DEDEDE DEBE HE TEBE DEBE HEHE DE IE HE DEDEDE IESE HE HEDEE DEDEDE DEDEDE FE IEDE TE FE HEHE DE EEE EEE EIIE/ 

t 
# 
% 

include<afimnc .h> 

include "../execs/showtime.h" 

include "../execs/rank.h" 
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solve(), 
solve_xp_xn( J, 
fwd_solve(), 
bwd_solvet )5 

(Ramer r rr oreo nena an End of Function Declarations-~----------------~ ¢/ 

/RSSSHRTSTSSOATS SSS SS SSS SSO MAAS SSS PSK SNS SSS SSS ISSA SASH SS SS SSS SST oT HSH TAT 

* Module Name: solve( ) 
ee eee eee SSS BSS SSS SSS SSS SSS sE 

% Description: Solves the set of equations to get the control point 
* solution needed for calculating Knot removal weights. 
* Input: Pointer to the Weight data structure and number of 
* unknowns in system of equations 
* 
* Output: Solved system of equations. 
FSS SSB SBS SoS IPSS Se SPH BBP SSSA STII SASS ASS SSSS SSS SATE SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSSsssK/ 

void solve(Weight, num_col)} 
WEIGHT 

xWeight; 7* pointer to weights data structure */ 
int 

num_col 5 7*% number of unknowns in system of equations */ 
{ 
int 

i»j3 

“7% solve for Xp and Xn for x, y and z coordinates */ 
solve_xp_xn(num_col ,num_col »Neight->trans »Neight->rhsx,Weight->p, 

&Weight->solnx(Weight->p-11], &Weight->solnx[num_col-1]); 

solve_xp_xn(num_col ;num_col ,Weight->trans »Neight->rhsy »Neight->p, 
&Weight->solnyl[Weight->p-1], &Neight->solny[num_col-1])3 

solve_xp_xn(num_col ,num_col ,»Weight->trans »Neight->rhsz,Weight->p, 
&Weight->solnziWeight->p-11, &Weight->solnzinum_col-1]) 5 

7* back solve for X1 to Xp-1 for x, y and z coordinates */ 
bwd_solve(num_col ,num_col ,Weight->trans »Neight->rhsx, 

Weight->p,Weight->solnx)5 

bwd_solve(num_col ,num_col »,Neight->trans ,»Weight->rhsy> 
Weight->p,Weight->solny )s 

bwd_solve(num_col ,num_col »Weight->trans »Neight->rhsz, 
Weight->p »Neight->solnz)3 

/7* forward solve for Xp+1 to Xnum_col-1 for x» y and z coordinates */ 
fwd_solvel num_col ,num_col ,Weight->trans »sWeight~->rhsx, 

Weight->p ,Weight->solnx}3 

fwd_solve(num_col ,num_col ,Weight->trans »Weight->rhsy> 
Weight->p,Weight->solny }3 

fwd_solve(num_col ,num_col »,Neight->trans »Weight->rhsz,» 
Weight->p,Weight->solnz Js 

* Description: Solves a system of two equations in two unknowns for 
* Xp and Xn. 
x 
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* Input: Number of unknowns in original system, number of 
x equations in original system, coefficient matrix on which 
* forward and the backward Gaussian elimination have been 
% performed up to the Pth unknown, right hand side matrix, 
* subscript of original system which Xp is to be solved for. 
% 
x Output Xp and Xn 
RER SS SMM SSK SSP MSA HHA SA SHS SSS HSS SSMS SSS SASS SSS SSS STR SSS HSS SSS sSTSsSsssssK/ 

void solve_xp_xn(n»m,coeff>»rhs »p>»xp»xn) 
int 

n> 7*® number of unknowns in original system */ 
its 7*® number of equations in original system */ 
P} /*® subscript of unknown to be found */ 

float 
coeff], /* coefficient matrix on which forward and backward Gaussian 

elimination have been performed */ 
rhs], 7* right hand side matrix of system */ 
¥xpP > 

*xnN 5 

{ 
float 

mult; /* multiplier to eliminate xp from system */ 

/* eliminate Xp from equations p and ptl */ 
mult = coefflp*n+p-1] / coeffl(p-1)*ntp-11]; 

coeff[p*ntn-1] = coeffip*¥ntn-1] - mult*coef ff (p-1 )J*n+tn-1]5 
rhs[p] = rhs[p] - mult*rhs[p-1]5 

/*® solve second equation */ 
%xn = rhs{p] / coeffi p*ntn-1]s 

/* back substitute into first equation */ 
*xp = (rhs[p-11] - coeffl(p-1)*n+n-1]*(%xn)) / coeffi (p-1)J*ntp-1]5 

/RESSTTRSTSSARSASASR SSSA S SSS SSSR AS SSS SSSSSSSSAAS SSSA ASS SSS SSS STSSTHLN 

% Module Name: bwd_solvet( ) 
eee eee eee eee eee eee ee eee ee Se See ee ee Se aS SS SSS SSS SSS TTT 

* Description: Performs backwards substitution from the (P-1)th equation 
% to the Ist equation in a system of equations where the 
* Pth and (P+1)th unknowns have been found. 
% 
* Input: Number of unknowns in the system, number of equations in 
* the system, coefficient matrix, right hand side matrix 
# and index where forward Gaussian elimination was stopped. 
x 
%* Output: Solution matrix. 
eS SS BSS SSS ESS SERS SSSS SST ESSE SSS ESSA SS SASS SSESSSS SSA SSSSSSSS SSE SSSsseTK/ 

void bwd_solve(n>m,coeff»rhs»p>x) 
int 

n> 7*% number of unknowns %*/ 
n> 7* number of equations */ 
P3 /* index where forward Gaussian elim. was stopped */ 

float 
coeff[ 1, /* coefficient matrix */ 
rhs{ I, 7*® right hand side matrix */ 
xl J5 7*® solution matrix */ 

{ 

int 
13 7*® index of unknown being found */ 

for (i = p-23 i >= 03 i--) 
xfi] = (rhslil - coefflixntn-1 bexin-1)) / coef flixnei ds 
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/RTASTSSSTSRASS SSSA SSA SSA SSSS SPSS SSASSSSSAS SHI SRAS LSS SSSSE SASS TS SSE TS TSeTTHT¥ 

* Module Name: fwd_solve( ) 
MOB T sss SPH SRST SS STS SSS SSS SSS SMBS SSB SHS HAST SSS STS SSB SHS SSMS SSS SST SST ASSESS SE 

% Description: Performs forwards substitution from the (P+1)th equation 
* to the Nth equation in a system of equations where the 
* Pth and (P+1)th unknowns have been found. 
% 
* Input: Number of unknowns, number of equations, coefficient 
* matrix, right hand side matrix and the index where 
* Gaussain elimination was stopped. 
* 
* Output: Solution matrix. 
RSSSCN SSS SONS SAI ATS SSIS SS SSS SASS STS SSS SSS PSS SSS ASS SLITS SSS SSoS SS SsSs SSS SsKR/ 

void fwd_solve(n>m,coeff,rhs>»p»x) 
int 

n> 7*® number of unknowns */ 
ms 7* number of equations */ 
P3 /* index where Gaussian elimination was stopped */ 

float 
coeff[],; /* coefficient matrix */ 
rhs[ I, 7*® right hand side matrix */ 
xD]; 7* solution matrix */ 

{ 
int 

is 7* index of unknown being found */ 

for (1 = p3 i<n-1ls i++) 
xfil = (rhslitl] - coeff£0itl 4n4n-1L)exIn-11) / coeffl (itl *nt+i Ts 

} 

PBB ERB RBBB BBB BBB BBB EBB BNE RBBB EER BEEBE BERBER ERHUHRBHHBE 

Name: tool _weight.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: 10/11/90 

Description: Contains modules supporting the determination of 
Knot removal weights. 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include “../execs/rank.h" 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

  (k-- ~~ Function Declarations~------------------------- e/ 

void 
weight_alloct ), 
weight_init(), 
transf_mat(), 
matrix_prod(), 
matrix_sub( )3 

int 
largest_p_of_MUp( )3 

float 
max_norm( }; 
set_weight( }5 

% Module Name: weight_alloct ) 
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* Description: Allocates memory needed for the determination of a weight 
* for each interior control point. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the Weight data structure, pointer for the 
* mu array used to find p and the number of columns in the 
* system of equations to be solved. 
* 
* Output: Pointers to the allocated memory blocks. 
RS SST HT SPSS Sat Senses SSS aS Se SRS SSS HSS SSeS SSS SSAA SSS SSH Se SSS SSS SsssssSssss=TK/ 

void weight_alloc(Weight,num_col ) 
WEIGHT 

xWeight; 7*® pointer to the Weight data structure */ 
int 

num_col; 7* number of unknowns in the system of equations */ 
{ 
int 

size; /*® size of memory block to be allocated */ 

/*® allocate memory for Knots, hull, MU, transformation 
matrix, right hand side matrix and solution matrix */ 

Weight->knot = (float *jJcalloc(Weight->n_Knots, sizeof( float) ); 
Size = 3*(Weight->n_knots-4)3 
Weight->hull = (float *Jcalloc(size,sizeof( float) )s5 

size = num_colx*num_col3 
Weight->trans = (float *)calloc(size, sizeof( float))3 
Weight->init_trans = (float *)calloc(size, sizeof( float) ); 

Weight->rhsx 
Weight->rhsy 
Weight->rhsz 

(float *)calloc(num_col, sizeof( float} ); 
(float *)calloc(num_col, sizeof( float) ); 
(float *)calloc(num_col, sizeof{ float) ); 

Weight->init_rhsx 
Weight->init_rhsy 
Weight->init_rhsz 

(float *)calloc(num_col, sizeof( float) )5 
(float *)calloc(num_col, sizeof( float) )3 
(float *)calloc(num_col, sizeof( float); 

Weight->solnx= (float *)Jcalloc(num_col, sizeof( float)); 
Weight->solny= (float *)calloc(num_col, sizeof( float)); 
Weight->solnz= (float *)Jcalloc(num_col, sizeof( float) ); 

} 

PRISRASASSASSASSSSSRASSSTSSSS SSS KSSSSSS SSS SASS SSSSSSSESI ASS SSSSSSASSASSsTe 

% Module Name: weight_init() 
RIS TSSS SSS SM ASR SSS SSS SSSSSS RSS SSM SS SRSA S ASS SSRSSTSRSSSRSS SS SSS SSS SSS TSesE 

® Description: Sets Knot sequence, control hull, transformation matrix 
% and right hand side matrix needed to solve system of 
2 equations for determining Knot removal weights. 
x 
* Input: Pointer to the component, pointer to the Weights data 
x structure, number of unknowns in the system of 
* equations used to find weights and cross section number 
* of component for which weights are being found. 
x 
* Output: Initialized arrays Weight->Knot, Weight->hull, and 
* Weight->rhsxyz. 
HS SSS SSS SSS SST SS SS SSMS S ASSP SSS SST SS SSS SSS SSS SST SETS 

void weight_init(comp, Weight, num_col, xsn», mu) 
comp_data 

comp § 7*® pointer to the component data */ 

WEIGHT 

*Weights /* pointer to the Weight data structure */ 
int 

num_col, /7* number of unknowns in the system of equations 
being solved to find Knot removal weights */ 
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xsn$ /* cross section number of component for which 
weights are being found */ 

float 
mul 15 7* mu array used to find largest p */ 

¢ 
int 

1» /* loop variable */ 
j> /* loop variable */ 
XYZ» “* loop variable */ 
start, /* starting subscript in MODEL hull data structure to 

begin copying control hull into WEIGHT data structure */ 
v> /* index of Knot for which weight is being found */ 
K = 4) 7*® order of B-Spline */ 
L=l, 7* multiplicity of Knots */ 
count; 7*® control point number */ 

/* initialize Knot sequence for finding weights */ 
for (j3 = 03 j < Weight->n_knots; j++) 

{ 
if (j+1 < Weight->rem_index) 

¢ 
Weight->knot[ j1] = comp->w_knotl jI5 

} 

else 
{ 

Weight->knot!£ j] = comp->w_Knotl j+1]3 
} 

} 

7% initialize control hull for finding weights */ 
start = xsn*(comp->rw_knots-4 )*33 
for (j = 03 j < Weight->n_knots-43 j++) 

+4 

for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyzt+) 
t 
if (j+1 < Weight->rem_index) 

£ 
Weight->hull[3%*j+xyz] = comp->hullixsn1[j 1M xyz]5 

else 
€ 

Weight->hulll3%*j+xyzJ] = comp->hulllxsnl[ j+1 1 Exyz]5 
} 

} 

7* construct transformation matrix and mu array */ 
transf_mat(Weight, mu); 

/* find the largest p such that mu >= 1/2 */ 
Weight->p = largest_p_of_MUp(num_col, mu)3 

/7*® initialize right hand side for finding weights */ 
count = 03 
v = Weight->rem_indexs 
for (3 = v-kK-15 j < v-L41s j++) 

{ 
Weight->rhsx[ count] = Weight->init_rhsxI count] = Weight->hulll3*j]5 
Weight->rhsyl[ count] = Weight->init_rhsyl count] = Weight~->hull[3%*j+1]5 
Weight->rhsz[ count] = Weight->init_rhsz[count] = Weight->hull1[3%*j+21; 
count++}3 

} 
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* Description: Sets up a matrix needed to transform the n control points 
cs of a B-Spline to the n+l control points of a different 
* B-Spline which represents the same curve data. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the Weight data structure. 
% 
* Output: Transformation matrix (trans) set in Weight data 
* structure, and mu array of Knot insertion ratios. 
KROMNMSS SSS SSSA KSSH RS SKSSSS TASKS SSS SMT SSS SSS MO SS SSSA IMM SE SSS SSS RSSSSSS TTS 

void transf_mat(Weight, mu) 
WEIGHT 

*xWeights /* weight data structure pointer */ 
float 

mul J; 
{ 
int 

j> 
subs » 7* subscript for mu */ 
V> 7*® index of knot to be removed */ 
kK = G, 7* order of B-Splines */ 
L=l, 7*® multiplicity of Knots */ 
1> 7® row and column index */ 
ncol 3 7*® number of columns in transformation matrix */ 

v = Weight->rem_index3 
nceol = (int) fabs{( (double )K-L+#2 )3 

subs =v - k + 13 

for (i = 03 i < ncols i++) 
¢ 

if (i == 0) 

{ 

7* first row */ 
“7% set mu */ 

Weight->trans[1i] = muli] = 1.03 

/7* set far right column */ 
Weight->trans{ncol-1] = (float )Jpow( (double )-1.0, (double }(ncol-1))3 

for (j = 13 j < ncol-13 j++) 
Weight->transi[j] = 0.3 

} 
else if (1 == (ncol - 1) ) 

{ 
Weight->trans[ncol*i+ncol-2] = Weight->trans[ncol*itncol-11] = 1.03 
mufli] = 0.3 

for (j = 03 j < ncol-23 j++) 
Weight->trans[ncol*¥i+j] = 0.35 

else 
C 
for (j = 03 j < neol-13 jt+) 

Weight->trans[ncol¥i+j] = 0.3 

7* set mu for current row */ 
Weight->trans[ncol*i+i] = mulil] = 

Boehm_ratiol Weight->kKnot ,Neight->rem_val, 
subst+i-1,k)3 

/* set lamda for current row */ 
Weight->trans[ncol*i+i-1] = 1.0 - Weight->trans[ncol*i+i 1]; 
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} 

/* set far right column */ 
Weight->trans[ncol*itncol-1] = 

( float Jpow( (double )-1.0, (double )(ncol-i-1))3 
) 

/*® store initial transformation matrix */ 

for(i = 03 1 < ncolx¥ncol; itt) 

Weight->init_trans[i] = Weight->trans{il]; 

} 

PRBSPASHSSSBTSSM AAS SM HSSSSS HSS S SSAA ME AASSSSSH SSS SSSSSPS SSH SST SSSSSsS=Sz==ce 

* Module Name: set_weight( } 
Meee ee ee a ee eee eS SS SS SS SSSR SSS SSR SSSSSS SSS SSS SSTHE 

* Description: Determines the weight for a knot value. 
% 
* Input: Pointer to the Weight data structure. 
x 
* Output Knot removal weight. 
RSSSSSS MSS SHAS HHS SR SSSA RASS SSS SSR SSS SSS AS SSS SSH SBA SsSsss SS ssssssssssssssHK/ 

float set_weight( Weight) 
WEIGHT 

x*Weights 7* pointer to the Weight data structure */ 
{ 

int 
err = 0, 7* error flag from matrix_prod() */ 
num_col, 7* number of unknowns in the system of equations */ 
K = 4, /7* order of B-Spline */ 
L=1, /* multiplicity of knot for which weight is being found */ 
Jois 7*® row index */ 

float 
w_value, 7* Knot removal weight to be returned */ 
*prodx >» /* product of transformation and soln 

matrices in x coordinate */ 
xprody > 7* product of transformation and soln 

matrices in y coordinate */ 
*prodz, /*® product of transformation and soln 

matrices in z coordinate */ 
xdi ffx, /* difference of rhs and prod 

matrices in x coordinate */ 
*diffy>, /* difference of rhs and prod 

matrices in y coordinate */ 
xdiffz, /* difference of rhs and prod 

matrices in z coordinate ¥*/ 
norm_mat; 7* matrix used to find norm */ 

7* set number of unknowns in system of equations used to find weight */ 
num_col = k-L+23 

7*® allocate memory for product, difference and norm arrays */ 
prodx 
prody 
prodz 

diffx 
diffy 
diffz 

(float 

(float 

(float 

(float 

(float 

(float 

* Jcalloc(num_col ,sizeof( float) )5 
%Jcalloc(num_col,sizeof( float) )3 
* Jcalloc(num_col ,sizeof( float) )5 

* Jcalloc(num_col,sizeof( float) )3 
* Jcallocl(num_col,sizeofl float) )3 
* Jcalloc(num_col,sizeof( float) )3 

norm_mat = (float *Jcalloc(num_col*3 ,sizeof( float) )3 

/* calculate product of transformation matrix and solution matrix */ 
matrix_prod(num_col, num_col, num_col, 1; 
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Weight->init_trans, Weight->solnx, prodx, err)s 
matrix_prod(num_col, num_col, num_col, 1; 

Weight->init_trans, Weight->solny, prody,» err )3 
matrix_prod(num_col, num_col, num_col, 1, 

Weight->init_trans, Weight->solnz, prodz, err); 

if ( err == 1) 
¢ 

printf("set_weight( )\tincorrect argument in call to matrix_prod\n" )3 
printf("set_weight( J\tnum_col = Zd\n";,num_col )3 

} 

7*® calculate difference between original control vertices and new 
control vertices */ 

matrix_sub(num_col ,1,Weight->init_rhsx,prodx,di ffx) 
matrix _sub(num_col,1,Weight->init_rhsy »prody,diffy )5 
matrix_sub(num_col,1,Weight->init_rhsz,prodz,diffz)s 

7* construct norm matrix */ 

for (i = 05 i < mum_cols i++) 

norm, matt i] = diffxlils 

for (i = num_cols i < 2*num_col; i++) 

* orm_jattil = diffyl i-num_col ]5 

for (i = 2%num_col3 i < 3%num_cols i++) 

snore matt i = diffzli-2*num_col]; 

7* find weight by calculating the max norm */ 
w_value = max _norm(Weight, 3%*num_col, norm_mat) 5 

/* free memory used to find weight_value */ 
free(diffx); 
free(diffy); 
free(diffz); 
free(prodx )5 
free(prody ); 
free(prodz); 
free(norm_mat 35 

return (wivalue )3 
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B.2 Calculation of New Control Vertices 

LRH KKH EK KHAKI IKEA HE TEE ETE IEE TEFE FEE TE FEIE HE HE HEDEFE HE FE HE TEBE TE HEFE HEHEHE TEFE TE FE TEFE 

x Name: approx_init.c 
x Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
* Date: December 11, 1990 
* 

* Description: Contains modules to initialize the data structure 
% used in the calculation of new control vertices 
* during Knot removal. 
* 
39888888 BU8 BRR RER EEUU BB BBB BUBB ERE BE BEBE BRB HEH BIN BEE/ 

#include<afmnc.h> 
Hinclude "../execs/showtime .h” 
include "../execs/approximate.h" 

approx_init()> 
init_parameters_in_approx( )> 
init_hi_low_approx_indices(), 
init_vertices(), 
init_kKnots(), 
init_insertion_matrix( )5 

[how ws eccr eters scsnmessan End of Function Declarations------------------- e/ 

ARITA BST AAA ASST HT SAOM SAT SS SANA SSM AAS SS TS SAS SSS SSS SASS STS SSA SSSA SST SH SASSI TK 

% Module Name: approx_initl) 
MIS SMRBSSPPSMSSSs SPS Sees SSS SSS SS SSSA SSS SSS TS SS SSS SSS SS SS SSeS SSS Sass sSeaTK 

*% Description: Main driver for initializing Approx data structure for 
* the calculation of new control vertices during Knot 
x removal. 
x 
*% Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure. 
* 

* Output: Approx data structure initialized with original control 
cd vertices and Knot sequence. 
MSSSTPH SS SSS SSSI MAST AAR SPSS HSS SAAT SSS SSS TAS SSS SSS SSH SSS SSS VS SSSSSS STs sSSaK/S 

void approx_init(comp, Approx, xsn)} 
comp_data 

*comp3 /7* pointer to component data */ 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox} 7* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
int 

xsN$ 7* cross section number of curve from which Knots are being 
retnoved */ 

t 
int 

err = 0; /* error flag from matrix multiplication routine */ 
ly J» xyz} 7* loop variables */ 

float 
x*vertex_product, /%* array for temporary storage of x» y and 

z components of product matrix */ 
x*vertex_components /* array for temporary storage of x,» y and 

z components of original control vertices */ 

7*® initialize control hull */ 
init_vertices(comp, Approx, xsn}3 

/*® initialize knot sequence */ 
init_knots( comp, Approx); 
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/*® construct scaling matrix for original Knot sequence, t */ 
cons truct_scaling_matrix( Approx->k »Approx->m,2.,Approx->t > 

Approx->scale_t)}3 

7* initialize scaling matrix for reduced knot vector, tau */ 
construct_scaling_matrix( Approx->k ,Approx->n>-2. »,Approx->tau, 

Approx->scale_tau) 5 

/* initialize B-Spline Knot insertion matrix, B %*/ 
init_insertion_matrix( Approx )35 

7* multiply B by scale_tau, store result in bscale_tau */ 
tna trix_prod_2d( Approx->m,Approx->n»Approx->n,Approx~>n,Approx->B » 

Approx~>scale_tau,Approx->bscale_tau,err }3 
if (err t= 0) 

printf("\007matrix multiplication error in approx_init( )\n"); 

/* multiply scale_t by bscale_tau, store result in scale_b scale */ 
matrix _prod_2d( Approx->m,Approx->m,Approx->m,Approx~>n,Approx->scale_t, 

Approx->bscale_tau,Approx->scale_b_scale,err }3 
if (err t= 0) 

printf("\007matrix multiplication error in approx_init( J\n"}5 

7* allocate temporary storage for matrix multiplication */ 
vertex_component = (float %**)calloc( Approx->m,sizeof( float) )3 
for (i = 03 1 < Approx->m3 itt) 

vertex_componentlil = (float *)calloc(1,sizeof( float) ); 
vertex_product= (float **)Jcallocl Approx->m,sizeof( float) )35 
for (i = 03 1 < Approx->ms i++) 

vertex_productli] = (float *)calloc(1,sizeof( float) ); 

7* multiply scale_t by original control vertices, d */ 
/* for the x» y and z components */ 
for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz++) 

{ 

for (i = 03 1 < Approx->m3 i++) 
vertex_component[iJ[0] = Approx->d[ilIxyz]5 

matrix_prod_2d{ Approx->m,Approx->m,Approx->m,1,Approx->scale_t, 
vertex_component,vertex_preduct,err )3 

if (err ==1) 
printf("error in approx_init calling matrix_prod_2d\n"}5 

/* store result and reset preduct matrix to zero */ 
for (i = 03 i < Approx->m3 i++) 

{ 

Approx->scale_di[il{xyz] = vertex_product[i1[01]5 
vertex_product[il[0] = 0.05 

} 

} 

if (err f= 0) 
printf("\007matrix multiplication error in approx_init( )\n'"")5 

/* free temporary storage for matrix multiplication */ 
for (i = 03 1 < Approx->m3 i+t) 

{ 
free (vertex_component[i1)3 
free (vertex_productliJ]}3 

} 
free (vertex_component )3 
free (vertex_product )5 
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PRAM BSSTTSSASSHASSSSSI SS SS SMS I SST SHR SSA SAS SRSISSSSSS SS SSS SHS KS SS SSS SSSH=E¥E 

% Module Name: init_parameters_in_approx( ) 
Ke ee eee ee ee eee ee eee SSeS Ses sess SssSSS=e 

* Description: Initializes the knot_removal list, m, n» num_to_be_removed, 
* hi_index and low_index in the Approx data structure. 
x 
* Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure, pointer to the 
* correct row of the array of removal_lists found from 
* the partition, number of Knot indices in the Knot removal 
* list. 
x 
* Output: None 
MESS SSS PSS SSS SASS TSS SS SSS SSS SSK SS SSS SSSR SSR SSSSS SSS SHS SS Sessa sssessssa==K/ 

void init_parameters_in_approx(Approx, removal_list, num_in_removal_list) 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox 7* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
int 

*removal_list, /* indices of control points to be removed */ 
num_in_removal_list; /7* number of indices in removal list */ 

{ 
int 

13 

/7* allocate Approx->removal_list */ 
Approx~->removal_list = (int *)calloc(num_in_removal_list,sizeoft int) )3 

for (i = 03 i < num_in_removal_lists i++) 
Approx->removal_list[il = removal_listlils 

Approx->num_to_be_removed = num_in_removal_lists 

init_hi_low_approx_indices( Approx )5 

Approx->m = Approx->hi_index - Approx->low_index + 73 

Approx->n = Approx->m - Approx->num_to_be_removeds 
} 
PRISPITSSSSASIT ON SCASSSSMASSSS SSSA SS SSSR SSR SSL SS SSAA SLSS SASS SSASSSSTLLTT TAT 

%* Module Name: init_hi_low_approx_indices( ) 
RS SSSSSCTS SSS SHAS SASS SS Sea SSA SPT SSSSa SSS VSS SSSSSRSSsSsa esr essessssrsssss==R 

% Description: Searches for and initializes the hi and low indices of 
% control points being removed. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure with num_to_be_removed 
* and removal_list already initialized. 
x 
* Output: None 
MSS SSSI SASHA SSSA SSS SSS SSS SS SRO SSA SSA SSSR S SSS STE ASSS SSS STSssssseszssss=sK/ 

void init_hi_low_approx_indices( Approx ) 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox} /* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
{ 
int 

i} 7*® subscript of control point being checked */ 

7* initialize hi_index and low_index */ 
Approx->hi_index = Approx->low_index = Approx->removal_listI015 

for ( i = 03 i < Approx->num_to_be_removeds i++) 
{ 
if ( Approx~->removal_listIi] > Approx->hi_index) 

Approx->hi_index = Approx->removal_listlilJ; 

if ( Approx->removal_listlil] < Approx->low_index ) 
Approx->low_index = Approx->removal_listlils 
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} 
PRAT SITA SMHS HASTA SSS SSMS SS SH SSH SS PSM SHH HSK SHSM SABAH SSS SASS SSS SRV ASH SSR TH HTK 

* Module Name: init_vertices() 
Ree eee eae Se SS SS SS SSS SSS SRS SRS SSS SSR SSSS SEs Ss 

* Description: Initializes control vertices of original curve in the 
* Approx data structure. 
¥ 
* Input: Pointer to the component data and pointer to the Approx 
* data structure. 
x 
* Output: Control vertices of original curve, Approx->d, are set 
x to the correct values for the local region of the curve. 
FMS SPM SOSA RS SS SS SS SSS HSS SS SH HPS SRT AA HA ASS SSSR TSS SSS PSS SSS RSS SSS SSS SSsSsS=tK/ 

void init_vertices(comp, Approx, xsn) 
comp_data 

Xcomp § 7% pointer to the component data */ 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox 5 /* pointer to Approx data structure */ 
int 

xSNns 7* cross section number from which Knots are being removed */ 
t 

int 
count = 0; 7* control vertex index for array to store 

original indices %/ 
1» 7® control point number on curve in component data structure 

in the range 0...m+4-1 */ 
XYZ} /*% loop variable */ 

for (i = Approx->low_index-1-33 i < Approx->hi_index+Approx->K-13 i++) 
t 

for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyztt) 
Approx->d[ count I[ xyz] = comp->hulll[xsn 101i IE xyz]5 

count++5 

} 

} 

Pe eee ee SEE SS SS SSR SESS SSS SSS SSS SSSR SSS SSS SSS Sess =eK 

% Module Name: init_knots( ) 
MSA B MOR SSSS ASST SSSS SSSR TSS SSS SAR SSS SS SSSS SSS SSS SSS SS SS SSS sss SS SssSssss==¥ 

% Description: Initializes original and reduced knot sequences in Approx 
* data structure. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the component data structure, pointer to the 
* Approximate data structure, cross section number of curve 
* from which Knots are being removed. 
* 
*% Output: Knot sequence of original curve, Approx~>t, is initialized 
x to the knots of the cross section in the component data 
x structure. Knot sequence of curve with Knots removed, 
% Approx->tau, is also initialized. 
MOS ISSMARSPMA SIP SM SSS SS SHOR SSS MOA Sa SSS SASH SIRS SSS SSS SSS SS IN SSS SSS SASS SSS STS 

void init_kKnots(comp, Approx) 
comp_data 

XCOMmp 3 7* pointer to component data structure */ 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox 5 7* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
{ 
int 

count = 0, 7* knot index for array to store original indices */ 
i» /* Knot number on curve in component data structure 

in the range 0...m+4-1 */ 
j> /7* subscript for removal_list */ 
tau_index = 0; /*® subscript for reduced Knot array */ 

’ rem_count = 0, /* number of Knots removed from 
original Knot sequence so far */ 
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not_in_removal_list = 1, /* flag to tell whether current knot is in 
the knot removal list */ 

xyz} 7* loop variable */ 

for (i = Approx->low_index-43 i < Approx->hi_index+73 i++) 

Approx->ti count] = comp->w_knot[i]5 
count++3 

} 

for (i = Approx->low_index-43 i < Approx->hi_index+73 i++) 
{ 

not_in_removal_list = 13 
for { j = 03 j < Approx->num_to_be_ removed; j++) 

t 

if (i == Approx->removal_list[ 3141) 
€ 
7* remove knot from sequence */ 
not_in_removal_list = 03 
break; 

} 
} 

if (not_in_removal_list) 
{ 

7* copy Knot value from original Knot sequence */ 
Approx~>taul tau_index] = comp->w_knot[i]; 
tau_index++3 

} 

} 

EBBBR BBB BRB BBB EBB BONERS EBB EBB EERE BEEBE BERNE BEEBE. 
Name: approx_alloc.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: December 10, 1990 

Description: Contains modules used to allocate and free memory 
for the APPROXIMATION data structure. 

#include<afmnc.h> 
F#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

void 
approx_alloc(); 
approx_free( )3 

[Rm wre cre rer en ween esenn End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

PRTSSBASASSSSSSSS SSA SSR SASS SSS SSS ASS SKS SSS SSS SST SSS SSSI SSS SSS SHS SSS SSST TK 

* Module Name: approx_alloct ) 
eee eee eee ee eee SSS SS SSS SSS SSS sss 

% Description: Allocates memory for the APPROXIMATION data structure 
and sets the number of control points before and after 
Knot removal in the Approx data structure. 

% 
* 
x 

% Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure, number of control 
* points in the original curve (m) and number of control 
% points in the new curve (n). 
* 
* 
* 

Output: All variables in Approx data structure are allocated. 
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void approx_alloc( Approx, kK) 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox} /7® pointer to the approximation data structure */ 
int 

ks /* order of B-Splines */ 
C 
int 

13 /* loop variable */ 

Approx->k = ks 7* set new order */ 

7% wer crn n--- allocate control vertices before Knot removal -----------~ %/ 
/* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->d = (float **)}calloc( Approx->m,sizeof{ float *))3 

/* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < Approx->m3 i++) 
Approx->d[il = (float *)calloc (3,sizeof( float) )3 

(Ronco allocate Knot seqence before knot removal ---------------- */ 
Approx->t = (float *)Jcalloc( Approx->m+4,sizeof( float) )3 

(% mmc cree nn allocate control vertices after Knot removal -~----------- */ 
/* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->x = (float **)calloc( Approx->n,sizeof( float *))5 

/*® set up pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 03 1 < Approx->n; itt) 
Approx->x[iJj = (float *)calloc (3,sizeof( float)); 

J cocccoe-- allocate knot seqence after knot removal <-----~------- */ 
Approx->tau = (float *)Jcalloc( Approx->n+4¢,sizeof( float} )35 

7% wreccen=- allocate scaling matrix E(1/2) on Knot sequence t -------~-- */ 
/* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->scale_t = (float **)calloc{ Approx->m,sizeof( float *))3 

/7* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 03 i < Approx->ms i++) 
Approx->scale_tli] = (float *)calloc (Approx->m,sizeof( float) ); 

[8 crcccor en allocate Knot insertion matrix from t => tau -~---------- */ 
/* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->B = (float 2 )calloc( Approx->m,sizeof( float *))3 

7* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 053 i < Approx->m;3 i++) 
Approx->B [1] = (float *)calloc (Approx->n,sizeof( float) ); 

7% mre nnn allocate scaling matrix E(-1/2) on Knot sequence tau ----- */ 
7* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->scale_tau = (float **)callocl Approx->n,sizeof( float *)}5 

7* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < Apprex->n; i++) 
Approx~>scale_tauli] = (float *)Jcalloc (Approx->n,sizeof( float) )5 

7 wowecne- allocate matrix product (B) X (scale_tau) ------------ */ 
/*® set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->bscale_tau = (float **)Jcalloct Approx->m,sizeof( float *))3 
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/* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 1 < Approx->m3 i++) 
Approx->bscale_taulil = (float *)calloc (Approx->n,sizeof( float) )35 

(* cocen- n= allocate matrix product (scale_t) X (B) X (scale_tau) ------ */ 
7* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->scale_b_ scale = (float **)calloc( Approx->m,sizeof( float *))35 

/* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 03 i < Approx->m3 i++) 

Approx->scale_b_scalelil = (float *)calloc (Approx->n;sizeof( float)); 

FR core n nn allocate matrix product (scale_t) X (d) ------------ */ 
/* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->scale_d = (float »*)calloc{ Approx->m,sizeof( float *)); 

7* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 1 < Approx->m3 i++) 

Approx->scale_d[i] = (float *)calloc (3,sizeof( float) ); 

[anno allocate matrix for lhs coefficients of normal equations -~-- */ 
7* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
Approx->lhs_normal = (float **)Jcalloc( Approx->n,sizeof( float %*))35 

7* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 03 i < Approx->n3 i++) 

Approx->lhs_normallil = (float *)callocl Approx->n>sizeof( float))3 

[8 occccre n= allocate matrix for rhs of normal equations -<---------~ «/ 
/* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
for (1 = 03 i < Approx->ns i ++) 

Approx->rhs_normal = (float **)Jcalloc( Approx->n,sizeof( float %*))3 

/* set up pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 1 < Approx->n; i++) 

Approx->rhs_normallil] = (float *Jcalloc(3,sizeof( float))5 
} 
ARBTITSTASN ABTS SSRSSTS TSS SSIS SAS cS TSR BTS SKS SH ASST SSS ISS SSS SSeS SHS SSA 

% Module Name: approx_freet ) 
eee eee ee eee eee eee eee eS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSsssrae 

* Description: Frees memory within the Approx data structure. 
x 
% Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure. 
x 
* Output: All allocated variables in the Approx data structure are 
% freed. 
MST SSASCOSUISSSSOSM BASS SAMI SS SS SSIS SSSSST PS SSS SAR SSSSSSASSSS SSS SSS SSS SVESTTK/ 

void approx_free( Approx ) 
APPROXIMATION 

XxApprox} 7*® pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
C 

int 
m, /%* number of control points in original curve before Knots are 

removed */ 
n> /* number of control points in curve after Knot(s) is removed */ 
i$ 7% loop variable */ 

(Rammer oo set number of control points ---~--------------------------- 3 / 
m = Approx->m3 /%* original number */ 
n = Approx->n3 /% reduced number */ 

(% wocces free memory for control vertices before knot removal ------- */ 
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/* free pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 05 i < ms i++) 

free (Approx->d[iJ)3 

/* free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free({ Approx->d)35 

(oor n- free memory for Knot seqence before Knot removal ------------ */ 
free (Approx->t)3 

7% won HH free memory for control vertices after Knot removal ---------- */ 
/* free pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < ny it+) 

free( Approx->x[i1])}35 

/* free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->x)3 

[® enncn free memory for Knot seqence after Knot removal --------------- / 
free (Approx->tau)3 

7% ----- free memory for scaling matrix E(1/2Z)} on Knot sequence t ------ %/ 
7% set up pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < m3 itt) 

free (Approx->scale_tlil); 

7* set up pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->scale_t); 

(omen free memory for Knot insertion matrix from t => tau ----------- «/ 
/* free pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 03 i < m3 i++) 

free (Approx->B [11)3 

/* free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->B )3 

[® -ore- free memory for scaling matrix E(-1/2) on Knot vector tau ----- */ 
/* free pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 1 < ny itt) 

free (Approx->scale_taulil)s 

7*® free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free {Approx->scale_tau); 

7 sermon free memory for matrix product (B) X (scale_tau) ------------ */ 
/* free pointers to rows */ 
for (1 = 03 i < m3 i++) 

free (Approx->bscale_tauli])3 

/* free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->bscale_tau)5 

7% --- free memory for matrix product (scale_t) X (B) X (scale_tau) ---*/ 
/* free pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < ms i++) 

free (Approx->scale_b_scale[i1])3 

/* free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->scale_b_ scale); 
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(8% wren ern ne free memory for matrix product (scale_t) X (dJ) ----------- */ 
/7* free pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < m3 itt) 

free (Approx->scale_dIiJ)3 

/* free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->scale_d)3 

PR worn econ free memory for lhs coefficients of normal equations ---- */ 
/* free pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < ns itt) 

free (Approx->lhs_normal[i1)35 

/* free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->lhs_normal ); 

(& emecrcen- free memory for rhs of normal equations ----------------- %/ 
7* free pointers to rows */ 
for (i = 03 i < ns i++) 

free (Approx->rhs_normallil]);3 

7*® free pointer to array of row pointers */ 
free (Approx->rhs_normal )3 

3 

LPP LLL ISSEI LISS SISA SA SIAN SAS AS IANS A SAAN SS SAAN AN SS AAS INS SS SAA NNSA SASS NSS SSN SANS SG 
Name: approx_solve.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: December 21, 1990 

Description: Contains modules to solve the normal equations (least 
squares method) of the system of (m x n) equations 
used to find new control points during Knot removal. 

x 
K
K
K
 

K
K
 

K 
XK 

#include<afme.h> 
Hinclude "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate .h" 

    fk---- Function Declarations --- wen / 

void back_solve_normal_equations( ), 
solve_last_normal_eqn( )> 
solve_normal_equations(); 
solve_control_hull();5 

[Reem e corre enone nate End of Function Declarations------------------- 7 

fRERBASSSSSTSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSAA SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ASS SSS SSSSSSa SSS sss THe 

% Module Name: solve_normal_equationst( ) 
Hee 8 ee eae ae eee eee ee SSSR SSS SRS SSSSSSSSSSSSq=sssK 

* Description: Driver for solving the normal equations to determine 
* new control points for Knot removal. The system of 
% equations should already be reduced using Gaussian 
* elimination. 
* 
% Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure. 
% 
* Output: Solution for new control points. 
FPMSSSSRSSSSARSSSSATSSSH SSA SSASSRSSS SH SRSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSRS SETS 

void solve_normal_equations{ Approx ) 
APPROXIMATION 
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xApprox 3 7* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 

7*® solve last equation in the system of normal equations */ 
solve_last_normal_eqn( Approx )5 

/* back solve the remaining equations in the system of normal equations */ 
back_solve_normal_equations( Approx }3 

/* multiply scale_tau by solution to get final control hull points */ 
solve_control_hull( Approx }5 

} 
/RTSSUTSSASSSASASASC SS SST AT SSASSTA SS SS SSM SSS SSSA SS SS SSR SRISS SSSI ISAS Ss TTI SHV 

x Module Name: solve_last_normal_eqn( ) 
eee eee eae eee eee eS SSS SESS SSS SSS SSS SSS 

* Description: Solves the last normal equation in the system which has 
Sag been reduced using Gaussian elimination. 
* 

* Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure. 
* 
* Output: Solution to the last control point in the local area 
* which is affected by removing the current knot. 
PRISMS TRS SAR ASS SSS SSS SHS SASH SSS SS SSS SRST SSSA NSS SSR AR SSS SSS SSS SOS SRS SHS T TKS 

void solve_last_normal_eqnt Approx ) 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox} /* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
{ 

int 
xyYZS 7*® index for x» y or z component of RHS */ 

for (xyz = O03 xyz < 33 xyz+t+) 
Approx->x[ Approx->n-1 II xyz] = Approx->rhs_normall Approx->n-1 II xyz1/ 

Approx->lhs_normal[ Approx->n-1][ Approx->n-1]5 

} 
/ RESSSSTASSSAAAS SSSA STS SSM STAR TSS SSIS SS SSASTS SSS SSS SSS SASS SSS SSS SS SSrsst=e 

% Module Name: back_solve_normal_equations( ) 
ee SS eee eee Se ee a ee SSS SSS SSS SSS SESS SS SSS SS SS SSS ATATTse 

* Description: Performs back substitution to solve equations n-2...0 
* in the system of n x n normal equations which have been 
* reduced using Gaussian elimination. 
* 

* Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure. 
* 
* Output: Solution to control points 0...n-2 in the local area 
% which are affected by removing the current Knot. 
RBSSSSSSA SSeS SST SSSSa SASS SSS SaaSeSaS SST assess Ss SsSssasssssrassasssssessasssK/ 

void back_solve_normal_equations( Approx ) 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox 3} 7® pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
¢ 
int 

xYZ> 7*® index for x, y or z component of RHS */ 
i> /*® index of unknown being solved */ 
33 7* column index */ 

float 
sum_of_lhs_termss /* sum of the left hand side terms for which 

solutions have already been found */ 

for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz+t+) 
{ 
for (i = Approx->n-23 i >=03 i--) 

C 
sum_of_lhs_terms = 0.03 

/7*® sum solved terms on left hand side of equation */ 
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for (j = it]; 3 < Approx->ons jtt) 
sum_of_lhs_terms = sum_of_lhs_terms + 

Approx->lhs_normall i J[ 3 }*Approx->xl[ 3 I{[xyz]3 

7* divide (rhs - sum_of_lhs_terms) by coefficient of unknown on lhs */ 
Approx->xliJIxyz] = (Approx->rhs_normall[i JE xyz ]1-sum_of_lhs_terms )/ 

Approx->lhs_normalf11[1]3 
3} /* i loop */ 

} /* xyz loop */ 
} 
PRBSTBSSAIPIMSSSTUHT ERTS TSSSHS SHR SSS HU ASSS SMA TT MKS SSS SST SS SSIS S SSK SSS SSH T HE 

% Module Name: solve_control_hull() 
eee Re Bee eee eee ee SSS SS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSTsTsE 

* Description: Calculates the new control points from the solution to 
* the system of normal equations. 
* 

* Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure. 
% 
* Output: None 
MS SSS SSSI SSS SS SHH SA SSS SSS SSS SS SS SSS TTS SSS SSS SLOSS SSSI SSS SSIS SS SSS SSSsrTHR/ 

void solve_control_hull( Approx) 
APPROXIMATION 

*xApprox} /* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 

{ 
int 

1» /* row number */ 
XYZ > 7*® Xs y and z coordinate index */ 
err = 03 /* error flag for matrix multiplication */ 

float 
«temp >» 7* temporary array for multiplying xyz coordinates 

of solution matrix, Approx->x */ 
x*result; 7* temporary array for result of multiplication of 

each coordinate of solution matrix by scale_tau */ 

7® allocate memory for temp and result arrays */ 
temp = (float *€)calloc( Approx->n;sizeof( float*))}; 
result (float **)calloc( Approx->n,sizeof( float *))5 
for (1 = 03 i < Approx->n3 i++) 

{ 
temp[il] = 
resultli] 

3 

(float *Jcalloc(1,sizeof( float)); 
= (float *)calloc(1,sizeof( float))s 

/7* calculate each coordinate of new control hull */ 
for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz+t+) 

¢ 
7* initialize result matrix */ 

for ( 1 = 03 1 < Approx->n; i++) 
resultlil[O] = 0.03 

7*% load temporary matrix from solution array, Approx->x %*/ 
for (1 = 03 i < Approx->n3 itt) 

{ 
temp[i1[01 = Approx->xlil[xyz]5 

} 

/* find matrix product of Approx->scale_tau X Approx->x[il] */ 
matrix_prod_2d( Approx->n,Approx->n ,Approx->n,1,Approx->scale_tau, 

temp, result, err )s3. 
if (err == 1) 

printf("solve_control_hull( )\terror in matrix multiplication\n" )5 

7* store result in Approx->x %*/ 
for (i = 03 1 < Approx->n3 i++) 
Approx->xli MH xyz] = result£illods 
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} 7* end xyz loop */ 

7* free allocated memory */ 
for (1 = 03 i < Approx->n3 i++) 

{ 
free(result[i1)3 
free(temp[i]);5 

} 
free ( result )3 
free ( temp )3 

} 
PREECE EERE BERBER BBR B BR BBR RBBB BBE BBEGHHHOBHBE 
* Name: crv_save_approx.c 

* Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
x Date: January 7, 1991 
* 

% Description: Contains modules to save a reduced cross section 
% in the new model data structure created during 
* data reduction. 
x 
2330838888038 N888R8R8RBBHEI BUN RBBNERBEBBO HUBER EEE BRB REE/ 

finclude<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

tinclude "../execs/approximate.h" 

void 
crv_save_approximated_cross_section( ); 
crv_make_knot_sequence( }, 
crv_save_xs_knots()}, 
erv_make_control_hull(), 
crv_save_xs_hull()35 

[Rocn cern rt ecccorsesn nan End of Function Declarations------~--~---------- */ 

PR SS SESS SST SS SSS SST SSR TSS S SSS S SSS ESTES SESS SOSE SSS Sess SST aK 

% Module Name: crv_save_approximated_cross_section( ) 
E +b $5 -f—P-5—t -$—F FP - 9b} F-Pt ttt tt ttt tht ttt ttt tt tt tt ttt tt tt 

* Description: Stores the data for a reduced cross section of a 
* component in the component of the new model pointed to 
bs by new_comp. 
* 

* Input: Pointer to the component in the original model, 
* pointer to the component in the new model, pointer to 
% the Approx data structure and the cross section number 
* of the data being stored. 
* 
* Output: None. 
RSSSTSSSAAS VASES SSSASSSSSS SSS S HS SS SSSSSSRT SS SSS SSSI SSSSSSSSSSSSsSsSssssa=Kk/ 

void crv_save_approximated_cross_section(comp, new_comp, Approx, xsn) 
comp_data 

Comp » /* pointer to the component in the 
current Model which is being reduced */ 

new_comp 3 /*® pointer to the component in the new model 
where the cross section data is to be 
stored %/ 

APPROXIMATION 

XxApprox /* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
int 

xsn}3 /* cross section number of the curve */ 
£ 

int 
1» /7* loop variable */ 
Size_needed} 7* amount of memory needed */ 

float 
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knot, 7*® knot sequence for new cross section */ 
x*hull; /7*® control hull for new cross section */ 

/* allocate memory for knot and control hull array of cross section */ 
Size_needed = comp->nw_Knots - Approx->num_to_be_removeds 
knot = (float *)calloc(size_ needed, sizeof( float))}; 

Size needed = size_needed - 43 
hull = (float **)Jcalloc(size_needed, sizeof( float *)}; 
for (1 = 03 i < size_neededs i++) 

t 

hullf[il] = (float *)Jcalloc(3,sizeof( float) )5 
} 

7* construct array of Knot values for entire cross section */ 
crv_make_knot_sequence(comp, Approx, Knot); 

7* construct array of control points for entire cross section */ 
crv_make_control_hull(comp, Approx, xsn, hull); 

/* save knots for cross section */ 
crv_save_xs_Knots(new_comp, Approx->kK», comp->nw_Knots-4-comp->nw_removed, 

knot }3 

/* save control hull for cross section */ 
crv_save_xs_hull(new_comp, xsn» comp->nw_Knots-4-comp->nw_removed, hull); 

7* free Knot and control point memory */ 
freel(knot)3 
free(hull}3 

} 
/RSSSSSSSSSSSISSSSSLSSSSST ASST SSSSSSS SSSA SS LSSS SAS SS SSSSS SSS ESAS SSSSSssTsE 

% Module Name: crv_make_knot_sequence( ) 
ea eee eee eee ee ee Se SSS SSSR SSS SS SS SsSesssssr==¥ 

% Description: Constructs the new Knot sequence for a reduced curve 
* from data in the Model and Approx data strucutres. 
* 

* Input: Pointer to the component being reduced, pointer to the 
* Approx data structure and pointer to the l-d array 
% for Knot values. 
* 
* Output: l-d array of Knot values. 
MRIS MSSH SSS AK SASS Soe Sr SST ISA SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS TOS SSA RSSS SSS SSS SSK SSS SSS sSs r= K/ 

void crv_make_knot_sequence(comp, Approx, knot) 
comp_data 

comp $ /7* pointer to component data structure */ 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox} /* pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
float 

xKnots 7*® pointer to the I-d array of Knot values */ 
{ 
int 

count = 0, 7* Knot index for array to store original indices */ 
1> 7* Knot number on curve in component data structure 

in the range 0...m+4~-1 */ 
j>» /* subscript for removal_list */ 
Knot_index = 0, 7* subscript for reduced Knot array */ 
rem_count = 0, /*® number of Knots removed from 

original Knot sequence so far */ 
not_in_removal_list = 1, /* flag to tell whether current Knot is in 

the Knot removal list */ 
xyz} 7*® loop variable */ 

7% loop through all knot values in original component */ 
for (i = 03 1 < comp->nw_Knotss i++) 
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/* assume knot is not in the removal list */ 

not_in_removal_list = 13 

“7* check whether current Knot is in removal list */ 
for ( 3 = 03 3 < Approx->num_to_be_removeds j++) 

¢ 

if (1 == Approx->removal_listl j]+1) 

/7*® remove Knot from sequence */ 
not_in_removal_list = 03 
break} 

} 

} 
if (not_in_removal_list) 

{ 

7* copy Knot value from original knot sequence */ 
Knot[ kKnot_index1 = comp->w_knot[il]; 
Knot_index++ 5 

} 
} 

} 
JR ee SSS SSS SASS SSS SSSR STR SSS SSS SSS S SS SSS SSS S SSS sHS==k* 

% Module Name: crv_save_xs_kKnots( } 
PISA ASRS SSS OS SCR SS SSS SSSA SSS SS SS SSS SS SSR SSCS SSS SSSR SSSR SSS SSK SSSSSscSa=¥ 

* Description: Saves the Knot sequence for a reduced cross section. 

* Input: Pointer to the new component, order of B-Spline, number 
% of control points, new Knot sequence. 
* 
* Output: None 
eee ee ES SS SSS SESS SSRN SSS SSSR SSS SESS SSSSSS SSS SssTKS 

void crv_save_xs_Knots(comp, K» n» Knot) 
comp_data 

*comp } 

int 
K> 7* order of B-Spline */ 
n3 7* number of control points in new cross section */ 

float 
xknot3 7® array of Knot values */ 

€ 
int 

is 7*® Knot index */ 
for (i = 03 i < ntK; i++) 

comp->w_knotlil = knotlils 
} 
ARBTABSSLSSTS SST SST ASSIS SSA ASS HSS SSS SSSA SST SSS SSS SRS SSS SSS SSeS SSS SSss===¥ 

% Module Name: crv_make_control_hull() 
Meee eae eee See eee SS eS SSS Sessa 

* Description: Constructs the control hull for the new cross section of 
* a reduced component from the original component data 
e structure and the Approx data structure. 
% 

* Input: Pointer to the original component data structure, pointer 
* to the Approx data structure. 
x 

* Output: Control hull for cross section of new component. 
Meee BERS SSS SESS SSS SS SSS SSIS SSS SSS sssssssSsssez==sKS 

void erv_make_control_hull(comp, Approx, xsn, hull) 
comp_data 

COMP } 7* pointer to the original component data structure */ 
APPROXIMATION 

Approx} 7*® pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
int 

xsn3 7% cross section being reduced */ 
float 
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xeehull 5 /* 2-d array of control vertices for new cross section */ 
{ 

int 
Knot_is_in_removal_list; 7* flag to tell if Knot is in 

removal list (false = 0) */ 
1» 7% current control point number on original curve */ 
j> /7* index in knot removal list */ 
new_vertex_count = 0,/% counts the number of new vertices that have 

been put into the control hull */ 
xyz} /*® xyz coordinate index */ 

/* loop through control points of original curve */ 
for € i = 05 i < comp->nw_Knots-4-Approx->num_to_be_removed; i++) 

£ 
/*® assume Knot is not in removal list */ 
knot_is_in_removal_list = 03 

7* check whether control vertex was removed */ 

for ( j = 03 3 < Approx->num_to_be_removed; j++) 
£ 

if ( i == Approx->removal_list[j1]-1) 
{ 
Knot_is_in_removal_list = 13 
Approx~>rem_index = Approx->removal_list[j]s 
break; 

} 
} 

if (i < Approx->low_index-4) 
{ 
for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz++) 

{ 
hull(il{xyz] = comp->hulllxsnI][i lixyz]5 

} 
} 

else if (i >= Approx->low_index-4@ && 
1 < Approx->hi_index+Approx->k-Approx~>num_to_be_removed-1 ) 

{ 
for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz+t+) 

hullf{1i[xyz] = Approx->x[new_vertex_count I[ xyz]}5 
new_vertex_count++}3 
} 

else if ( 1 >= Approx->hi_index+Approx->K-Approx->num_to_be_removed-1 ) 
{ 
for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz ++) 

hullfi [xyz] = comp->hulllxsn][i+Approx->num_to_be_removed I] xyz 15 
} 

} /* end for i loop */ 
} 
/RAATSATAARTUTAAR SST SSS SSS SSS SSSI SPSS SSS SMS SSSA TS STA SHS SS SS SSS SSS SSS STITH T*e 

% Module Name: crv_save_xs_hull() 
eee eee ee eS eee ee eee eee SSeS esses sserssrzsra=z¥k 

% Description: Saves the control hull for the new component cross 
* section in the new component data structure. 
* 
% Input: Pointer to the new component, cross section number being 

cf saved, number of control points in new 
* component and 3-d array of control vertices. 
* 

* Output: None 
Ree SS SS SESS SESS SSS SSSR IS SS SST SSSR SSSR SSSSS SSS SSS SSS SH =K/ 

void crv_save_xs_hull(comp, xsn» n, hull) 
comp_data 

comp 5 /* pointer to the new component */ 
int 

xSN> /* cross section number being saved */ 
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n3 7* number of control points in new cross section */ 
float 

xthulls /* 3-d array of control points */ 
t 

int 
isxyz3 /* control point and coordinate indices */ 

/*® loop through each control point for the cross section */ 
for (i = 03 1 < ny i++) 

{ 

for (xyz = 03 xyz < 35 xyztt+) 
{ 

comp->hull{[xsn]lillxyz] = hulllill€xyzls 
} 

} 

) 

DEB BBR EBB BBB BBB BBB BEBE BBO BEBE BEB BERN NBER REBENBEREBBHHUBERRHE 
Name: insert_mat.c 
Author: Fred W. Marecaly 
Date: December 10, 1990 

Description: Contains modules to construct the B-Spline knot 
insertion matrix needed for knot removal. 

* 
K
K
 

K
K
 

K 
*K 

FEFEIEIE IE IEE IEE HE IEE FE HEHE FE HE IE FESE HE HE IENE FE HEE HE IEE FE IEE HEIE HE FE HE HE DE IEE HEIE HE DE IE IE HE JE HE FE IEE HEIE HE FE HE HE FE DEE DEDEDE FEE HE EIENE TE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

[Rewer errr centers cnet enn Function Declarations-----------<---~----------- */ 

void 
init_insertion_matrix( )5 

float 
alpha()3 

[Ronen cnr crete ners ne End of Function Declarations------------------- 3 / 

/RBBBAABCSLAAAAASSSSSSTSSMASSSSSSS SKS SSS SSS SHAH SSS SSS ess SssSstesssszss===%*% 

*% Module Name: init_insertion_matrix( ) 
RB RAOR SHS SAT AS SS SSH SSSA SSS SSS SSK SSSA SSSA SSS SASS SS SSSA SSS SSS SSSR SSS SS SKIT 

* Description: Constructs the knot insertion matrix needed to obtain the 
* least squares solution of control vertices for the new 
* surface in Knot removal. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the Approx data structure. 
* 
* Output: B-Spline Knot insertion matrix, Approx->b, initialized. 
RRS B MRS SS SSSPAS SS SSSa SSS SSS SAAS SS SSS SPAS SSS SSAA SS SSS SASS SS SSS SSS SSS SSss==K/ 

void init_insertion_matrix( Approx) 
APPROXIMATION 

xApprox 3s /* pointer to the Approximation data structure */ 
4 

int 
i» /* column number in B-spline Knot insertion matrix (1 = 0...n-1) ¥*/ 
33 /* row mumber in B-spline knot insertion matrix (j = 0...m-1) */ 

for (3 = 03 j < Approx->m3 j++) 
¢t 

for (i = 03 1 < Approx->n3 i++) 
{ 

Approx~>BIj1[i] = alphalApprox->tau, Approx->t, 1, Approx->k, j)3 
} 
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} 

LHRH IIIS IEEE IEEE EEE IEE HEIE IESE DE HEME IEE FEE DEE JEDE FETE FHE DE IEE FE DE FE TEBE FETE TE FE TENE FE FETE HE DE FE SHEE DE FEE DE 

% Name: normal_eqns.c 
* Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
% Date: December 19, 1990 
* 

Description: Contains modules to find the normal equations used in 
* the least squares approach to solve a system of m 
% equations in n unknowns. 
* 
38BBRBEB88 88H UBB HE HEB EBEUN8 RHR BBEBUUE BEEBE BERBER BENE, 

#include<afmnc .h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

void 
make_normal_equations(), 
make_rhs_normal_coeffs( ), 
make_lhs_normal_coeffs( )3 

[Rewer wens scr ccereesen- End of Function Declarations--<----------------- */ 

PKRPATSSSSASSSSSATH SSAA SH HM SSS ATS SMS T RIS S SAAS HSH S SSS TSH SA SASS SSS SSR SSSI SST K 

% Module Name: make_normal_equations( ) 
eee ieee Sie ee eee eee aS SSeS SSS SS SSS TTT 

* Description: Finds the Right Hand Side (rhs) coefficients and Left 
% Hand Side (lhs) coefficients for the system of normal 
* equations used to solve an inconsistent system of 
* equations with m equations and n unknowns of the form: 
* 
* Original System: (AJx = (B) 
* Normal Equations: (lhs)x = (rhs) 
x ’ 

* Input: Pointer to the 2-dimensional (m x n) left hand side matrix, 
% pointer to the 1-dimensional right hand side matrix, 
% number of equations, number of unknowns, pointer to the 
* 2-dimensional matrix for the lIhs coefficients of the 
xe normal equations and pointer to the l-dimensional matrix 
* for the rhs of the normal equations. 
x 

*% Output: Lhs and rhs coefficients for normal equations are 
* initialized. 
RISISSSOK SPSS ST SHS SSS P SASK SASS SSS SSSSS SS SSS SAS SRSSSSSS ASS SS SSasssssszesTK/ 

void make_normal_equations(a, b> m» n>» lhs, rhs) 
float 

ay /* pointer to the 2-dimensional coefficient matrix in 
the original system of equations */ 

3b » /*® pointer to the 2-dimensional rhs matrix in the 
original system of equations (m x 3) */ 

xx*]hs > 7% pointer to the 2-dimensional coefficient matrix of 
the normal equations */ 

38erhs 5 7® pointer to the 2-dimensional rhs matrix of the 
normal equations (m x 3) */ 

int 
Ms /* number of equations in the original system of equations */ 
n3 7* number of unknowns in the original system of equations 

as well as the number of normal equations and unknowns 
in the normal equations */ 

{ 

int 
i> j3 /* loop variables */ 

/* construct left hand side matrix for normal equations */ 
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make_Ihs_normal_coeffs(a, m, n» Ihs)3 

/* construct right hand side for normal equations */ 
make_rhs_normal_coeffsla> bs mt» ns» rhs)s 

} 
ARSSSIPSAASASSSA SS SSSASSSSAS SA SSA SSS ST SS SSA SAAAASSSHSASSSS ASST AR SNSI Ase Tr HTK 

* Module Name: make_lhs_normal_coeffs( ) 
Me ae SSS SPSS SSS SS STS SS ASE S SSS SSS VAST STK 

* Description: Finds the left hand side (lhs) coefficients of the 
x normal equations used to solve a system of (m x n) 
% inconsistent equations using the method of least squares. 
* 

*% Input: Pointer to the 2-dimensional {m x n) left hand side matrix, 
x number of equations, number of unknowns, pointer to the 
* 2-dimensional matrix for the lhs coefficients of the 

* normal equations. 
x 

* Output: Lhs coefficients for normal equations are initialized. 
RESSA AAPM ASST SSS SSSI SAPS SASS SHS ITA TIS SSS SRSA ESSER SAAS S SIS SS TSS SSS SSRI TSH AK/ 

void make_lhs_normal_coeffs(a, m, n» lhs) 
float 

Xa » /* pointer to the 2-dimensional coefficient matrix in 
the original system of equations */ 

xx lhs 5 /* pointer to the 2-dimensional coefficient matrix of 
the normal equations */ 

int 
mM» “* number of equations in the original system of equations */ 
n3 /7* number of unknowns in the original system of equations 

as well as the number of normal equations and unknowns 
in the normal equations */ 

{ 
int 

1>j>K3 /* loop variables */ 

/* take the partial with respect to each unknown of the sum of the 
squares of the residuals for the entire system of equations */ 

for (i = 03 i < ns itt) 

{ 
for (j = 03 3 < ms jtt) 

C 
7* initialize lhs to zero */ 

Ihslill5] = 0.03 

for (K = 03 K < ms K+t+t) 
{ 

7* set left hand side coefficient */ 

Ihs(il€j] = Ihsflillj] + alkI[il * alkI[j]3 
} 

} 7* 3 loop */ 
3 /* i loop */ 

} 
/RTTBRAASS TSS AOS SSSI K SSS SSA SSS TSS SSS SHAS SSS HSS SSS SSS SSS TSS S SS SSSI STSS HHT 

% Module Name: make_rhs_normal_coeffs( ) 
ea ee eee eee eee ee SS SS SS SS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SsSET eK 

* Description: Finds the right hand side (rhs) coefficients of the 
* normal equations used to solve a system of (m x n) 

* inconsistent equations using the method of least squares. 
% 
* Input: Pointer to the 2-dimensional (m x nj} left hand side matrix, 
% pointer to the 1-dimensional right hand side matrix, 
ss number of equations, number of unknowns, pointer to the 
* l-dimensional matrix for the rhs of the normal equations. 
3 
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* Output: Rhs coefficients for normal equations are initialized. 
HRSA SSS SSeS SSS ee son SSH MSS SASS SSSR SSS SSS HSS SSS KASS SSS SSS SSSR SSS Ss SSeS SST 

void make_rhs_normal_coeffsl(a» bs m» ns rhs) 
float 

Ea > /*® pointer to the 2-dimensional coefficient matrix in 
the original system of equations */ 

3D y 7* pointer to the 2-dimensional rhs matrix in the 
Original system of equations (m x 3) */ 

xxerhs 5 /* pointer to the 2-dimensional rhs matrix of the 
normal equations (n x 3) */ 

int 
m> /* number of equations in the original system of equations */ 
ns 7* number of unknowns in the original system of equations 

as well as the number of normal equations and unknowns 
in the normal equations */ 

{ 

int 
i» Ky xyz3 /*® loop variables */ 

/* take the partial with respect to each unknown of the sum of the 
squares of the residuals for the entire system of equations */ 

7% loop through x» y and z components */ 
for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz++) 

{ 

for (1 = 03 1 < n3 itt) 
{ 

7* initialize rhs to zero */ 
rhslilf{xyz] = 0.03 

for (kK = 03 kK < ms Kt) 
rhslillxyz] = rhslillxyz] + bI[KI[xyz] * alk1][i]3 

} 

3 

} 

PRR BBR BRR RBBB BRB BBE BBB RRB BEE RBBNBEB BEBE BBR BEB HEHN BEBE HEBEHHEBBBREE 
Name: scale_matrix.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: December 5, 1990 

Description: Contains modules to calculate scaling matrices E-l1/p T 

x 
% 
* 
x 
* 
% for a given value of p and a Knot seqeunce T. 
% 
HEFEIE IE IE IE HEHE HEE JEIE FE FE IE FE IEE HE IEE HE IE EE IE HE DEDEDE PEPE HE ENE HE EE DE FEE FE HE IE DE HE IEE FEE HEDE JE FE IEE IE TE IE DE IE FETE TEE DEDE ETE TE IEEE / 

#tinclude<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include<math.h> 

| foaled aetataaaieteatatataiatea Function Declarations------------------~-------- e/ 

void 

[rrr nen nec n nnn ner n eran End of Function Declarations----~~-------------- / 

PRBBBTBTSASP SBMA A SSSA SSS SSAA SSA SSS SSS SST S SHAS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS a sSasesH = 

% Module Name: construct_scaling_matrix( ) 
ee ee eee eee eee ee SS SSS SSS SSS TSS SSrTTKe 

* Description: Constructs a square diagonal scaling matrix. 
* 

% Input: Order of the B-Spline curve, dimension of dynamically 
* allocated 2-d scaling matrix (m x m), value of p and the 
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% Knot sequence from which the scaling matrix is to be 
x calculated. 
* 
* Output: (m x m) diagonal scaling matrix. 
* 
* Note: This routine assumes that p < inf, always. 
MIO SSHMMSSSSSSSS RMS SS OS SA SSS SARS SSSA SSS SMA SSS SEVIS SS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS rc =K/ 

void construct_scaling_matrix(k, m, p» Knot, scale_mat) 
int 

K> /7* order of B-Spline 
ms 7* dimension of the square scaling matrix to be constructed 

float 
Pp» 7* denominator of exponent for scaling matrix 

knoti], 7* Knot sequence used to calculate elements of scaling 
matrix 

x*scale_mat; 7® double pointer to dynamically allocated 
scaling matrix 

{ 
int 

i» js /* row and columm indices 
float 

exponents 

7* calculate exponent */ 
if (p t= 0.0) 

exponent = 1/p3 
else 

¢ 
exponent = 1.03 

printf("\o07Attempted division by zero in construct_scaling_matrix( ).\t')s5 
printf("Setting exponent of scaling matrix to 1.0\n"); 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

message("ATTEMPTED DIVISION BY ZERO IN CONSTRUCT_SCALING MATRIX( )" 5133 
} 

/® construct scaling matrix */ 
for (i = 03 1 < m3 i ++) 

{ 
for (3 = 03 j < ms j ++) 

{ 

if (i == j) 
{ 
scale_matlil[j] = powl ((knot{[i+k] - knotlil)/(float)k ), exponent ); 

} 

else 
{ 
scale _mat{il[j] = 0.03 

} 
} 

3 
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B.3 Data Reduction for Non-Uniform Cubic B-Spline 
Curves 

POORER IRER OBO BB RRA OBIE IEIEIOE IEE IEEE JOBE 
Name: crv_approx.c 

Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: January 22, 1991 

  

Description: Contains modules to calculate new control vertices 
for a B-Spline curve. 

* 
K 

K
K
 

OK 
OK 

K 

JEHCIEIE IEIEIE HE IEEE PEE EE HEHE IEE HEHEDEHEIE HEE ETE IE TE FETE HE HE FEHE FEE FE HE TE HE FEE FETE DE DE FE HEE HEIEBE TE FE HE ETE FE HEHE DE TEESE DE FEE FEE FETE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

Hinclude<stdio.h> 
f#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

echo_bspline_model(), 
crv_save_approximated_cross_section( ), 
cp_comp_attributes( )3 

int 
count_models( 13 

float 
curve_curve_distance( }3 

MODEL 

*crv_approximate(), 
¥delete_ modell )3 

[Rowe ccr cre cn rere ccesce= End of Function Declarations--~---------------- */ 

PRERSRTPSSSSSAS SRST ASKS HSS SSS SSS SSA SSSSP SSS SS HS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SsssSaSSe= sR 

% Module Name: crv_approximate( ) 
Mo SSP B SBT SSSH SSS SH SSSSSSaS SESS SSCS SSS SSS SASS SSSR SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSSHsTe 

% Description: Main driver for calculating new control vertices. 
E Solves a set of (m x n) equations, where m >= n, to 
% determine the new set of control vertices. Also swaps 
* the current model with the reduced model (next model). 
% 
* Input: Pointer to the Model and pointer to the Approx data 
* structure. 
% 

%* Output: Returns pointer to the final model resulting from removing 
* all knots in the current partition. 
REAM IMSS SATS AT SSUSSSSRRS SIMI M SSS STR S SH SSCS SASS SSS SVIS TSS SSS SSE SST SSSTSTTK/S 

MODEL *crv_appreximate(Initial_Model, Approx, removal_list, 
num_in_removal_list, num_removal_lists, 
partition_size, comp_to_be_reduced, xsn) 

MODEL 

*Initial_Model; /*® pointer to the initial Model */ 
APPROXIMATION 

Approx} /® pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
int 

**xremoval_ list, 7* 5x5 array of Knot removal lists */ 
num_in_removal_listI], /7* number of Knots in each removal list */ 
num_removal_lists;, 7* number of actual removal lists in array 

removal_list */ 
partition_size, 7* number of Knots in partition */ 
comp_to_be_reduced, 7® component number of curve to be reduced */ 
xsN} /* cross section number of curve from which Knots are 
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being removed */ 

{ 

int 
t; 
group = -l; 7* number of the current removal 

list within a partition */ 
P> 

1» 7* component loop variable */ 
}> /7* subscript of removal array ¥*/ 
k = 4, /7* order of B-Splines */ 
n_knots_rem_from_partition = 03 

float 
max_error » /*® maximum error resulting from Knot removal */ 
avg_error} /7*® average error resulting from knot removal */ 

char 
error_messagel 60]; /* character string for error message */ 

comp_data 
2COMp >» /7* pointer to the current component */ 
*prev_comp » /* pointer to the previous component */ 
new_comp » 7* pointer to the current component in the 

new model %/ 
*prev_new_comp} 7* pointer to the previous component in the 

new model «/ 
MODEL 

*Model /* model currently being reduced */ 

Model = Initial_Model} 
while(n_Knots_rem_from_partition < partition_size) 

¢ 

/7* set group to be removed from partition */ 
groupt++ 3 

if (group > 0) 
t 7* first removal_list has already been removed from partition */ 
/® allocate memory for next model */ 
Model->next = (MODEL *)malloc( sizeof (MODEL ))3s 

7* set up linked list pointers for new model */ 
Model->next->prev = Models 
Model->next->next = (MODEL * NULL} 

7* copy model attributes to next model */ 
cp_model_attributes( Model ,Model->next ); 

) 

for (p = 03 p < Model->num_comp;s p++) 
{ 
if (p == 0) 

4 

comp = Model->comp; 
new_comp = Model->next->comp; 

else 
{ 
comp = prev_comp->nexts 
new_comp = new_comp->nexts 

} 

if (comp->comp_number == comp_to_be_ reduced) 
{ 
/7* initialize parameters in approx data structure */ 
init_parameters_in_approx( Approx, &removal_listI group ][0]1,; 

num_in_removal_listI[ group] )3 

7* allocate and copy new component into in next model */ 
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cp_comp_attributes(comp, new_comp }3 

7* initialize number of Knots to be removed from comp */ 
comp->nw_removed = num_in_removal_listI group] 

7% allocate memory for B-Spline data in new model (Model->next) */ 

crv_alloc_bspline_comp_memory( comp »new_comp ) 3 

/* copy u_Knots of original component to reduced component */ 
cp_comp_u_Knots( comp »new_comp ) 3 

7* set number of Knots being removed from component */ 
comp->nu_removed = 03 
comp->nw_removed = num_in_removal_list[ group]; 

/* allocate memory for the Approx data structure */ 
approx_alloc( Approx, k)35 

7* initialize Approx data structure */ 
approx_init(comp, Approx, xsn)3 

7* construct normal equations for least squares solution */ 
make_normal_equations( Approx->scale_b_scale,Approx->scale_d,Approx->m, 

Approx->n,Approx->lhs_normal ,Approx->rhs_normal )3 

/*® perform Gaussian elimination on system of normal equations 
to find new control vertices */ 

fwd_2d_Gauss_elim( Approx->n,Approx->n,Approx->Lhs_normal , 
Approx->rhs_normal , Approx->n) 5 

/* solve system of normal equations to find new control points */ 
solve_normal_equations( Approx )5 

/*® save approximated cross section in next Model */ 
crv_save_approximated_cross_section( comp »new_comp » Approx ,xsn 3 

7* calculate maximum and average error for approximating curve */ 
max_error = curve_curve_distance( Approx->t,Approx->d, Approx ->in+4,» 

Approx->tau, Approx->x ,Approx->n+4 ,Approx->k , &avg_error )5 

7* make and display message indicating error */ 
sprintflerror_message »"MAXIMUM ERROR = 2%.5e",max_error )} 
message(error_message »0 )} 

sprintf(error_message,"AVERAGE ERROR = 4.5e",avg_error )}5 
message(error_message>1)}3 

/* free memory in Approx data structure */ 
approx_free( Approx ) 3 

3 /* end of if comp->comp_number block */ 

prev_comp = comp; 
prev_new_comp = new_comp3 
2 /* end p < Model->num_comp loop */ 

/* update number of knots removed from partition */ 
n_kKnots_rem_from_partition += num_in_removal_list[ group]; 

/7* update linked list of models */ 
aif { count_models{Initial_Model) > 2 ) 

{ 
/* delete model from linked list */ 
Model = delete_model (Model )5 

} 

7% move to next model */ 

Model = Model->nexts 
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} #* end while */ 

/* return final model pointer from this partition */ 
return( Model )3 

3883888838888 GU88888 HERRERA BREE BERBER BEB EEIOHEE 
Name: curve_main.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: August 18, 1990 

N
X
 Ww 

Description: Main menu routine for B-Spline curve module. 

* 
* 
K
O
K
 

K
 

XK 

HEHEHE HE IEICE HEHE HEHE EDC IE IEE HE IEE EDIE HEHE IE HE IEE IE HE IEEE HE HEHE DE IEDE IE DE IE IE FEE FE HE IE IE HE DE HEDE HE FETE HE JE DE HEHE FE HEDE HEE DE DE HEFE TEESE IE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include<stdio.h> 

Yb oatetateietataetatatetateeeaataatatenel Function Declarations-------------------------- */ 
MODEL *nub_curve( )5 
void curve_insert( )3 
void curve_intersect( )5 
void curve_fillet(), 

curve_remove_kKnot(); 
display _hull_fwmt }5 

[Bown nnn ern End of Function Declarations------------------- %/ 

fMe TSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS STS Ss sss Ss STAATT TT 

% Module Name: bspline_curve 
eee ee ee ee ea eS SSS SSS SSS STH H AE 

* Description: Main module for all B-Spline curve work. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to Model data file. 
% 

* Output: None. 
MRSSSSS SSH SMBH SSS SS SS SASS SSH SSS SSS SSS SPSS SSSI RSA I SASHA SESS IS SS SH SS SSS KH STTK/ 

void bspline_curve( Model ) 
MODEL *Model; 

{ 
int Return = 03 7*® return code */ 
int no_items = 63 /* Menu Parameters */ 
static char *title = "CURVE"; 
static char *items[] = { "RETURN"; 

“INSERT KNOT", 

"INTERSECT"; 

“FILLET CURVES", 

“REDUCE CURVES", 

"CONTROL HULL" 33 
MODEL 

*Final_Model; 7* final_model after data reduction */ 

7* --- invert and display curves --- */ 
Model = nub_curve( Model )3 

newmenu( title »,no_items,items }3 7* display menu */ 

while ( Return t= 1 ) 
{ 

Return = proc_input( )3 

if ( Return > 0 ) 

{ 

switch (Return) 
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case (1): 7* return */ 
Return = 13 
breaks 

case (2): 7*® knot insertion */ 
curve_insert( Model )3 
breaks 

case (3): 7*® intersection */ 
curve_intersect{Model }3 
break 3 

case (4): 7* curve filleting */ 
curve_fillet(Model); 
break 3 

case (5): 7*® curve reduction */ 
reduce_curve( Model }3 
break; 

case (6): 7* display control hull*/ 
Final_Model = Models 
while( Final_Model->next != (MODEL *)NULL ) 

Final_Model = Final_Model->next; 
display_hull_fwm( Final_Model }3 
breaks 

default: 

message("BAD INPUT IN B-SPLINE CURVE",1}3 
break 3 

} 

} 

} 

oldmenut ); 

} 
TRF RISA ASSSI SISA SIS ASS AS SS SS S SSS ASSN SANNA AAS SAAN A SA SS SSS SSS SSNS SN SAN ASA AAAS SS SSIS 

Name: curve_rem_knot.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: February 27, 1991 
Description: Contains driver module for data reduction on the current 

model containing non-uniform B-Spline curves. 

#include<afmnc.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include<stdio.h> 

#include "../execs/rank.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

  Jhon errr rte re recccoersn= Function Declarations- “<= ~-%/ 

void 
rank(); 
cp_model_attributes(}, 
cp_comp(),> 

cp_u_Knots_to_next_model(), 
echo_bspline_model( }, 
auto_zoom{( ), 
curve_remove_Knot( )> 
crv_alloc_bspline_comp_memory( ), 

’ curve_swap_kKnots()> 
draw_nub_curvet }3 
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int 
find_partition_size( ), 
make_Knot_removal_list( )5 

MODEL 

*corv_approximate( }3 

[nwo nn nee mre n sere End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

/RAASSATASSM SALAMIS KAR SSK SASS ATS TT H MHRA SSAS SSS SSIS KASS SSS SSS SHRI SS SSS SK TTT 

* Module Name: curve_remove_Knot( ) 
eer eee nee eR SRS SSS SSSR SSS SSS SSS ST Ts 

* Description: Driver module for curve knot removal routines. Controls 
% initialization, processing and clean up routines. 
% 
* Input: Pointer to the Model from which Knots are to be removed), 
* number of knots to be removed from curve, cross section 
% number of curve. 
* 
* Output: None 
MESSASAASAASSSSASSA SASS SSS SSSSA ASSES SSSSSSSASSASSSSSSSSSSSSS SRS SSA SAT SS TTS 

void curve_remove_Knot(Initial_Model »num_to_be_removed>,xsn) 
MODEL 

*¥Initial_Models /* pointer to the MODEL from which Knots 
are to be removed / 

int 
num_to_be_removed , 7* number of Knots to be removed from curve */ 
xsn}$ /® cross section from which Knots are to be removed */ 

{ 
MODEL 

*Model , 
*Final_Model = (MODEL *)NULL} /* pointer to final reduced model */ 

WEIGHT 

*Weight = (WEIGHT *)NULL} /* pointer to data structure for 
calculating Knot removal weights */ 

APPROXIMATION 

xApprox = (APPROXIMATION *JNULL3 /* pointer to data structure for 
approximating new control points */ 

int 
model_count = 0, 
l»> 

total_num_removed = 0, /* total number of Knots removed so far */ 
num_removal_lists;, /*® number of groups of Knots to be removed 

within a partition */ 
x*removal_list, /*® array of removal lists */ 
num_in_removal_listI[51, 7% number of Knots in each removal list */ 
partition_size, 7* number of Knots in partition being removed */ 
comp_to_be_ reduced; /*® component number of curve to be reduced */ 

Model = Initial_Models 
if (Model->nubs_root != 1) 

{ 
7*® swap u and w parametric curve data */ 
curve_swap_knots(Model->comp )3 

while (total_num_removed < num_to_be_removed ) 
{ /* --- remove Knots one partition at a time --- */ 

/* allocate memory for next model */ 
Model->next = (MODEL *)malloc{sizeof(MODEL ))3 

7* set next model linked list pointers */ 
Model->next->prev = Model; 
Model->next->next = (MODEL %)JNULL3 

/* copy current Model attributes into next Model */ 
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cp_model_attributes( Model ,Model->next)3 

/* allocate data structure for calculating Knot removal weights */ 
Weight = (WEIGHT * Jmalloc( sizeof (WEIGHT ))3 

7% determine Knot removal weights */ 
weights(Model, Weight )3 
free (Weight); 

7* rank Knots of Model for Knot removal */ 

rank( Model )3 

7* find partition size */ 
partition_size = find_partition_size( Model ,total_num_removed, 

num_to_be_removed )5 

/® allocate array of Knot removal lists */ 
removal list = (int **¢Jcalloc(5,sizeof(int %))}5 
for (1 = 03 1 < 5s i++) 

removal_list{i] = (int *)Jcalloc(5,sizeof(int)); 

/* make Knot removal lists */ 
num_removal_lists = make_knot_removal_list( &(Model->comp->reml xsnJ][0]); 

partition_size, total_num_removed,» removal_list, 
num_in_removal_list)}; 

/* allocate data structure for approximating new control points */ 
Approx = (APPROXIMATION * )malloc({ sizeof( APPROXIMATION }) )5 

7® set component number to be reduced */ 
comp_to_be_reduced = 13 

/*® remove knots in current partition from curve */ 
Medel = crv_approximate(Model, Approx, removal_list, num_in_removal_list, 

num_removal_lists, partition_size, comp_to_be reduced, xsnJ)3 
free (Approx); 

total_num_removed += partition_size} 

} /* --- end while total_num_removed < num_to_be_removed --- */ 

/* traverse linked list to last model */ 
Final_Model = Initial_Model; 
while( Final_Model->next != (MODEL *)NULL) 

{ 
model _count++35 
Final_Model = Final_Model->nexts 

} 
model_count++}3 

curve_swap_knots({Model->comp }3 

7* display model after knot removal */ 
draw_nub_curve( Final_Model ); 

7* free removal_list */ 
for (i = 03 i < S53 i +4) 

freelremoval_listli])5 
free( removal_list};5 

} 
else 

message("NO B-SPLINE GEOMETRY FOUND",1)3 

* Module Name: crv_alloc_bspline_comp_memory( } 
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* Description: Allocates memory for B-Spline data in new model that is 
% to be used to store the reduced model. 
x 
* Input: Pointer to the model which is being reduced. 
x 
% Output: None 
ROB MM MARSH SPIT SS SS SS SSH MRS SASS AS SHS SS SSS SHAS SS SSS SSS SS STS SSS SSK SSIES STS TK/ 

void crv_alloc_bspline_comp_memory(comp, new_model_comp) 
comp_data 

XCOMp » /* pointer to components in original model */ 
xnew_model_comp3 /® pointer to components in reduced model */ 

{ 
int 

1>j> 7* loop variable */ 
w_size, /* size of memory block needed */ 
u_size}3 /*® size of memory block needed */ 

/%--- allocate memory for new B-Spline data in reduced model ---*/ 
/% allocate memory for Knots in u parametric direction */ 
u_size = new_model_comp->nu_kKnots = comp->nu_kKnots - comp->nu_removeds 
new_model_comp->u_knot = (float *)calloc(u_size,sizeof( float) )3 

7*® allocate memory for Knots in w parametric direction */ 
w_size = new_model_comp->nw_knots = comp->nw_Knots - comp->nw_removeds 
new_model_comp->w_Knot = (float *)Jcalloc(w_size,sizeof( float) )}3 

7* allocate memory for control vertices of one curve */ 
new_model_comp->hull = (float 2 jcalloc(1,sizeof( float %«€))5 
new_model_comp->hulll[01] = (float **)calloc(w_size-4,sizeof( float *))5 
for (3 = 03 3 < new_model_comp->rw_knots-43 j++) 

new_model_comp->hulll[0][j] = (float *Jcalloc(3,sizeof( float) ); 

7* set knot removal data array to the NULL pointer */ 
new_model_comp->rem = (rem_data »#€ )JNULL} 

} 
ROO OREO EER CR RR RERUN BHE BBB BEBE BEB BBBBBURE 

3 Name: read_pts.c 
% Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
% Date: August 13, 1990 
% 

% Description: File to read in data points to be interpolated 
cd by a non-uniform B-Spline curve. 
% 

#include <afmnc.h> 
tinclude “../execs/showtime.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

(Raw ew mewn en wenn nec n na Function Declarations-----~------------------~-=- / 

MODEL 

*read_pts( )3 

(owen n cone nn ewer ecence== End of Function Declarations---~------<------~=-- */ 

Pee ee SS SR SSS ESS SSS SASS SSS SSSA SSS SSSR E SRS SSS SESS SSS SS SSSrTHse 

* Module Name: read_pts 
ee eee eee eS SSS SSSR SSS SSSR SS SSE 

% Description: Reads pts to be interpolated by a non-uniform B-Spline 
% curve. 

* 

* Input: Pointer to the model in which curve is to be stored and 
xe inversion flag: 
% 0 -> invert 
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x 1 -> do not invert. 
% 
* Output: None. 
* 

Kee a SR SSSR ESS SSSSE SRA RSS SSSR SSSA STEAKS 

MODEL *read_pts(Model,invert) 

MODEL *Model; 
int *invertl ]s5 
{ 

FILE *in_files 7* file pointer */ 
comp_data *comp, *newcomps 7*® component pointers */ 
int 1,j,counts 

if ( (in_file = fopen("points.dat","r"}) == (FILE *)JNULL ) 

printf("File not found\n")3 
else 

{ 
/%* --- Allocate memory for Curve Model --- */ 
Model = (MODEL *)malloc( sizeof (MODEL ))3 

/* ~--- Set up linked list pointers for models --- */ 
Model->next = (MODEL *JNULL3 

Model->prev = [MODEL %*)NULL3 

/* --- Set all structure ID's to zero --- */ 
Model->acs_root = -13 
Model->nubs_root = -135 
Model->fillet_root = -13; 

7% --- Read in number of Curves --- */ 
fscanf(in_file," NUMBER OF CURVES = Zd\n",&(Model->num_comp ) )3 

for ( 1 = 0 3 i < Model->num_comp 3 itt ) 
{ 

/*® --- Allocate space for new curve --- */ 
newcomp = (comp_data *)malloc(sizeof(comp_data))5 

if ( i == 0 } 7*® set next pointer */ 
Model->comp = newcomps 

else 
comp->next = newcomp 3 

7% ~-- Read in component information --- */ 
fscanf(in_file," NUMBER OF POINTS = Zd\n",&(newcomp->acs_npts ) )5 

7* --- Set to only one cross section --- */ 
newcomp->acs_ncross = 13 

7% ~--- Allocate memory for number of points --- */ 
newcomp->acs_pts = (float #¢)calloc(1,sizeof( float %€)); 
newcomp->acs_pts[0] = (float €)calloc(newcomp->acs_npts, 

sizeof( float *)})3 
for ( 3 = 0 3 3 < newcomp->acs_npts 5 j++ ) 
newcomp->acs_pts[OJ[j] = (float *)calloc(3,sizeof( float *))5 

invertlil = (int *)Jcalloc(newcomp->acs_npts,sizeofl int) )5 

for ( j = 0 3 j < newcomp->acs_npts 5 jtt ) 
{ 
fscanflin_file,"“%f ZF Zf Zd\n", &(newcomp->acs_pts[0][j]{01), 

&(newcomp->acs_pts[0]H4111]), 
&(newcomp->acs_pts[01[151[21), 
&Cinvert[iJ[j]) J3 

} 

comp = newcomp3 
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} 
comp->next = (comp_data * )NULL} 

} 
return( Model }3 

} 
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B.4. Data Reduction for Non-Uniform Bi-Cubic B-Spline 
Surfaces 

LX IHAISSI IIS SAS SIS HSS III SSS ASI SS SNSAN SASS A SNS SANS SS SSS SSN NAAN IANA NASI SS ANS SSSA 
Name: reduce.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: February 27, 1991 

Description: Contains drivers for non-uniform B-Spline curve and 
surface data reduction. 

x 
KX 
K
K
K
 

K 
K 

HEHEHE HEHEHE IEEE IEEE EE IEE IE FEE ENE HEHE IE DE HE DEDEDE IEE DE HE EE HIE IE IE FEE DE DE FE HE HEIE DE JEHE HEE IE FE HEME FEE TENE HEE FE HEE EEE TEE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

void 
reduce_main( ); 
swap_uw(), 
reduce_ul)> 
reduce_w(), 

reduce_u_and_w()> 
reduce()>, 
reduce_curvel )3 

int 
get_removal_infol )5 

[owner monroe nnn ccc nnlen End of Function Declarations ---~--------------- */ 

Jee SRR SSS SS BSS SS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSeS sss sss sssSssss=esk 

% Module Name: reduce_main( ) 
Ree eee eee eee ee ee SSS SSS STS SSS SSS SSS S EAs 

% Description: Main menu driver for surface reduction module. 
* 

%* Input: Pointer to the Model. 
* 

* Output: None 
MIOTSASSMOM SPAM SAAST ATT B RM SSAS ASAT SAA SSSSSCARS SSS SSSA ASS SSSSSASS SI SSSSSaSSsrrsK/ 

void reduce_main( Model ) 
MODEL *Model; 
{ 

int no_items = 43 
int Return = 03 
static char *title = “SURF_REDN"'s 

static char *items[] = {< "RETURN", 
"REDUCE U", 

"REDUCE W", 

"REDUCE U & W" 33 

int display = 13 7* flag to draw surfaces in reduce_u( ) 
and reduce_wl) modules */ 

if ( Model->nubs_root == -1 ) /* bring up B-Spline geometry */ 
invert_nubs( Model )5 

else 
display_nubs( Model }; 

newmenu(l title ,no_items , items )3 

while ( Return f= 1 ) 

{ 
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{ 
switch ( Return ) 

{ 
case (1): 7* Return */ 

Return = 13 
break} 

case (2): 

reduce_u( Model ,display }3 
break 3 

case (3): 7* Remove w Knots */ 
reduce_w( Model ,display }s 
break 3 

case (4): 7* Remove u and w knots */ 
reduce_u_and_w( Model } 5 
break} 

default: 
message("BAD INPUT IN SRF_REDUCTION" ,1 }3 

break 5 
} 

} 
} 

oldmenul )3 

} 
fP RBSSRT SASH RS SAAS SA SSeS KSLA ASS ASS S STATS SSS SS SST STA SS SS ASST SSS Sess SSzzS== 

% Module Name: reduce_uf ) 
eee ee eee SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SHES SSS SsS SSS SSSsSszs 

* Description: Driver for reducing NUB surfaces in the u direction. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the model containing the original surface. 
x 
* Output: Adds a next model which contains the reduced surface. 
ee eee eee ee eee ee eae SS SS SESS SBS SS SSSSss5SSSSsasee5 

void reduce_u( Model »display) 
MODEL 

x*Model 
int 

{ 

Return = proc_input( }3 
if ( Return > 0 ) 

display; /* flag indicating whether to display surface after reduction 
display = 1 --> draw surface */ 

int 
num_to_be_removeds /% number of Knots to be removed in u direction */ 

float 
3%dummy 3 

comp_data 
Comp » 
*prev_comp} 

7* allocated memory for dummy intersection data array */ 
dummy = (float #€)calloc(1,sizeof( float *))3 
dummy[0] = (float *)calloc(1,sizeof( float)); 

/* swap u and w data for all components in Model */ 
comp = Model->comp; 
while (comp != {comp_data *)NULL) 

{ 
swap_uw( dummy, 0, comp) 3 

prev_comp = comps 
comp = prev_comp->nexts 

} 

message( "ENTER NUMBER OF KNOTS TO BE REMOVED IN U DIRECTION",1)}3 

7* get number of Knots to be removed */ 
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/* Remove u Knots */ 
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num_to_be_ removed = get_removal_infol )3 

7* remove knots from model */ 
srf_remove_knot(Model, num_to_be_removed,display )s 

/7* swap u and w data for all components in Model */ 
comp = Model->comps 
while (comp != (comp_data *)NULL) 

{ 
swap_uw(dummy, 0, comp )3 

prev_comp = comp; 
comp = prev_comp->nexts 

7* swap u and w data for all components in next Model */ 
comp = Model->next->comp 
while (comp != (comp_data *)NULL) 

{ 
swap_uw(dummy, 0, comp )3 

prev_comp = comp; 
comp = prev_comp->next; 

message("DATA REDUCTION IN U DIRECTION COMPLETE" ,1)3 

7* free dummy memory */ 
free(dummy[01])3 
free( dummy )5 

} 
PRBSTSILSSISSSSSSASAS SSP SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSTSSSSRSSSSSRSSTSSSSSSSSsSssTe 

* Module Name: reduce_w() 
eee 8 eee eae ee See SS SSS SSSR SRS SSS SS SSSR SSS SSsST=—¥ 

* Description: Driver for reducing NUB surface in the w direction. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the model containing the original surface. 
* 
% Output: Adds a next model which contains the reduced surface. 
PRASSA TOSSES SSAC AS BASS SSS SSS SAS SSS SSS SSS SAS SSS SSS SS SS sess sssssssssssssseesK/ 

void reduce_w( Model ,display ) 
MODEL 

*Model 5 
int 

display; /7* flag to display surface after reduction 
display = 1 --> draw surface */ 

£ 
int 

num_to_be_ removed; /%* number of Knots to be removed in w direction */ 

message(“ENTER NUMBER OF KNOTS TO BE REMOVED IN W DIRECTION",1)3 

7*® get number of Knots to be removed */ 
num_to_be removed = get_removal_infol )5 

/* remove Knots from model */ 
srf_remove_knot(Model, num_to_be_removed,display );s 

message("DATA REDUCTION IN W DIRECTION COMPLETE™;1)3 

} 
/KRATTSASASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSA SAAS SASS SS PIA SSSSS SS SH SAAS SSS SSS sssassssls=K 

% Module Name: reduce_u_and_wi ) 
eee ae eee Ree eee Se SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSH T TE 

*% Description: Driver for reducing NUB surfaces in both u and w 
* directions. 
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* 

* Input: Pointer to the model containing the original 
* 
* Output: Adds a next model which contains the reduced 
ee eee eee eS SSS SSS SSS TSR SSS SS SSS SSs 

void reduce_u_and_w( Model ) 
MODEL 

xModel 5 
{ 
int 

display = 1; 

reduce_u(Model,no_display }}3 
reduce_w( Model->next,display )5 

message("DATA REDUCTION IN U AND W DIRECTIONS COMPLETE™,1)3 

3 
ARAB ASSUASSSTAS SSMS aH SALA sB as SH sss sss ssSsS=ss== 

% Module Name: reduce_curve( ) 
Meee eS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSsss= 

*% Description: Driver for reducing NUB curves. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the model containing the original 
* 
* Output: Adds a next model which contains the reduced 

void reduce_curve( Model ) 
MODEL 

*Model 5 
t 

int 
num_to_be_removed; 

7® get number of Knots to be removed */ 
num_to_be_removed = get_removal_infol )3 

7*® remove knots from model */ 
curve_remove_Knot(Model, num_to_be_removed }; 

7* flag to draw surface after 
no_display = 03 /* flag to not draw surface after 

/* pointer to the model to 

/* total number of Knots to 

surface. 

surface. 

reduction */ 

reduction */ 

curve 

curve 

be reduced */ 

be removed */ 

} 
/KRITATSBTHSSSBS SSSR SAS MASSA TH SSSS SSS SST MAS SSSR TLS SS SKS SKS SSS Sass SS SssS TSH HK 

% Module Name: get_removal_infol ) 
eee eee eee ee eee SSS SSS SsssssssssazH=Xek 

% Description: Prompt the user to enter the number of Knots to be 
% removed from the curve. 
* 
* Input: None. 
* 
%* Output: Returns the number of knots to be removed. 
RISOSAASSTT AS SSTSS ASST HSB SAATAR SS SPSS SSA MS SSR SESS SSP T MAS SSIS SRS SL TASS SSSIAeK/ 

int get_removal_infol ) 
{ 
int 

init = 5, 

num_to_be_removed)> 
class,» 
device; 

char 
string[ 6013 

7® initialize string to 5 */ 
sprintf(string,"4d",init)s 
init_string( string )3 

class = PICK3 
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7* default number of Knots to remove */ 

/7*® input class */ 
/*® input device number */ 
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while ( class != STRING) 
{ 
get_input(&class, &device)3 
if (class == STRING) 

{ 
get_string(string)3 
sscanf(string,"“%d", &num_to_be_removed }3 

} 
} 

sprintf(string,"REMOVE “~d KNOTS FROM EACH CROSS SECTION" ;,num_to_be_removed )5 
message(string,1)5 

return (num_to_be_removed )5 

} 

LPR LSLL LIISA ALII ISLS SAIS SSS SIS ASS SAA SSS SANS SANA ANS SAN SS SSSA OAANS SSS SSS AN SSA SAS ASS NSS 
Name: srf_approx.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: March 22, 1991 

Description: Contains modules to calculate new control vertices 
during surface reduction. 

K
K
K
 
K
K
K
 

K 

HEE IEICE HE HE HE FEIEIE IEE FEE IEIE IE NH HE FE FE HE IEE HE IEE HE FEE FEIE IE DE IE IE FETE TE FETE HE HEME HEE TEBE FETE DE DE FEE FE DEBE FETE HE FE DE HE FEE FEDETE FE IEIE /” 

#include<afmnc.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

echo_bspline_moedel( ); 
echo_approx( )> 
crv_save_approximated_cross_section( )> 
srf_alloc_bspline_comp_memory( }, 
cp_comp_attributes( )}5 

int 
count_models( )5 

float 
curve_curve_distance( )5 

MODEL 

¥srf_approximate( ), 
*delete_model( J3 

[Rewer ener rnc enn enn cnse= End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

/RTSSSOS SRT HSS SSSOSA SATA RS SSS SSSA CSS SSS SSS SSSA SSS SSS SAS ASS SSS SSS SRT SRTT HTK 

% Module Name: srf_approximate( ) 
eee eee eee eee eee eee ees eS Ss sss 

% Description: Main driver for calculating new control vertices during 
% surface reduction. 
% 

% Input: Pointer to the Model and pointer to the Approx data 
* structure. 
* 

* Output: Returns pointer to the final model resulting from removing 
% all knots in the current partition. 
MSU SAAC MMS S SR SBSH SHS HHH SSSA SPH SSH SSSA TSH AAS SST BT PSH SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS STS KS 

MODEL *srf_approximate(Initial_Model, Approx, removal_list, 
num_in_removal_list, num_removal_lists, 
partition_size, comp_to_be_reduced ) 

MODEL 
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*Initial_Models /7* pointer to the initial Model */ 
APPROXIMATION 

*xApprox} /®% pointer to the Approx data structure */ 
int 

x*#removal_list, /7* 5x5 array of Knot removal lists */ 
num_in_removal_list[], /* number of Knots in each removal list */ 
num_removal_lists, 7*® number of actual removal lists in array 

removal_list */ 
partition_size, 7* number of Knots in partition */ 
comp_to_be_ reduced} 7* component number of curve to be reduced */ 

¢ 

int 
xSN» /* cross section number of curve from which Knots are 

being removed */ 
t, 
group = -l, /* number of the current removal 

list with in a partition %/ 
P» 

i» 7* component loop variable */ 
j> 7* subscript of removal array */ 
k = 4, 7* order of B-Splines */ 
n_Knots_rem_from_partition = 03 

comp_data 
comp > 7* pointer to the current component */ 
*prev_comp > /* pointer to the previous component */ 
*new_comp » /*® pointer to the current component in the 

new model %/ 
*prev_new_comp} /*® pointer to the previous component in the 

new model */ 
MODEL 

*Model 5 7* model currently being reduced */ 

Model = Initial_Model; 
while(n_knots_rem_from_partition < partition_size) 

{ 
7* set group to be removed from partition */ 

group+t $5 

if (group > 0) 
C 7* first removal_list has already been removed from partition */ 
/* allocate memory for next model */ 
Model->next = (MODEL *)mallocisizeof{MODEL ))3 

7* set up linked list pointers for new model */ 
Model->next->prev = Model; 
Model~>next->next = (MODEL %*)NULL3 

/7*® copy model attributes to next model */ 
cp_model_attributes( Model ,Model->next )5 

} 

for (p = 03 p < Model->num_comp; p++) 
¢ 
if (p == 0) 

{ 
comp = Model->comp; 
new_comp = Model->next->comps 

else 
{ 

comp = prev_comp->next; 
new_comp = new_comp->next} 

) 
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if (comp->comp_number == comp_to_be_reduced ) 
£ 
7* initialize parameters in approx data structure */ 
init_parameters_in_approx(Approx, &removal_list{group ][0],; 

num_in_removal_list[ group ])5 

7*® allocate and copy new component into in next model */ 
cp_comp_attributes(comp, new_comp )3 

7* initialize number of Knots to be removed from comp */ 
comp~>nw_removed = num_in_removal_listI group]; 

7* allocate memory for B-spline data in new model (Model->next) */ 

srf_alloc_bspline_comp_memory( comp »new_comp ) 5 

“® copy u_Knots of original component to reduced component */ 
cp_comp_u_Knots({ comp »new_comp ) 3 

7* set number of Knots being removed from component */ 
comp->nu_removed = 03 
comp->nw_removed = num_in_removal_list[ group] 

for (xsn = 03 xsn < comp->nu_Knots-43 xsn++) 
{ 

7® allocate memory for the Approx data structure */ 
approx_alloc{ Approx, k)35 

/*® initialize Approx data structure */ 
approx_init(comp, Approx, xsn)3 

7* construct normal equations for least squares solution */ 
make_normal_equations( Approx->scale_b_scale,Approx->scale_d> 

Approx->m,Approx~>n,Approx~>lhs_normal , Approx~>rhs_norma]l )5 

7* perform Gaussian elimination on system of normal equations 
to find new control vertices */ 

fwd_2d_Gauss_elim( Approx->n,Approx->n,Approx->lhs_normal , 
Approx->rhs_normal »Approx->n)} 

/* solve system of normal equations to find new control points */ 
solve_normal_equations( Approx )3 

/*® save approximated cross section in next Model */ 
crv_save_approximated_cross_section( comp »new_comp » Approx »xsn ) 3 

/* free memory in Approx data structure */ 
approx_free( Approx )3 

} 
? /* end of if comp->comp_number block */ 

prev_comp = comps 
prev_new_comp = new_comp}3 
} /* end p < Model->num_comp loop */ 

/* update number of Knots removed from partition */ 
n_knots_rem_from_partition += num_in_removal_list[ group]; 

7* update linked list of models */ 
if ( count_models(Initial_Model) > 2 ) 

{ 
7% delete model from linked list */ 
Model = delete_model( Model )5 

} 

/* move to next model */ 
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Model = Model->nexts 

} /* end while */ 

7* return final model pointer from this partition */ 
return( Model }3 

} 
LIP SEPI SAIS SANSA N SSIS SSS SS SASS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSN ANS NS SA NANA SS SS ASSN SSSA S SANS NASANSNAS 

Name: srf_rem_knot.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: March 27, 1991 

Description: Contains driver module for surface data reduction on 
the current model. 

K
K
 

K
O
K
 

XK 
XK 

HEHEHE HE IE IEHE EEE EH HEI IE HE HEE HE IEEE IE HE FE IE HE IEICE EN HE HEHE HE EME HE JE IEE HEDE HE HEE HE DEFE HE HEHE EE TE DE HE TE HE HEE DE TE EEE DE HE HEHE FETE / 

#include<afmne.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include<stdio.h> 

include "../execs/rank.h" 

#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

void 
rank), 
cp_model_attributes(), 
cp_comp()> 
cp_u_Knots_to_next_model(}, 
auto_zoom( }; 
srf_remove_knot(), 
curve_remove_Knot( ), 
srf_alloc_bspline_comp_memory( ), 
curve_swap_knots()> 
display_nubs( )3 

int 
find_partition_size( ), 
make_knot_removal_list( )5 

MODEL 

*srf_approximate( )3 

Phan w neon ene nnn nnn enon End of Function Declarations~------------------- %/ 

ARSSSASTTSSSSRSARSSSSSSST SAAS SSSASSH SS SSSSOCSSS ASS SSS SS SRS SSsssassVSsssss=zR 

% Module Name: srf_remove_knot( ) 
eee eee eee eee SSS SSS SSS SSS SESS SS SSS SsSsssss==s 

* Description: Oriver module for surface Knot removal routines. Controls 
* initialization, processing and clean up routines. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the Model from which Knots are to be removed. 
% 

* Output: None. 
RIDA SSSSS SAPO TASS SSMS TSTMS SHSM PHS SS SS KS ST SS TSS HAAS SSS SSS SST SST SSH AST SSS SsTK/ 

void srf_remove_knot( Initial_Model ,num_to_be_removed,display ) 
MODEL 

*Initial_Model; /* pointer to the MODEL from which Knots 
are to be removed %/ 

int 
num_to_be_removed; 7* number of Knots to be removed from curve */ 
displays /* flag to draw surface after reduction: 

display = 1 --> draw surface 
display = 0 --> do not draw surface */ 

{ 
char temp[40]; /* temporary array for changing the model name */ 
MODEL 

*Model, 
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*Final_Mode]l = (MODEL *)NULLs /%* pointer to final reduced model */ 
WEIGHT 

*Weight = (WEIGHT *)NULL3 /* pointer to data structure for 
calculating Knot removal weights */ 

APPROXIMATION 

Approx = (APPROXIMATION *)}NULL3 /* pointer to data structure for 
approximating new control points *%/ 

int 
model_count = 0, 
1» 

total_num_removed = 0; 7*® total number of Knots removed so far */ 
num_removal_lists, /* number of groups of Knots to be removed 

within a partition %/ 
x*removal_list, /7* array of removal lists */ 
num_in_removal_listI5], 7* number of Knots in each removal list */ 
partition_size, 7* number of Knots in partition being removed */ 
comp_to_be_reduced3s 7* component number of curve to be reduced */ 

char 
progress_messagel 60 ]; 7* message for user */ 

Model = Initial_Models 
if (Model->nubs_root f= 1) 

t 
while {total_num_removed < num_to_be_removed) 

{ /*® --- remove Knots one partition at a time --- */ 

7*® allocate memory for next model */ 
Model->next = (MODEL *)malloc(sizeof( MODEL ))s 

/7* set next model linked list pointers */ 
Model->next->prev = Models 
Model->next->next = (MODEL %*)JNULL3 

7*® copy current Model attributes into next Model %*/ 
cp_model_attributes( Model ,Model->next )5 

7* allocate data structure for calculating Knot removal weights */ 
Weight = (WEIGHT *)Jmalloc(sizeof( WEIGHT ) )3 

7* determine Knot removal weights */ 
weights(Model, Weight); 
free (Weight); 

/7* average Knot removal weights in the w parametric direction */ 
avg_w_comp_weights( Model ); 

7*® rank Knots of Model for Knot removal */ 

rank( Model ); 

/7* find partition size */ 
partition_size = find_partition_size( Model, total_num_removed, 

num_to_be_ removed); 

/* allocate array of Knot removal lists */ 
removal_list = (int **)calloc(5,sizeoflint *})5 
for (i = 03 i < 53 itt) 

removal_listli] = (int *)calloc(5,sizeof(int))s5 

/7* make Knot removal lists */ 

num_removal_lists = make_knot_removal_list( &(Model->comp->reml[01[01), 
partition_size, total_num_removed, removal_list, 
num_in_removal_list)5 

/* allocate data structure for approximating new control points */ 
Approx = (APPROXIMATION *)malloct sizeof ( APPROXIMATION) )35 
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/¥% set component number to be reduced */ 
comp_to_be_ reduced = 13 

/* remove Knots in current partition from curve */ 
Model = srf_approximate(Model, Approx, removal_list, num_in_removal_list, 

num_removal_lists, partition_size, comp_to_be_reduced) 3 
free (Approx); 

total_num_removed += partition_size; 

/* make message for user */ 
sprintf{progress_message,"“d KNOTS REMOVED FROM EACH CROSS SECTION...">» 

total_num_removed }3 
message(progress_message>1)3 

} /* --- end while total_num_removed < num_to_be_removed -~-- */ 

/* traverse linked list to last model */ 
Final_Model = Initial_Models 
while( Final_Model->next != (MODEL %JNULL) 

{ 

model_count++3 
Final_Model = Final_Model->nexts 

} 
model_count++3 

7% change name of final model */ 
sprintf( temp,"*Zs" ,Final_Model->model_name )3 
strncepy( Final_Model->model_name, temp,19)}5 

7% auto_zoom(Final_Model, 2)5 */ 

7* display model after knot removal */ 
if (display) 

4 
draw_bspline( Final_Model )} 

} 

7* free removal_list */ 
for (1 = 03 i < 53 1 ++). 

free(removal_listi1])5 
free(removal_list)3 

} 
else 

message("NO B-SPLINE GEOMETRY FOUND";1)}3 

} 
ARSSSASASSSSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSSS SS SSS SSSSASSSSKSSHSSSSSSSSSSSSS Sse Ses SsssSSs5K 

%* Module Name: srf_alloc_bspline_comp_memory( ) 
eee ee Rae eee eee eee eee eee eS SS SSS SS SSS SS SSS TTTHSse 

% Description: Allocates memory for B-Spline data in new model that is 
* to be used to store the reduced model. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the original and reduced components. 
x 
* Output: None. 
MISS S SABES SSS SSMS SSSSSS SSS SSS SSSA SASS SLA S ASST STS SSSI TSS SSS SSST SSS S SSS SS TKS 

void srf_alloc_bspline_comp_memory(comp, new_model_comp ) 
comp_data 

COMP » 7® pointer to components in original model */ 
xnew_model_comps /*® pointer to components in reduced model */ 

{ 
int 

XSI» 

15jJ> 7* loop variable */ 
w_size,» 7* size of memory block needed */ 
u_size} /* size of memory block needed */ 
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/*--- allocate memory for new B-Spline data in reduced model ---*/ 
/*® allocate memory for Knots in u parametric direction */ 
u_size = new_model_comp->nu_kKnots = comp->nu_Knots - comp~->nu_removeds 
new_model_comp->u_Knot = (float *)calloc(u_size,sizeof( float) )3 

/* allocate memory for Knots in w parametric direction */ 
W_Size = new_model_comp->nw_Knots = comp->nw_knots - comp->nw_removeds 
new_model_comp-ow_knot = (float *)Jcalloc(w_size,sizeof( float)); 

new_model_comp->hull = (float ***)calloc(u_size-4,sizeof( float **))3 
for (xsn = 03 xsn < u_size-43 xsnt+t) 

{ 
new_model_comp->hulli[xsn] = (float **)calloc(w_size-4,sizeof( float *)); 
for (j = 03 3 < new_model_comp->nw_knots-43 j++) 

¢ 

new_model_comp->hullixsn1[j1] = (float *)calloc(3,sizeof( float) ); 
} 

} 

7% set Knot removal data array to the NULL pointer */ 
new_model_comp->rem = (rem_data 33 )NULL} 
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B.S Model Manipulation 

PBRBARB RBBB RBBB BEEBE BEBE RUBE EBON HBB RBBB EEEBE 
Name: models.c 

Author: Fred WH. Marcaly 
Date: March 1, 1991 

Description: Contains modules used to manipulate models. 

x 
*K 

K
K
 

K 
XK 

JEIEIEHEIEHEIEIE EIEN DE TEE IE ENE FEIE FE HE FETE EE HEE IEEE EE FE EIEN DEE FE TEBE IE HE DEDEDE DE TEBE DE DE HEDE HE IE FE TE IE IEEE FETE IEE EEE IEE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

void 
name_model(); 
make_model_list()5 

int 
count_models()3 

MODEL 

xmodels(), 
xchange_current_model( ), 
*xdelete_model( )5 

[Roca naw en eneweenancscen End of Function Declarations---~---<--<------<--- */ 

ARBESRTASAABTASAS SSSA SMS SSS SBS STS TS HSS ASS SSS SSS SSA SASS SSS SSS SSS SSSA TTT SSH ATK 

% Module Name: models() 
HMSSSRSTSCSS SSS SST SSK SSSI SSR SSSS SSS SSS SAS SS SSSA See sss SSS sss sss Ssssa sess 

*% Description: Menu driver for manipulating models. 
% 

* Input: Pointer to the current model. 
* 
% Output: Returns pointer to new model if it has been changed. 
HMBSAMSAA MSD SA SSS MSHA SSSR TAH SSSSSSSAS ST SSS SHS SHS SSS ASIST SSS SSS STS ST css sSHTK/S 

MODEL *models( Model ) 
MODEL 

*Model 5 
t 

int Return = 03 7* return code */ 
int no_items = 53 /7* Menu Parameters %*/ 
static char *title = "MODELS"; 
static char *items[] = { "RETURN", 

"NEXT MODEL", 

“PREVIOUS MODEL", 
a LIST" > 

“NAME MODEL” 33 

int number_of_modelss /% number of models in the Linked list of models */ 
static char 

message_string[60], /* interactive message string */ 
*xwindow_title = "MODELS", 7* title for 2-d window */ 
xmodel_names[ 2015 /*% list of model names for 2-d window */ 

MODEL 

*O01ld_Model; /*® original model passed into the "MODELS" menu */ 

newmenu( title,no_items,items )5 /* display new menu */ 

while ( Return f= 1 ) 7*® loop to process input */ 
{ 

Return = proc_input( )5 

if ( Return > 0 ) 
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{ 
switch (Return) 

{ 

case (1): /7*® Return */ 
Return = 13 
breaks 

case (2): 7*® change model to next model */ 
if ( Model f= (MODEL *)NULL ) 

{ 
message("CHANGING CURRENT MODEL TO NEXT MODEL",1)3 
Old_Model = Models 
Model = change_current_model (Model ,1)35 
if (Model != Old_Model ) 

{ 
draw_bspline(Model )3 
sprintf(message_string> 
"MODEL CHANGE COMPLETE. CURRENT MODEL NAME = Zs", 

Model ->model_name ) 5 
message(message_string>»1)35 

} 
} 

else 
message("NO GEOMETRY FILE FOUND?”",1)3 

breaks 

case (3): 7* B-Spline Geometry */ 
if ( Model != (MODEL *)NULL ) 

{ 
message( "CHANGING CURRENT MODEL TO PREVIOUS MODEL",1)3 

Old_Model = Model; 
Model = change_current_model( Model ,0 )s 
if (Model != Old_Model) 

¢ 
draw_bspline( Model )3 
sprintf(message_string,» 
"MODEL CHANGE COMPLETE. CURRENT MODEL NAME = 4s", 

Model->model_name }5 
messagel message_string>»1)3 

} 
} 

else 
message("NO GEOMETRY FILE FOUND!",1)3 

break; 

case (4): /* list models */ 
if ( Model != (MODEL *)NULL ) 

t 
make_model_list(Model »model_names ) 5 
number_of_models = count_models(Model }5 
std_window(window_title »number_of_models ,model_names )3 

} 
else 

message("NO GEOMETRY FILE FOUND!",1)3 

break; 

case (5): 
if ( Model != (MODEL *)NULL ) 

name_model( Model }5 
else 

message("NO GEOMETRY FILE FOUND!",1)3 

break} 

default: 
message("BAD INPUT IN MODELS”,1)}3 
breaks 

} 
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} 

oldmenul )5 7* display old menu */ 

return (Model); 
} 

ARAB TBMABSTSASR TASS SMHS SHS TS AS SSSR HSSSOB SS SSS TASS ASST SSS SS SSS SSS SS SSS KTSeTe 

% Module Name: count_models( ) 
ee ee ee eee eee eee eS SS RS SSSR RSS SR SSS SSS STITT SSS TSHR 

% Description: Determines how many models exist in the linked list of 
* models. 
% 

* Input: Pointer to any model in the linked list of models. 
% 

* Output: Returns the number of models in the Linked list. 
KROSS SORS MSS ESS SSM SSM SI On SRSM RSS SSSR SSSOCSSR ASSIS ASSIS SSS SSS SSS ssssssss=K/ 

int count_models( Model ) 
MODEL . 

xModel 5 7* Pointer to the to any model in the linked list */ 
{ 

MODEL 

*Current_Model 5 
int 

number_of_models = 03 

Current_Model = Model; 

/® traverse linked list of models back to the first model */ 
while (Current_Model->prev != (MODEL %)NULL) 

{ 
Current_Model = Current_Model->prev3 

} 

/® traverse entire linked list of models and count them */ 
while (Current_Model != (MODEL *)JNULL) 

{ 
number_of_models++}5 
Current_Model = Current_Model->nexts 

} 

return(number_of_models )3 

} 
/RASBTSASSASSSSSS SSS TT SSS RAS SAMS SSS SSS SSSI SS RAR SSS SS SSS SSS SSAA SSSA TSH=T* 

% Module Name: delete_model( ) 
eee ee ee eee eee ee ees Ss SSas Sess ssssseresxk 

% Description: Removes a model from the linked list of models in the 
* data structure and returns the pointer to the previous 
* model. 
% 
* Input: Pointer to the Model which is to be deleted. 
x 

* Output: Returns the pointer to the model preceding the model 
* which was deleted. If the first or last model in a linked 
* list is deleted, then the pointer to the second or next 
* to last model is returned, respectively. 
RSS SS ST SANA R SS SSR SSS SSS SSS SSSR ESR SS SSSA SSSA TS SSSR SSS SSS SSS SSS sssssss==HK/ 

MODEL *delete_model (Model ) 
MODEL 

xModel 5 /* pointer to the model to be deleted */ 
¢ 
MODEL 

xCurrent_Models 
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/* remove Model from Linked list */ 
if (Model->prev == (MODEL *)NULL) 

L 

/7* first model in linked list */ 
Current_Model = Model->next3 
Current_Model->prev = (MODEL *JNULL3 

} 

else if (Model->next == (MODEL *JNULL) 
{ 
7% last model in linked list */ 
Current_Medel = Model->prev; 
Current_Model->next = (MODEL *)JNULL3 

} 
else 

{ 

7* model is in the middle of the linked list */ 
Current_Model = Model->prev; 
Current_Model->next = Model->nexts 
Model->next->prev = Current_Model; 

} 

/* free memory of model being deleted */ 
clean_model( Model }3 

return (Current_Model )3s 
} 
PRs eS SRS RRS SSS SESS SSBB SSS SASS SSS SS SSSE SSS SSRs SSS SSS SSSssSzK 

% Module Name: change_current_model(Model, next) 
ee See ee ee ee Se ee ese SSeS Ses esses sSssssssesss=k 

% Description: Changes the current model to the previous or next model. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the current model and previous or next flag. 
€ next = 0 returns previous model 
* next = 1 returns next model 
% 

* Output: New Model pointer. 
RRTBAT SMCS VPOA GAS SSP ASSIS SS SHS SSATP SATOH S SSS MSTA SSSSS SSS SIA SSS SST SSS SSS aSTK/ 

MODEL *change_current_model(Model, next) 
MODEL 

*Models /* pointer to the new model */ 
int 

next; 7® flag to determine whether to return the previous 
or next model: 

next = 0 returns previous model 
next = 1 returns next model */ 

t 
MODEL 

*New_Model5 

if (next) 
{ 
if (Model->next != (MODEL *JNULL) 

{ 
New_Model = Model->nexts 

} 
else 

{ 
message("NEXT MODEL DOES NOT EXIST"™>1)3 

message("CURRENT MODEL UNCHANGED" ,1)35 
New_Model = Model; 

} 
3 

else if (next == 0) 

t 
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if (Model->prev != (MODEL *)NULL) 
{ 
New_Model = Model->prev; 

else 
{ 
message("PREVIOUS MODEL DOES NOT EXIST™,1)35 

message("CURRENT MODEL UNCHANGED",1)3 

New_Model = Model; 
} 

} 

else 

New_Model = Models 

return (New_Model ); 
} 
ABRSSSSSTS TSS SS SSS HK S HSS SSAA ASS RSS SATA SSS SSSA SASS SSA TSS ASSL SSSSSsSssss===¥ 

* Module Name: make_model_list() 
Mee ee ee eee SSS Sess SSSSSesseeesezz% 

* Description: Makes an array of the model names in the linked List of 
* models. 
* 

* Input: A pointer to any model in the linked list of models whose 
* names are to be put into the array. 
x 
* Output: None 
MISSA SSMSS SRSA SSH SS SSASS SSS SP SAS M IB SSN SSSA SAR ASSSSTASSRS SSS SSSScsSsssssssK/ 

void make_model_list(Model, names) 
MODEL 

*Model ; 
char *namesl ]; 

{ 
MODEL 

xCurrent_Model 3 
int 

number_of_models = 03 

Current_Model = Model; 
/* traverse linked list of models back to the first model */ 
while (Current_Model->prev != (MODEL *)JNULL) 

C 
Current_Model = Current_Model->prev; 

} 

/* traverse entire linked list of models and count them */ 

while (Current_Model != (MODEL *)NULL) 

{ 
names[number_of_models] = Current_Model->model_names 
number_of_models++3; 
Current_Model = Current_Model->next; 

} 
} 
PRSTSSSSSSSSSHSSSASSHSSSTS SS SSSA ASKASSSSSSSSSSS SSS SST SHS SSS sr ssssassserscaK 

% Module Name: name_model( ) 
eee eee eae eee eS SSS SSS SS ESSS SESS SST Sess 

* Description: Allows the user to change the name of a model. 
* 
% Input: Pointer to the model whose name is to be changed. 
x 

* Output: None 
FRE SMBS AS SSH see SHS SMP PSS SS SSP HHH oS SRS SSA SSS SSS PP HS Ses Sess sssssssSsssss=K/ 

void name_model(Model ) 
MODEL 

-¥Model 5 
£ 
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int 
class, /* input class */ 
device; /* input device */ 

char 
namel[ 20], 
message_stringl 60]3 

message("PLEASE ENTER MODEL NAME"™,1)3 

class = PICK; 
init_string(Model->model_name } 3 
while (class != STRING) 

{ 

get_input( &class »&device }}3 
if (class == STRING) 

{ 
get_string( name }3 
strepy(Model->model_name, name )}3 

} 

sprintf(message_string,"CURRENT MODEL NAMED “%s",name)35 
message( message_string»1)3 

} 
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B.6 Utilities 

LFFSFPSPPIPIPISISSIIS ASSIS AISI ASSIS I SSSA SAI SAS AAS ASA SSA SN NSA SS SS SSS SSS ANAS SSASNS 
Name: Gauss_2d.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: December 20, 1990 

Description: Contains modules to perform forward Gaussian elimination 
on a system of m equations with n unknowns using 
2-dimensional matrices (arrays). 

K
K
 

K
K
 

K
K
 

K 
X 

HH HEHEHE IE IEE HEH HEME FETE IEE HE DE IEE IE IEICE HIE DE EDE HEE FEN FE IE IE ETE HE FEE IEE HE NEIEDE HE HE FEE HE HE FEE DEDEDE HEE HE TE FETE FE DE HEE HE DETE // 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

void 
fwd_2d_Gauss_elim( ), 
bwk_2d_Gauss_elim( ); 

[Rocce cwsccnnmeressenan End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

RPAH ASAP SSSA IS SSS SSS SH HBSS SSS SSP LAA SPSS SSS SUAS SS SHS SSS SSS SSS SSSS SST T=H=* 

% Module Name: fwd_2d_Gauss_elim({ ) 
ee eee ee eee ee eee eS SSS SS SSSSSSSsSSsssszae 

% Description: Performs forward Gaussian elimination on a system of 
* equations up to and including the Pth equation using 
% 2-dimensional arrays to represent matrices. 
* 
* Input: Number of unknowns, number of equations, 2-d coefficient 
* matrix, 2-d RHS matrix and the number of the equation at 
% which to stop Gaussian elimination. 
* 
* Output: Modified coefficient and RHS matrices. 
ROSS SBS MSBP MSP SKS SSHS SSS SSS SHH HSS MS SSS SRST SSS SS SSSSS SSS ISI ISSSSSSsscsssssK/ 

void fwd_2d_Gauss_elim(n, m, coeff, rhs» p) 
int 

n> /* number of unknowns in the system of equations */ 
m> , /*® number of equations in the system */ 
P3 7® index at which to stop forward Gaussian Elimination */ 

float 
x*coef f, /® coefficient matrix (mx n) */ 
3e€rhs 5 7*® Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix (m x 3) ¥*/ 

{ 
int 

K> 7*® row and column index for subsequent eliminations */ 
1> /* row index */ 
j> 7*® column index */ 
xyz3 7* index for x» y or z component of RHS */ 

float 
mults 7* multiplier for row reduction */ 

for(k = 03 k<p-13 k++) 

“forti = k#1l3 i < ps itt) 

* mult = coefflil{k] / coeffIkIIk]s 
for(j = Ktl3 j3<ns) jrt) 

veoof i201 = coeffli][j] - multxcoeffikI[ 315 
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coeff[il[k] = 0.03 
for(xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyzt+) 

rhsfillxyz] = rhslillxyz] - multxrhs[k ][ xyz]; 
} 

} 

} 
/RBSTSSSS SST SSS SSS SSS TS SSSA TSS SSSKSSSSSSSA SASS SSSSAAS SS TSS SH SAESSSSSTAASTTE TK 

% Module Name: bwd_2d_Gauss_elim( ) 
eee eee ee eee eee SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSH HSS SSeT Ae 

* Description: Performs backwards Gaussian elimination on a system of 
cas equations back to and including the P+1th equation 
* using 2-dimensional matrices. 
% 

% Input: Number of unknowns, number of equations, 2-d coefficient 
* matrix, 2-d RHS matrix and the number of the equation at 
* which to stop Gaussian Elimination. 
x 

* Output: Modified coefficient and RHS matrices. 
FRSSHMA SSS SS SPH SASH SAA SSS SSSI STATS SSS PSST SS SS SS SRST SS SASS SS STS SSS STS SSH saK/ 

void bwd_2d_Gauss_elim(n, m, coeff, rhs, p) 
int 

n> 7* number of unknowns in the system of equations */ 
ims 7* number of equations in the system */ 
P3 7*® index at which to stop forward Gaussian Elimination */ 

float 
xxcoeff , 7% 2-d coefficient matrix (m x nj} */ 
xxrhs 5 /*® 2-d Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix (m x 3) */ 

£ 
int 

K> 7* row and column index for subsequent eliminations */ 
1> /*® row index */ 
j> 7*® column index */ 
xyz$ 7* index for x» y or z components of RHS */ 

float 
mults 7* multiplier for row reduction */ 

for(kK = m-13 K > p-13 k--) 
{ 
for(i = k-13 i > p-13 i--) 

{ 

mult = coefflil[k-1] / coeff[kI[k-1]5 
for (j=m-13 j>=03 j--) 

{ 
coefflillj1] = coefflilij] - multxcoeffik1[j]5 

3 
coeff[iI[k-1] = 0.03 
for(xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz++) 

rhs(illxyz] = rhslillxyz] - mult*rhs{k Hxyzl]} 
) 

} 

} 
PP RORORRRRERERB BREE BR ABR BBB B BRB BERNE BBB HEBBEN E BERBER RRBEHEHE 

* Name: Gauss_elim.c 
* Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
% Date: October 4, 1990 
x 

cd Description: Contains modules to solve for new contrel points used 
e in determining the weights to rank control points of 

the original B-Spline. 
* 
HICH IEE IE HE FE FEDEIEDE IEE HEE FE IE PE HE DE HEIDE HEE HEHE FETE TEBE FEE IEDEIE DE SE HESEPE DE ETE TE IE NE HEDEDE IE IE HEE SE HEE DE HEE PE EFE DEDEDE SE DEIE ETE DE / 
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#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include "../execs/rank.h" 

void 
solve_xpxn()> 
fwd_Gauss_elim(), 
bwk_Gauss_elim( )3 

[Roecen nee er ere cn cerns te= End of Function Declarations---------~--------~- */ 

PRABAASVITAASAS RUE SATTSOSM SMARTS SS SSS SSS SSS SAS SS SST STAN SSS SSSA SSS SSS SISTITTH TK 

% Module Name: fwd_Gauss_elim( } 
eee ere eee eee eee ee eee SS SSS SSS SSS Sr Sa 

* Description: Performs forward Gaussian elimination on a system of 
* equations up to and including the Pth equation. 
% 
* Input: Number of unknowns, number of equations, coefficient 
 s matrix, RHS matrix and the number of the equation at 
% which to stop Gaussian Elimination. 
* 
* Output: Modified coefficient and RHS matrices. 
RSC SS MSS MASS SS SPAM SAS AS HMB T SSMS SSH SSS SS SS TASS SSS SSS SSH SS SS SSS s TS ssa TsT=H¥K/ 

void fwd_Gauss_elim(Weight,n, m, coeff, rhsx, rhsy, rhsz, p) 
WEIGHT 

*xWeight; 
int 

n> 7% number of unknowns in the system of equations */ 
m> 7* number of equations in the system */ 
P3 /* index at which to stop forward Gaussian Elimination */ 

float 
coeffi 1, /* coefficient matrix */ 
rhsx[ 1, 7% Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix */ 
rhsy[ 1, 7* Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix */ 
rhszl J; 7*® Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix */ 

{ 

int 
k, 7% row and column index for subsequent eliminations */ 
i,» /*® row index */ 
33 7% column index */ 

float 
mult; /%* multiplier for row reduction */ 

for(k = 03 kK<p-13 k++) 
€ 
for(i = Ktl3 1 < p3 i++t) 

{ 

mult = coefflixntk] / coef fikxntk]s 
for(j} = k+#1l3  j<nms  j+t) 

{ 
coefflixnt+j] = coefflixn+j] - multxcoef fi kxn+31; 

} 

coefflixntk] = 0.03 

rhsx[i] rhsxli] - multerhsx lk I; 
rhsyf[il] = rhsylil] - multerhsy[k]5 
rhsz{il rhszlil - mult*rhsz{k I; 

* Description: Performs backwards Gaussian elimination on a system of 
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% equations back to and including the P+l1th equation. 
* 
* Input: Number of unknowns, number of equations, coefficient 
* matrix, RHS matrix and the number of the equation at 
* which to stop Gaussian Elimination. 
* 
* Output: Modified coefficient and RHS matrices. 
RS SAA SH MPI ASSP HSS V SSI KT SSS SHH SSH HHI V SSS HHS SSMS MRP MSS SSSA SSSA SSS SSS SSS HS AHK/ 

void bwd_Gauss_elim(Weight,n, m, coeff, rhsx, rhsy, rhsz> p) 
WEIGHT 

xWeights 
int 

n> 7*® number of unknowns in the system of equations */ 
m> /* number of equations in the system */ 
P3 /*® index at which to stop forward Gaussian Elimination */ 

float 
coeff[1, 7* coefficient matrix */ 
rhsx[], 7*® Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix */ 
rhsyI 1; 7% Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix */ 
rhszl ]5 7*® Right Hand Side (RHS) matrix */ 

{ 
int 

k,> 7% row and column index for subsequent eliminations */ 
i,» 7* row index */ 
33 7% column index */ 

float 
mult; /* multiplier for row reduction */ 

for(k = m-13 K > p-13 k--) 
{ 

for(i = K-13 1 > p-13 i--) 
£ 
mult = coefflixntk-1] / coeffi k¥n+k-1]} 
for (j=m-13; j>=05 j--) 

£ 
coeff[ixn+j] = coefflixnt+j] - mult*coef fi kxn+j]5 

} 
coefflixn+k-1] = 0.03 
rhsxfil] = rhsxlil] - multerhsxfk 1s 
rhsy[iJ] = rhsylil - multerhsyl[k 15 
rhsz[i] = rhszlil - mult#rhszlk]; 

} 

} 

3 
PRPRQOOROOOIOBOBA NOREEN EIEIEEIEIETE IEE MEDEBEDE SE IERE FE BESENEIEDEDETE HEE TE FEIEDE IEEE TEESE 

% Name: binary_intersect.c 
% Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
* Date: February 25, 1991 
* 

% Description: Contains modules to find the intersection of a line 
% and a Non-Uniform B-Spline curve. 
* 

  

#include<afimnc.h> 

#include<math.h> 

$include "../execs/showtime.h" 

[Ber co ne cee nnn e  -- Function Declarations --- -— -oKk/ 
void 

binary_line_curve_intersect( ); 
copy_boundaryi{ ), 
absolute_sort_boundaries( }, 
sort_boundaries{()3 

int 
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find_intersecting_interval( )3 
float 

pt_vector_dist( )3 

typedef struct interval_boundary_typef 
float param; /* parameter value for interval boundary */ 
float pointl3]3s 7® point on curve at param */ 
float dist; /* distance from point on curve to line */ 
} interval_boundarys 

[ho wwneweceeneessercrere= End of Structure Definitions-------------------- %/ 
RIT TASS VASA SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSSSSHARTARIRA SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS TTT 

* Module Name: binary_line_curve_intersect( ) 
ea eee eee eee SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS STS SSS TT THK 

* Description: Finds the intersection of a line and a NUB curve using a 
*€ binary search. 
* 

* Input: Normal vector on the line, 3-d point at the base of the 
* normal vector, Knot vector for curve, control hull for 
% curve, number of Knots in the curve, order of curve. 
* 
* Output: Three dimensional point of intersection within the 
* specified tolerance. 
MS SSS SSS SSS SS SSSSI Sess ISS SSSA AST SATA TRASK TI SSS TH RSSSS SSS SSS SssSssssssssssssk/ 

void binary_line_curve_intersect(normal knot ,hull,n_knots, 
k,curve_point,intersection_point } 

float 
normall[ 1, 7*® normal sequence on the line */ 
curve_point![ J, 7* point at the base of the normal vector */ 
*Knot» #*® knot vector */ 
x*hull, /* control hull */ 
intersection_pointl ]; /® intersection point output */ 

int 
n_knots,» 7* number of Knots in the curve */ 
K3 7® order of B-Spline curve */ 

¢ 
int 

intersecting_interval = 0, /* subscript of boundaryl ]~>dist value where 
the sign of dist changes */ 

i»j}3 

float 
dist_interval, /* distance between ends of interval being searched */ 
interval_length, 7® length of interval being checked 

for intersection */ 
tolerance = .015/* maximum length of dist_interval for an intersection */ 

interval_boundary 
x*boundary; /* pointer to an array of three interval_boundary structs */ 

/* allocate memory for boundary array */ 
boundary = Cinterval_boundary **)calloc(3,sizeoflinterval_boundary *))3 
for (i = O05 i < 33 i++) 

boundaryli] = (interval_boundary *)calloc(1,sizeof(interval_boundary ))3 

/*® set left(0), right(2) and middle(1) boundaries */ 
boundary[0]->param = knot[k-1]} 
boundary[ 2]->param = knot[n_kKnots - k + 1]3 
interval_length = boundary[21]->param - boundary[01]->params 
boundary[1]->param = boundary[0]->param + interval_length/2. 3 

7* calculate points at boundaries */ 
nub_cerv_point( Knot ,hull,n_Knots ,boundaryl 0 ]->param,boundaryl 0 ]->point)3 
nub_crv_point(Knot,hull ,n_knots ,boundary[1]->param,boundaryI[ 1 ]->point); 
nub_erv_point( knot »/hull,n_kKnots ;boundary! 2 ]->param,boundaryl 2 ]->point }3 
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/® calculate signed distances from points to line */ 
boundaryl[0]->dist = pt_vector_dist(normal,curve_point »boundaryI 0 1->point)3 
boundary[1]->dist = pt_vector_dist(normal ,curve_point,boundary![11->point); 
boundaryl 2]->dist = pt_vector_dist(normal ,curve_point ,boundary! 21->point); 

7® sort boundaries based on distances */ 

sort_boundaries( boundary }3 

7¥* determine distance interval */ 
for (1 = 03 1 < 23 i++) 

C 
if (boundarylil->dist <= 0. && boundaryli+lJ->dist >= 0.) 

dist_interval = boundaryl1i+l1->dist - boundaryl[iJ->dists 
} 

7* continue until search converges on intersection */ 
while ( (dist_interval > tolerance ) && 

( fabs(boundary[01->dist} > tolerance) && 
( fabs(boundary[1]->dist) > tolerance) && 
( fabs( boundary[ 21]->dist) > tolerance) ) 

/7* recalculate middle, points and signed distances */ 
copy_boundary(boundary[0J, boundaryl[ intersecting_interval 1); 
copy_boundary(boundary[21], boundaryl intersecting_interval+1])5 

interval_length = boundary! 2]->param - boundaryI[01]->param}3 
boundary[1]->param = boundary[0]->param + interval_length/2. 3 
nub_erv_point( Knot,hull,n_knots ,boundaryl[ 1 ]->param,boundary[1]->point )5 
boundary[11->dist = pt_vector_dist( normal ,curve_point ,boundaryI11]->point J; 

sort_boundaries(boundary )5 

/* determine new distance interval */ 
for (1 = 05 1 < 23 itt) 

{ 
if (boundarylil->dist <= 0. && boundaryli+l]->dist >= 0.) 

¢ 

dist_interval = boundarylitl]->dist - boundary[iJ->dists 
} 

} 

7* sort boundary structures on the absolute value of the distance to 
get intersection stored in boundaryI01] */ 

absolute_sor t_boundaries({ boundary }3 

7* set intersection point to middle point on curve */ 
intersection_point[0] = 
intersection_point[1] = boundaryI[01]->point[1]1; 
intersection_pointl2] = boundary[01]->point[2]; 

FRBSAASSSAPTRSSSESSSSAMA SSS PSPS SSS HSS SHS SSS TSS SSS SS SHS SASS SSS rss ss sss S=r= KR 

% Module Name: sort_boundaries( ) 
MES IOASOM SR SMS SSSR SS SSK RASS SSS SSSA SSS SSS SSS SSSR S SSS SSSR SSeS SSS SsSSssseSHHHsK 

% Description: Sorts the boundaries based on the distance between each 
% point in the boundary data structure and the line. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the array of boundary structures. 
x 
* Output: Boundary array is sorted from lowest to highest distance. 
PRIM SM ISM SSM TH SSH SSSA SSR AS SS SS SSH ASS SSS SSS SSR SASS SSS SSSR SST SSK SaaS SsrsSS=K/ 

void sort_boundaries( boundary ) 
interval_boundary 

- 3*boundary 5 /* array of boundary structures */ 
{ 
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int 
i»J3 

interval_boundary 
xtemp3 

/* since only 3 structures are being sorted, a bubble sort is used */ 
for (i = 03 1 < 23 itt) 

{ 
for (j = 23 3 > 13 j --) 

£ 
if (boundaryl[ j]->dist < boundarylil->dist ) 

{ 

temp = boundaryl i ]5 7* swap structure pointers */ 
boundaryl[i] = boundaryl j13 
boundaryl[ 3] = temps 

} 

} 
} 

} 
PRBASSSVATTT TT SSAA CATA SSSA SSS SMT ASS SS SS HSS SSAA THA SS SST AAAS SHS SSSST SST T STS 

% Module Name: absolute_sort_boundaries( ) 
eee eee eee ee eS SSS SSSR SS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SHS SSS Ss SS SST =TsE 

% Description: Sorts the boundaries based on the absolute value of the 
* distance between each point in the boundary data 
% structure and the line. 
x 
* Input: Pointer to the array of boundary structures. 
* 
* Output: Boundary array is sorted from lowest to highest distance. 
eee eee ee ee ea SSS SSS esses SSS TKS 

void absolute_sort_boundaries(boundary ) 
interval_boundary 

x*boundary 3 /*® array of boundary structures */ 
t 
int 

1>Jj3 

interval_boundary 
temp 5 

7*® since only 3 structures are being sorted, a bubble sort is used */ 
for (1 = 03 i < 25 i++) 

C 

for (j = 23 j > 13 j --) 
{ 
if (fabs( (double )boundaryl j]->dist) < fabs( (double )boundaryliJ->dist) ) 

£ 

temp = boundary!i]3 /7* swap structure pointers */ 
boundaryl[i] = boundary[ 3]s5 
boundary[j] = temp; 

} 
} 

} 
} 
Pee eee ES SRS PSS S SS SSS Sess Ss SSS SSS TSS sss 

* Module Name: find_intersecting_interval() 
eae eee eee SSS Se SSeS SS SSS Sea ssssss=k¥ 

* Description: Finds the interval in which the intersection between 
% the line and the curve occurs. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the boundary data structure. 
* 
* Output: Returns the subscript of the element in the array 
* boundary->distI ] that preceeds the change in sign of 
% boundary->dis tance. 
Ke SSS SSS PSR SS SSS SSS SS SSSR Sees sss ssresssssssesssssssae==Kk/ 

int find_intersecting_interval( boundary ) 
interval_boundary 
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xxboundary 3 /7*® array of boundary structures */ 
{ 
int 

intersecting_interval = -1; 
13 

float 
value; 

for (i = O03 i < 25 i++) 
{ 
value = boundaryl[il->dist * boundaryli+1]->dists 
if (value <= 0.0) 

{ 
/* distance changes sign and intersection is in this interval */ 
intersecting_interval = i3 
break} 

} 
} 

7*® returns -1 if no intersection exists */ 
return( intersecting_interval )3 

Description: Sets the contents of boundary_1 equal to the contents of 
boundary_2. 

to be copied, pointer to the boundary data structure into 

* 
% 
% 
* Input: Pointer to the boundary data structure from which data is 
x 

* which the data is to be copied. 
% 

void copy_boundaryl( boundary_1,boundary_2 } 
interval_boundary 

*boundary_1, /* pointer to boundary structure where data is to be 
copied from */ 

*boundary_23 7* pointer to boundary structure where data is to be 
copied to */ 

boundary_1->param = boundary_2->param3 

boundary_1->pointI0] 
boundary_1->point[1] 
boundary_1->pointl 2] 

boundary _2->pointI0]s5 
boundary_2->point(1]; 
boundary_2->point[ 2]; 

boundary_1->dist = boundary_2->dists 

3888888888388 RBNH8HEH3R HRB BEEBE B88 BURNER BR BEEBE EEBHBBRHE 
Name: cp_comp_attr.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: February 28, 1991 

Description: Contains modules to copy component attributes from one 
model to another. No ACSYNT point data or non-uniform 
B-Spline data is copied. 

K
K
K
 
K
K
K
K
K
N
A
Y
 

3 : : 

#include<afmnec.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "../subdivide/intersect.h" 
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void 
cp_comp_attributes( )3 

’ & iatetatateatataaeeteteaneietnietatnietataen End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

ARBSB BP ASSSESTSARSU SHH ASS RASS SSS SHA SASS SIS SSS SSSI SS SS SSS SE SAS PT SSS SSS ST TA¥E 

% Module Name: cp_comp_attributes( ) 
eee eee ee eee SRS SSS SSS SSSR SHIRA SST ISSR SSS SSS SSSI SSS SET 

* Description: Copies the components of Model_1 and their attributes into 
x the components of Model_2, but does not copy ACSYNT point 
* data, NUBS data or Knot removal data. 
* 
% Note: It is assumed that the components in Model_2 have not yet 
% been allocated. 
* 
* Input: Pointer to the model from which component attributes are 
% to be copied, pointer to the model to which component 
* attributes are to be copied. 
* 

* Output: None 
MBAS SHHP SSP SSS SS SSM SST S ASAI SAS SSH SICA SASS S SS SSMS SSS SHS SSS SSSOK SIS SSS SATS KT K/ 

void cp_comp_attributes(comp, new_model_comp) 
comp_data 

%conp > 

*new_model_comp} 
{ 
comp_data 

*prev_comp » 
*prev_new_model_comp; 

/*--- set attributes of new_model_comp to be the same as comp ---*/ 
new_model_comp->comp_number = comp->comp_number 3 
strcpy(new_model_comp->comp_name,comp->comp_name } 5 
new_model_comp->color = comp->colors 
new_model_comp->existance = comp->existance; 
new_model_comp->nu = comp->nu3 
new_model_comp->nw = comp->nw3 

} 
RRB BBRB BB RB BRB BEBE B ERB BREEN BEEBE BEB EBUEE BEER BNE BENNER RBNBBBHE 

Name: cp_comp_u_knots.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: March 1, 1991 

Description: Contains module to copy the u Knots of a component. 

#include<afmnec.h> 
#include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include<stdio.h> 

#include "../execs/rank.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

  J*~ ~ -~ ---Funetion Declarations -~------------------------- */ 

void 
cp_comp_u_Knots( )3 

[Roemer eros csr eeenwsccsen~ End of Function Declarations-----------<-------- 7 

/RTATASTS SS SSSSASS SRSA SHA SBS SSS SSS SSSSSS SHS SSS SSSSSSSSH SSS SSS SH SS RS SSSSSHHTK 

% Module Name: cp_u_Knots_to_next_model( ) 
He aS Se eS SS SS SSE SSS SSSR S SSSI SS SSSTEH=T¥ 

% Description: Copies the Knot values in the u parametric direction 
* from the component #1 to component #2. 
* 
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*® Input: Pointer to the component from which u Knots are to be 
% copied and pointer to the component to which u Knots are 
* to be copied. 
* 

* Output: None 
MES SSSR SOSH SS STS SS SS SSS SPH BS SS SSS SMR SSS SSH SMBS HSS TSH SAS SS SS SSasVeSSsS=eszHK/ 

void cp_comp_u_Knots(comp_1,comp_ 2) 
comp_data 

xcomp_l, /* component from which u Knots are to be copied */ 
¥comp_23 7*® component to which u_knots are to be copied */ 

{ 
int 

13 

for (1 = 03 1 < comp_1->nu_Knots;s i++) 
comp_2->u_Knotl[i} = comp_1->u_knot[i15 

3888320 UEBUBE BE BBB BBB BE BBB BEB EEBEBEBE EEE BUBBEBBBBEBEBBHEHHEEE 
Name: cp_mod_atir.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: January 6, 1991 

Description: Copies attributes of Model_1 to Model_2, but no ACSYNT 
point data, NUB data or Knot removal data is copied. 

K
K
K
 
K
K
K
 

K
N
 

Y 

BE IEIEIEIEIE HE IE IEE IEICE FE IEE IE NE HE IEE HEHEHE DE DEE HEE HE HEHEHE HEE FEDE DE HEDE HE HE FEE HEE IEE FE DE DE FE DEBE HE JE FE HE IE DE FE FE HE DEE HEE TE FETE DE IEE // 

#include<afmne.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "../subdivide/intersect.h" 

void 
cp_model_attributes( )5 

| oleate lee aeietaieinieteietatatee End of Function Declarations-~-~---------------- */ 

ARTBTTSSBA SSAA AS MASSA SLS SSSR S SSIS SMES SSSSS SSS SSS HSS SSS HSS SSS SSS SSS SSsaT aK 

% Module Name: cp_model_attributes( ) 
eee eee eee eee Se ese Sa es este SSS cscs 

* Description: Copies the attributes of Model_1 into the Model_2. 
* Allocates memory in Model_2 for the same number of 
% components that are in Model_1. Does not copy ACSYNT 
* point data or NUBS data. 
% 
* Input: Pointer to the Model from which attributes and components 
* are to be copied and pointer to the Model to which 
* attributes and components are to be copied. 
* 
* Output: None 
RESTS SSAS SSS SS SSS SSS TSS SST ASM TSA SHSM SMSC V MS SSSSSA SSS S SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSSSTT TES 

void cp_model_attributes(Model_1,Model_2) 
MODEL 

xModel_1, 7* model from which attributes are copied */ 
*Model_23 /7* model to which attributes are copied */ 

{ 
comp_data 

COMP » 

*prev_comp» 
*new_model_comp » 
*prev_new_tmodel_comp3 

/* --- initialize Model intersection data to null --- */ 
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Model_2->intlist = (intersection *JNULL} 

7*® --- initialize structure id's to -1 --- */ 
Model_2->acs_root = -13 
Model_2->nubs_root = -15 
Model_2->fillet_root = -13 
Model_2->int_root = -13 

/* set new model name */ 
strepy(Model_2->model_name »,Model_1->model_name }5 

7*® copy components */ 
comp = Model_1->comp; 
while ( comp != (comp_data *JNULL ) 

{ 
7* allocate memory for a new component in Model_2 */ 
new_model_comp = (comp_data *)Jmalloc(sizeof(comp_data))3 

if (comp == Model_1->comp) 
{ 
7® set Model->comp pointer in Model_2 */ 
Model_2->comp = new_model_comp; 

else 
{ 
7*® set comp->next pointer in MODEL_2 */ 
prev_new_model_comp->next = new_model_comp3 

} 

/7* reset previous new model component pointer */ 
prev_new_model_comp = new_model_comp3 

7*® goto next component in current Model */ 
prev_comp = comp; 
comp = prev_comp->next; 

} /* end while */ 

Model_2->num_comp = Model_1->num_comp; /* set number of components */ 

7* set last next component pointer to null in Model_2 */ 
prev_new_model_comp->next = (comp_data * JNULL}s 

} 
LPF VSLLLALRINISLISNSI SSNS SN SSS S SSS SSN SSS SSS SS SANSA SS SANSA SS SSN SSNS SSS SS SSNS SASS AS ASA: 
% Name: crv_crv_dist.c 
x Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
* Date: February 23, 1991 
* 
* Description: Contains modules to find the maximum and average 
% distance between two non-uniform B-Spline curves. 
x 
IBV BUBB RUE NRREE BERBER ERB BRENNER BB BE BBE NBEEREE/ 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include<math.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

  [Bono rc w enn wns onsen serene Function Declarations --- cotcenncccoe= */ 

nub_erv_point( }; 
binary_line_curve_intersect(), 
line_curve_intersection( ), 
normal_to_nub_curvel ); 
nub_crv_points( }5 

int 
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Knot_range( }3 
float 

pt_vector_dist(}, 
vector_mag{ )5 

| a alateteteteaiatataleiatataietetataaiataraies End of Function Declarations-~----------------- 

/BRABTBSSSRTRAASSASUSPS SASS S SSS AAO S AAS ASSP SLA ASSP SSSA SSS MSS TSEssSSaReSssc=s 

% Module Name: curve_curve_distance( } 
ee are ee ae ee eee eee SSS SSS SSSR SSS SS Sass 

*% Description: Main driver for determining the maximum and average 
* distance between two NUB curves in the same plane. 
% 
* Input: Knot vector for curve #1, control hull for curve #1, 
* number of Knots for curve #1; Knot vector for curve #2, 
* controll hull for curve #2, number of Knots for curve #2. 
* 

* Output: Maximum and average distance between the NUB curves. 
ee ee eee ae ah eer eee ea a ae eae ee eee ee ee eee Se ee SSS SBN SS SS SS sSSsSss 

float curve_curve_distance( kKnot1 ,hull1,n_knots1 ,kKnot2 ,hul12,n_knots2, 
K,avg_dist) 

int 
n_knots2, 7*® number of Knots in curve #2 */ 
n_Knotsl1, 7® number of Knots in curve #1 */ 
Ks 7* order of NUB curve */ 

float 
xkKnot1, 7% Knot vector for curve #1 */ 
x*hulll, 7* control hull for curve #1 */ 
xknot2, 7* Knot vector for curve #2 */ 
xxehull2> 7* control hull for curve #2 */ 
xavg_dists 7* pointer to the average distance between curves */ 

{ 
int 

i> 7*® point number on curve #2 */ 
XYZ» /*®* X%» y or z coordinate */ 
number_of_segments » 7* number of segments in curve #2 */ 
total_num_of_pts, 7*® total number of points calc'd on curve #2 */ 
pts_per_seg = 83 /%* number of points checked on each curve segment 

of curve #2 */ 
float 

intersection_point[31], 
dist_vector[3], 7* vector defining distance from curve #1 to 

curve #2 xf 

dist, 

param_value, /* parameter value for finding point on curve #1 */ 
ervl_point[3], 7*® point on curve #1 */ 
erv2_pointl3];, 7% point on curve #2 */ 
erv2_next_pointl3],; 7® point on curve #2 */ 
unit_normal[3], 7*® unit normal perpindicular to curve #2 */ 
sum_of_dist, 7* sum of distances between curves */ 
max_dist = 0., /* maximum distance between curves */ 
x¥pt_list23 7* list of points on curve #2 */ 

7* allocate memory for points on curve #2 */ 
number_of_segments = n_Knots2-k-33 
total_num_of_pts = number_of_segments * pts_per_seg; 

pt_list2 = (float »€)calloc( total_num_of_pts,sizeof( float *))5 
for (i = 03 i < total_num_of_pts; i++) 

pt_list2Ii] = (float *}calloc(3,sizeof( float))3 

/7® calculate points on curve #2 */ 
nub_crv_points (knot2 »hu112,n_knots2,k pts_per_seg»pt_listz2)s 

/* determine parameter value to calculate a random point on curve #1 */ 
param_value = 0.67 * (Knotl[n_kKnotsl-k] - Knot1[kK-1]) + Knot1[k-1]; 

/* calculate a single point on curve #1, point C (order must be 4) */ 
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nub_erv_point(Knot1,hulll,n_Knots1 ,param_value,crvl1_point}3 

(k- 

f= 

for 
{ 

} 

xav 

-- find distance between each point on curve #2 and curve #1 ---*/ 
-- determine maximum and average distances ---%/ 
(1 = 13 i < total_num_of_pts-2*pts_per_seg; i++) 

for ( xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz++t) 
t 

erv2_point[ xyz] = pt_list2li ll xyz]; 
crv2_next_point{ xyz] = pt_list2[i+l]I xyz]; 

} 

normal_to_nub_curve(crv2_point>crv2_next_point>»crvl_point,unit_normal )}}5 

7* find the intersection of the scaled normal and curve #1 */ 
binary_line_curve_intersect(unit_normal ,Knot1,hulll1,n_knots1,k, 

crv2_point, intersection_point)}; 

7* find vector from point on curve #2 to intersection point */ 
for ( xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz++) 

dist_vectorl xyz] = crv2_point[( xyz] - intersection_point[ xyz]5 

7* find vector magnitude */ 
dist = vector_mag(dist_vector )3 
dist = (float)fabs( (double dist); 

sum_of_dist += dist; 
if (dist > max_dist) 

max_dist = dist; 

g_dist = sum_of_dist / (total_num_of_pts-1)3 

return(max_dist)35 
} 
ARTASSASTO MATRA A TTS SSS SST SASSI STAT SSS SSS SSL SSS SSS TASS SSS SSS STAT TTA SSS THT 

* Module Name: nub_erv_points( ) 
Meee eee eee SSS SS SSSSS2SSSSee22=% 

* Description: Calculates points on a non-uniform B-Spline curve using 
* a specified number of points per curve segment. 
% 
% Input: Knot vector, control hull, order of NUB; number of Knot 
* values in Knot vector and step in parameter value. 
* 

%* Output: Two dimensional array of points on the NUB. 
HRSSH SSMS SSS SAR STA TS SHS SSCS SSS SSS SSS SSS SASS SSSA SNS ARS SSS SKK SSS SSS sss Ss K/S 

void nub_crv_points(knot,hull »n_Knots,k,points_per_seg,point_list) 
float 

xknot, 7% Knot vector */ 
x*hull, 7* control hull Chulllpoint#i[xyz1)} */ 
*x*¥point_Lists 7® points on NUB (point_listl[point#][xyz]) */ 

int 
ks /* order of NUB */ 
n_Knots > 7* number of Knots in the Knot vector */ 
points _per_seg3 7® number of points in each curve segment */ 

int 
xYZ>» 7*® xX» y or zZ coordinate */ 
i> /7*® curve segement number between control points */ 
33 7* point number with in a curve segment */ 

float 
step, 7¥* change in parameter value from point to point 

being calculated %/ 
U> 7* parameter value */ 
bfI4], 7*® blending function values */ 
-tol = 0.0000000000001; 
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for (1 = 13 i <= n_Knots-k-33 i++) /* for each curve segement */ 
{ 

step = (knot{i+k-1]-knotli+kK-21])/points_per_seg; 
for (3 = 03 3 < points_per_segs j++) /* for each point in a */ 

£ /7*® curve segment */ 
7* set parameter value */ 
u = knotf{i+k-2] + ((i-l)*points_per_seg + j)*step - tol; 
blend(1+k-2,knot,u,bf ); /*® calculate blending functions */ 

for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyzt+) 
t 
point_listI(i-1)*points_per_seg + j][ xyz] = 

bfloO] * hullfi-1]l[xyz] + 
bf(1] * hulllillxyz] + 
bfi2] * hulllitll[xyz] + 
bf[3] %* hulllit2 IE xyz]3 

} /* end xyz loop */ 
) “#* end j loop */ 

)} /* end i loop */ 
} 
/RESTSSSRSSASMSASS SSSR AS SISA PSSST TASKS S HS SASS SA SK SS SSS SS Sse S se SE SsssssssHstK 

* Module Name: nub_erv_point( } 
ee Se See ee eee aa aS SS SSS SSS SSSR SSS SSS SSSSSSSsaTsrs 

% Description: Calculates a single point on a non-uniform B-Spline curve 
* at a specified parameter value. 
% Note: The order of the NUB curve is assumed to be 4. 
% 
* Input: Knot vector, control hull, number of Knot values in knot 
* vector, order of NUB and parameter value. 
% 
* Output: One dimensional point array. 
REBSSS SMS SAS SSA SASS SSMS SSS aS SS SSSA TSA SSSI SS SSSSS SS SSSSSSSSSSSa SS ssssTSTeTK/ 

void nub_erv_point(knot ,hull,n_knots ,param_val ;point } 
float 

xKnot, /* Knot vector */ 
xxehull, 7¥* control hull (hulllpoint#lixyz]) */ 
pointl I, 7*® points on NUB (point_list[point#][xyz])} */ 
param_val 3 /* parameter value for point being calculated */ 

int 
n_Knots 3 /7* number of knots in the knot vector */ 

{ 
int 

1» 
param_range» /*® index of Knot value at the beginning of the 

curve segment containing the point being calculated */ 
xyz3 7* X» y or zZ coordinate */ 

float 
uy /*® parameter value */ 
bf[4], 7* blending function values */ 
tol = 0.0000000000001; 

param_range = knot_range( param_val,kKnot»n_Knots )5 
blend{ param_range,Knot,param_val,bf)}  /* calculate blending functions */ 

for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz+t+) 7* calculate point */ 
t 
point( xyz] = bf[0] %* hull[param_range-3 I[xyz] + 

bff1] * hulllparam_range-2 [xyz] + 
bf{[2] %* hulllparam_range-1]xyzl + 
bf{3] % hull param_range I[ xyz]; 

} 
} 
ARBBSOITSIO SSSA SST S KS SA So IBIS SSS SASS ASSISTS SSSA SS MoS SSM PATS Ss TSS SSeS STA HaK 

* Module Name: normal_to_nub_curve 
PS --$-t 3-4-5 5-4-5 —-1_-5-$—-F_ 3 -t-$-4-5 $$ FF $5 4-1-4 4-4 _t-t-4-+- 1-5 ttt + _-$-t-+_$-1-$-1-1-+ $6 tt 4-4-4 5-5-5 -3-t-5 tte ee 

* Description: Finds a normal to a planar NUB curve. The normal is in 
% the plane containing the NUB curve. 
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% 
* Input: Three dimensional point on NUB defining the tail of a 
% vector on the NUB, 3-d point on a NUB defining the head 
* of the same vector on the NUB and another point in the 
* plane containing the NUB curve. 
* 
% Output: Unit vector normal to the NUB curve at the specified point. 

void normal_to_nub_curvelnub_cerv_pointl ,nub_crv_point2 ,plane_point,unit_normal ) 
float 

nub_crv_pointlf ], 7¥*® point on the NUB */ 
nub_cerv_point2[], /* point on the NUB */ 
plane_pointI ], 7® point in the NUB's plane */ 
unit_normall ]; 7* unit normal vector */ 

{ 
int 

xYyZ} 7*® X» y and z coordinate */ 
float 

nub_vector[31, 7* vector on NUB curve */ 
plane_vector![3], /*® vector in the NUB plane */ 
normal_to_curvel3], 7*® normal to the curve */ 
normal_to_plane[3]3; 7* vector normal to NUB plane */ 

/* calculate two vectors in the plane with their tails at the point on 
on the NUB */ 
for (xyz = 03 xyz < 33 xyz++) 

£ 
nub_vectorl[ xyz] = nub_erv_point2I xyz] - nub_erv_pointlI xyz]3 
plane_vector[ xyz] = plane_pointl xyz] - nub_crv_pointll xyz]15 

} 

/* find a normal to the plane containing the NUB at the specified point 
on the NUB */ 

cross_product(nub_vector »plane_vector ,»normal_to_plane )3 

“*® find the normal to the NUB curve */ 
cross_product(normal_to_ plane, nub_vector, normal_to_curve); 

/7* find the unit vector for the normal to the curve */ 
unit_vector(normal_to_curve, unit_normal }3 

} 
RAB SSISS ASOT SSSASSAS ASSIST SSSASS ATS SAT SSS SS SS SAA SVS SSS SS SSAA SS SSSSSsSsess=SK 

* Module Name: pt_vector_dist( ) 
eae eee eee ee ee eee eS SSS SSS SSS SSS SST Te 

* Description: Calculates the perpindicular distance between a point and a 
s line defined by a 3-dimensional unit vector. 
x 
*% Input: Three dimensional unit vector, point on the line at the 
* tail of the unit vector and a point off the line. 
* 
* Output: Returns minimun distance between point off the line and 
* the line. 
MITSSOA ASA ASS SSS SSSA ASAT ARS SSH STS TSS RA SASS SSS SST ISS IAS SSS SSS ITT sess SsssSessK/ 

float pt_vector_dist(unit_vector, point_on_line, point_off_line) 
float 

unit_vector[3], 
point_off_linel3], 
point_on_linel[3]s 

¢ 

float 
cross[3], /7* cross product vector */ 
point_vector[3];  /* vector from point on line to point off line */ 

7* find vector from point on line to point off line */ 
point_vector[01 = point_off_linel0O] - point_on_linel0); 
point_vector[1] = point_off_line[1] - point_on_linel 1]; 
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point_vector[2] = point_off_linel21] - point_on_linel 2]; 

cross_product{point_vector, unit_vector, cross); 

return(cross[2])5 

BBB HEB HNI88E BRB RB888EHI BOERNE BEEBE BERIT 
Name: curve_swap.c 

Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: January 21, 1991 

Description: Contains modules to swap u and w parameter values for 
a NUBS curve which is stored in a model using the 
NUBS curve module. 

K
K
K
 

K
K
 

K
K
 
K
N
 

FEIEIEIEIE IE IEFE IE IE HE HEHE DEIE HE IE HEE BE HE IE HE FE HE DEDEDE DE IEEE DEHE HE EDE IEDC IEE IE HEE HEE HEME HEE HEE IE HE HEE IE HE IEM HE IE IE FE IE HE TEED EEE / 

include <afmnc.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include "../execs/show_math.h" 
#include “../subdivide/intersect.h" 
tHinclude "../ldfillet/fillet.h" 

comp_data *copy_datal( )3 
void copy_intdatal ); 
void draw_nubs( ); 
Po eocc ccm en eee ness ecn= End of Function Declarations-<---<-<------<----- */ 

CR ee eee SSS SSSR SSS SSS ERS SSS SS SSeSeSsSs SSS ss=se 

% Module Name: curve_swap_Knots( ) 
eee ee eae SSeS SSS SS STS SS SSS ssesr=TxX 

* Description: Swaps the u and w Knots for a curve. 
% 
% Input: Pointer to the component containing only a curve. 
x 

* Output: None 
HERES SPSS SSS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSSR SSS SSS SSS SSS SS SRSA SSS SSS SSS Sa SS sas= TKS 

void curve_swap_Knots( comp ) 
comp_data *comp; 
{ 
int i, 3 » xyz3 7®* looping variables */ 
int counts 
float ***newhulls 7* new control hull */ 
float **newint; 7*® new intersection data */ 
float *new_u, *new_w3 7* new u and w Knots */ 
float tmp; /7* tmp variable for swapping */ 

new_u = (float *)calloc(comp->nw_kKnots,sizeof( float) ); 
new_w = (float *)calloct( comp->nu_knots »sizeof{ float) )3 

7% --- swap Knot values --- */ 
for ( 1 = 0 3 i < comp->nu_Knots 3 i++ } 

new_wlil = comp->u_knotli]; 

for ( 1 = 0 3 i < comp->rw_Kknots 5 itt ) 
new_uli] = comp->w_knotlil]; 

7% --- swap number of u and w Knots --- */ 
tmp = comp->nu_Knots3 
comp->nu_Knots = comp->nw_knots3 
comp->nw_Knots = tmp; 

free( comp->u_knot)3 
free{comp->w_knot )5 
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comp->u_knot = new_u3 
comp->w_kKnot = new_w3 

/*® swap open and closed flags */ 
tmp = comp->openl[0]3 
comp->open[0] = comp->openl1]5 
comp->open{1] = tmp; 

} 
PPR RR BRB R RBBB RRB ABER BB EBB BRB B BEBE NRBBEBEHRBHRHE 

Name: discrete_bspline.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: December 8, 1990 

K 
K
K
 

K
K
 

K 

Description: Contains modules to calculate descrete B-Splines. 

HEFCE IEE IE IEIEIE HE FEE TEBE HE QE IEE IE IEE HE TE DE DE IE HE FEE IEICE IE HE HEME DE ME HE TEBE ETE HEE FE HE TE TE HE TENE FE IEDE FE TEBE HEE NE DE FEE TE HE HE HEPE TEE DEE IE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

include "../execs/showtime.h" 
#include "../execs/approximate.h" 

[Re orr rrr renner nen nnn Function Declarations----------------------+---=- e/ 

float 
alphat )5 

[Bowron omen mennsecnccren= End of Function Declarations-----<-------------- */ 

/RAABUMTTTAT SSP SSS SSS SSMS SSSA ST AAS A SS TAA SSS SSS SHS SSS SS SS SSSI STS STs ass s TK 

% Module Name: alpha() 
eee eee aaa eee SSS SS SSS SS SSS SSSSSSSSSSSssssesk 

* Description: Recursively calculates the discrete B-Splines needed for 

  

* the Knot insertion matrix of order k. 
x 
* Input: Pointer to the original Knot sequence (tau), pointer to 
* the refined knot sequence (t), order of B-Spline (k), 
* row index of element of transformation matrix being found, 
* column index of element of transformation matrix being 
* found. 
* 

* Output: Discrete B-Spline value needed to construct a Knot 
% insertion matrix. 
eee a eee SS SS SSS SS SS SSS SSS SSS SSSSS VSS SSS sesSSsesc= Se oe oe oe oe oe en a Oe oe ee oe ee */ 

float alpha(tau, t, i», kK» 3) 
float 

taul 1, 7*® original knot sequence */ 
t0 15 7*® refined knot sequence (with Knot added) */ 

int 
k> /* order of B-Spline */ 
1» /7*® row index of element in knot insertion 

matrix being calculated */ 
33 /*® column index of element in Knot insertion 

matrix being calculated x/ 
¢ 
int 

r3 /* loop variable */ 
float 

denom1 , /* denominator of first term */ 
denom2 » 7* denominator of second term */ 
value; /7* value of discrete B-spline being found */ 

if (k f= 1) 
£ 

denoml = tauli+k-1]-taulil; 
denom2 = tauli+k ]-tauli+11; 

aif ( denoml == 0.0 && denom2 == 0.0) 
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value = 0.03 
else if (denoml == 0.0) 

value = ((taulitk] - t£5+k-11)/denom2 }*xalpha(tau, t, it1, K-1, j}3 
else if (denom2 == 0.0) 

value = ((t[15+k-1] - tauliJ])/denoml1)*alpha(tau, t, 1, kK-1, j)35 
else 

value = ((t[}+#k-1] - tauliJ)/denoml )*alpha(tau, t, 1, K-1, j) 
+(€taulit+k] - t£5+k-1])/denom2 )*xalphaltau, t, it1, k-l, j)3 

) 
else /*® K = 1 */ 

if (tauli] <= t£5] && tj] < taufi+1]) 
value = 1.3 

else 

value = 0.3 

return (value); 

} 

LEHRER IIE EEE TEE TENE TE HE IE FE DEE IESE JE FE HE FE IEE DE HEME DE HEFE HE FEE HEHE FE HE TE HE FEDE DE FETE FETE HE HE EDE FE 

* 
*K 
K
K
 

K
 

XK Name: math.c 
Author: Robert W. Jones & Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: September 12, 1990 

Description: Contains all math uitility routines. 

EH IEIE IEE TE HE IEEE HE ETE HE FETE HE DE EE IE HEHE IE JE HEME HEE IEDE HEE EDE IEE FE DEDE HE DE TEE IE FEE HEDE HE FE DEE FE IE HE IE DE HEE FETE TEE DEDEDE TE TE ETETE /, 

tinclude<afmnc.h> 
include "../execs/showtime.h" 

#include "../execs/rank.h" 

#include <math.h> 

scale_vector( ), 
quicksort( ); 
matrix_prod(), 
matrix_sub( )35 

float 

* 

max_norm( }, 

vector_mag( )3 

Description: Calculates the unit vector of a vector. 

* Input: Vector array. 

*
 x

X 

2 ce
 

v ¢ re
 

Unit vector. 

void unit_vector(vector,unit_vector ) 
float vector[3], unit_vector[3]3 
{ 
int xyz3 7% looping variable */ 
float mag; 7* magnitude of unit vector */ 

mag = vector_magl( vector )3 

for ( xyz = 0 3 xyz <= 2 3 xyzt+ ) 
unit_vector[ xyz] = vector[ xyz]/mags 

% Module Name: scale_vector! ) 
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* Description: Scales a 3-d vector by a specified quantity. 
x 

* Input: Vector to be scaled, scaling factor. 
% 
* Output: Scaled vector. 
ROSES SSS MSHS SSeS SSS SASS TS SSS SSS SSSA SPSS SASH SS SHIT STA SSS SSMS KH SSS SSS STATES 

void scale_vector(vector, scale) 
float 

vector[3], “7*® vector to be scaled */ 

scales 7% scaling factor */ 
{ 
vector[0] = scale * vector[0]3 
vector[1] = scale * vector[1]}3 

vector[2] = scale * vector[2]}3 

3 
AKRAGTBPSSSOS SS SSSSS SAHA SS SS SKS SSS SSSMS SSSA SSS SSA SHSM SS SSS SSS SssssSSSTS Haw 

% Module Name: vector_mag 

* Description: Calculates the magnitude of a vector. 
* 
* Input: Vector array. 
x 

* Output: Magnitude of vector. 
RSA BCBS S BS SSSSH HH OCS SS SSS SSS SS SS SKS SHS SSS SSSA SSS SSS SATS SS SST SKS SSS SSS SH SsSSTKS 

float vector_mag( vector ) 
float vectorl[ 1s 
{ 

float mag; 7*® magnitude of vector */ 

mag = sqrt(vector(0 l¥vector[0] + vector[1 }bvector[1] + vector[ 2 ]l¥xvector[2])3 

return(mag)5 

x
*
™
 * u " u“ u“ u“ u ul u nH "tl fl " “ u" u ul u“ a ul it u" i u it wt i i u ui 1] u il " ul fl il " u" u u u“ u“ a iy ut i a nH u i u u it ul ft u ut u“ " "l a u it u " it u u ul u * 

* Description: Calculates the cross product of two vectors. 
* 

% Input: Arrays containing both vectors. 
* 

* Output: Array containing cross product of the vectors. 
RSRSHSSHM SSM SSSA SS SSSS SSS IAA SSR SASS SISOS KS SSS SSS SSA SSSA SITAR RRS SSS SSSSSssaaK/ 

void cross_product(vect_l,vect_2,cross ) 
float vect_1[J], vect_2{], cross[]5 
{ 

cross[0] 

cross[1] 

cross[2] 

vect_1[1]*vect_2[2] - vect_1{2]*vect_2[1]; 
vect_1[2]*vect_2[0] - vect_110 vect_2[2]; 
vect_1l0]*vect_2[1] - vect_1[1 ]*vect_2I0]3 

x
s
 * u u al ul al il u i “ u“ i u “ ul u u il ul at u it u u ul ul ul i u it un ui u u ul u u u u u u u ut ul "l il u it u u u u a ul u it u it]

 uN " u ua ul ul ul iu u i] u " u x 

Description: Calculates the dot product of two vectors. 

Input: Arrays containing both vectors. 
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* Output: Dot product of both vectors. 
MP PM PPO ASS SBSH SHS MASTS SPH SMHS ABE MSS SBS TAMAS SSS SK SSS SSS Sse sHs sss ssssssessk/ 

float dot_product(vect_1,vect_2) 
float vect_1[£1], vect_2I 13 
{ 
float product; /* dot product of both vectors */ 

product = vect_1[0]*vect_2{0] + vect_ll1]*vect_2[1] + vect_1[2 ]*vect_2[2]; 

return( product )5 
} 

ARAB AH TST AA AA SMS SHSM SSS ASSP HSH SSS SS SSS SHSM SRK SSS SSH SSS SSSA SSS SSS ISAS STH THK 

% Module Name: pt_pt_dist 
MRSS RASSS SHSM SS SHS SS SHS AS SSS SS SSS SSS SS SSS SSS SSS HST ISR SHS SS SSSA SSsSSasssSeST aK 

* Description: Calculates the distance between two points. 
* 
* Input: Arrays for each point. 
x 
* Output: Distance between points. 
MIS BAAR A SASS SH SSSo SMHS SRS SSATP SSSI SSATP HM SS SS SASS SSS SI SSH ASS SSRS SSH SST TST AK/S 

float pt_pt_dist(pl>,p2) 
float pl], p2[]s5 
t 

float dist; 7* distance between points */ 

dist = sqrt( (p1l0] - p2fo1)*(p1[0] - p2tol) + 
(p1[1] - p2£1])*(p1[1] - p2l1]) + 
(pll2] - p2[2])*(pil2] - p2t{2]) 33 

return(dist)s 
} 

/RATAABA ASST TSR T SSH SS HSM SSH ST STS SSIS S SITS KISS SMS SST SHS TS SS SSH ASL as ST STH STE 

% Module Name: matrix_prod 
eee eee eee eee SESS S SHS S Sess sss==k 

% Description: Finds the product of two matrices, each contained in a 
as l-d array. 
* 
* Input: Number of rows in matrix 1, number of columns in matrix 1, 
* number of rows in matrix 2, number of columns in matrix 2, 
* matrix 1, matrix 2, correctly dimensioned result matrix. 
% 

% Output: Result matrix and error flag. 
MIP SAM SIMSSSSSSSSR SSS SHRUG SCS SHA SSA SS SASH S HS HS SSAA SSSA SSS SSS SSS SSS SST SITT TSK / 

void matrix_prod(nrow_1,ncol_1,nrow_2»ncol_2,matl,mat2,result,err } 
int 

nrow_l,; 7*® number of rows in matrix 1 ¥*/ 
ncol_1l,; 7* number of columns in matrix 1 */ 
nrow_2> /* number of rows in matrix 2 */ 
ncol_2, /*® number of columns in matrix 2 */ 
err; /* error indicator if ncol_1 != nrow_2 */ 

float 
mat1t], /* first matrix to be multiplied */ 
mat2[], 7% second matrix to be multiplied */ 
result ]; 7* result of the matrix multiplication */ 

+4 

int 
i» /* column # in matrix 13 row # in matrix 2 */ 
j> 7* row # in matrix 1 */ 
Ks 7% column # in matrix 2 */ 

if (ncol_1 == nrow_2) 
.¢ 

err = 03 
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for (k = 03 kK < neol_2s5 k++) 
{ 
for (j = 03 j < nmrow_1s j++} 

for (i = 03 1 < ncol_1l3 i++) 
{ 
result! j*Xncol_2 + k] = resultl jx¥ncol_2 + k] + 
matl[ jxncol_1 + i] * mat2[ixncol_2 + kK] 

} 
} 

} 
} /* end if */ 

else 
err = 13 

} 

ARSTABASMA TSH H SSS HARASS SHS SH MHA SSSA SSAS SATA S SRS SSH TASS SS SSS SSS SSS TESST ITTKK 

* Module Name: matrix_prod_2d 
eee ee Se ae eee aS eee ee ee eS SSS SSS eS Ss SSSR SSS THE 

% Description: Finds the product of two matrices, each contained in a 
* 2-d array. 
x 
% Input: Number of rows in matrix 1, number of columns in matrix 1, 
* number of rows in matrix 2, number of columns in matrix 2, 
% matrix 1, matrix 2, correctly dimensioned result matrix. 
* 

* Output: 2-d result matrix and error flag. 
RST SOAS S OAT MAS SS ASM SM SSS SSK SSSASS RSS SHS S SSS SSSR SSA SAR SS SSS SS SSS SSS SST esK/ 

void matrix_prod_2d(nrow_1,ncol_1,nrow_2»ncol_2,matl,mat2,result,err ) 
int 

nrow_l,; /* number of rows in matrix 1 */ 
ncol_l,; 7* number of columns in matrix 1 */ 
nrow_2>5 /7*® number of rows in matrix 2 */ 
ncol_2, 7® number of columns in matrix 2 */ 
errs /7*® error indicator if ncol_l != nrow_2 */ 

float 
x*Xmatl, /7* first matrix to be multiplied */ 
x*xmatZ » 7* second matrix to be multiplied */ 
x*results 7* result of the matrix multiplication */ 

€ 

int 
i» 7* column € in matrix 13 row # in matrix 2 */ 
j}> 7*® row # in matrix 1 */ 
ks /* column # in matrix 2 */ 

if (ncol_1 == nrow_2) 

“oer = 03 

for (k = 03 k < ncol_23 k++) 

‘tor (j = 03 j < nrow_ls jt+) 

"tor (i = 03 i < ncol_1ls itt) 
¢ 

result[jI(K] = result[j][k] + 
matl[ jILi] * mat2[il(k]s 

3 
} 

} 
} /* end if */ 

else 
err = 13 
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ABRSSSSS APETV SS SSLOB UMASS SH SS SH RSS SSS SATS SS SSS S ATA SSSS SSS SSS SSIS SSS SSS SS SS Sse 

% Module Name: matrix_sub( ) 

* Description: Finds the difference of two matrices. 
x 

* Input: Number of rows in matrices 1 and 2, number of columns in 
x matrices l and 2, matrix 1, matrix 2, correctly 
% dimensioned result matrix. 
* 
* Output: Result matrix. 
RE SSBB ST SSH SSS SS SSSR SSS cS BSP MAT SSK SS SS SSS TSI SSM SSS SPSS SSa SSS SsSSSasSTSs=K/ 

void matrix_sub(nrow,ncol ,»mat1,mat2,result ) 
int 

nrow, /* number of rows in matrix 1 */ 
ncols 7% number of columns in matrix 1 */ 

float 
matl1[ J, 7* first matrix */ 
mat2z[], 7% second matrix */ 
resultl Js “*® result of the matrix subtraction */ 

¢ 
int 

l> 7* row index */ 
j3 7*® column index */ 

for (1 = 03 i < nrows itt) 

£ 

for (j} = 03 j < ncols jtt) 
{ 
result ixncol+j] = matl[ixncol+j] - mat2[ixncol+j]; 

} 
} 

} 

/RASSSBSSSSSSSSSISSSSSRSS SSSA SSS SSSR SS SSS SSS SSS SSS SH SSSSSSSss sess Ssess==s¥ 

% Module Name: max_norm( ) 
Meee eee ee eee ee eee eee eee eS SSS SSS SSS srs 

% Description: Finds the max norm for a matrix. 
% 
* Input: Size of the matrix whose max norm is to be found, one 
e dimensional matrix of values. 
* 
% Output: Maximum value in the one dimensional matrix. 
MROMSAAS SAAT SSH SHS MAAR SMHS HSH SRS SSS SHH HSS SSH SHS SSS SSA SSS SH SaaS ae VS SSSSSss==TK/ 

float max_norm(Weight,size, A) 
WEIGHT 

xWeights 
int 

size} 7*® size of the matrix. ie: A[O0..size-1] */ 
float 

AL Is 7* matrix whose max norm is to be found */ 
{ 
int 

is /* loop variable */ 
float 

values 7% value to be returned */ 
7*® temp_mat[100}3; */ 
xtemp_mats /7® matrix to be destructively sorted */ 

7* allocate memory for temp_mat */ 
temp_mat = (float *)calloc(size,sizeof( float)); 

7* copy data to temporary array */ 
for (i = 03 i < sizes i++) 

¢ 
temp_matli] = fabs(A[1i])3 

} 
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quicksort(0,size-1,temp_mat)3; 

value = temp_matIsize-1];3 

free (temp_mat); 
return( value )5 

} 

LP HFIP S SSAA SLI SSSA IIS SII SSS SASS SS SSSA AAN SAAN SSS SAS SS SAN SASS ANS SSAA SAAN SS SSS SAS 
Name: quicksort.c 
Author: Fred W. Marcaly 
Date: October 16, 1990 

Description: Contains modules needed to do a quick sort. 

* 
*K 

K
O
K
 

K 
X 

HEFCE IE IEICE EFE DE HE IE IE IE TE SE HEHE HE IE IE IEE HEHE IE DE IE IE IE DE FE FETE IE TE DE HE FE FE FE TE IE IE TE IE HEHE FE FE FE IE ETE FE IE FE EIE HE EDE HE FE IE DE HE DEDEDE FE IE IEE / 

#include<afmnc.h> 

#include "../execs/showtime.h" 

[hrm rn cece ee eee ncccen= Function Declarations-------379----------------- */ 

void 
quicksort(), 
swap( 5 

int 
partition( J, 
find_pivot( )3 

[Reon nme ce nee ewoconee= End of Function Declarations------------------- */ 

PRBSRSSISOS TSM SSH SST SS SPSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSIS KAS SIS SHS SSSR SSS SSS SSeS sa=e 

% Module Name: quicksort( ) 
eee eee eee eae ee SS SS SSS SSS SSSSSessaaessssaasaesaexe 

% Description: Performs a quick sort on the array passed in. 
x 

* Input: Indices of the first and last elements of the list to be 
cas sorted and the list to be sorted. 
% 

* Output: Sorted list. 
REC SR ASRSA ASAT Ke aSSS MSS TSU A SSS SSA AAAS SSSR RRS SSSSS TST SSeS ss ssSSsSSssssssssK/ 

void quicksort(i, j» A) 
int 

i> 7* index of the first item in the list to be sorted */ 
js 7*® index of the last item in the list to be sorted */ 

float 
ALY5 7® array containing list of items to be sorted */ 

€ 

float 
pivot; 7* value of the pivot item */ 

int 
debug > 

pivotindex, 7* index of the pivot item */ 
K3 /% beginning index for group of elements >= pivot */ 

pivotindex = find_pivot(i,j,A)5 

if (pivotindex t= -1) 
{ 

pivot = Alpivotindex]; 
k = partition(i,}),pivot,A)s 
quicksort(i»,k-1,A)5 
quicksort(K>j,A)3 

} 
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fee SSS SSS SSS SSR SSS SE SPSS SSSR SESS RSS SRS SST SSS Ss sSsaTK 

* Module Name: find_pivot( ) 
eee ae eee eee eee eee SSeS SHS SSS SSsssasssas==xX 

* Description: Returns the pivot value for the next partitioning 
5s iteration of the quick sort. 
* 
* Input: Indices of the first and last elements of the list to be 
% partitioned during the current iteration and the list to 
% be partitioned. 
x 
* Output: Index of the item which is to be the pivot. 
KEM SSH SS SAe SH SS SS SPSS SSS SAK SS SSSR SSS SBT RSS SSS PS SAAS SS SSH SSS VSS Ssa aS T= 

int find_pivot(i,j,A) 
int 

1> 7% index of the first item in the list to be partitioned */ 
33 7* index of the last item in the list to be partitioned */ 

float 
AL ]35 /7* array containing list of items to be partitioned */ 

{ 
int 

ks 7* runs right looking for another item value */ 
float 

firstKeys 

firstkey = ALi]; 

7* changed < to <= */ 
for(kK = i413 kK <= js k++) 

{ 
if (AIk] > firstkey) 

t 
return(k)5 

} 

else if (A[K] < firstkey) 
€ 

return(i)s 
} 

} 

return(-1)}35 

/7* value of the first item in the list 

} 

JM SSS SS SES SSS SSS SRS SRR RSS SSS SSK SPSS SS SS SSH STS SAS SSS SSS Sasser 

% Module Name: partition( ) 
Me eee Se See ee SS ee Se SSS SSS SSS SSS SSss=Se=ze 

% Description: Partitions the list around the pivot so that all numbers 
* greater than the pivot are on the right of the pivot and 
* all numbers less than the pivot are on the left of the 
* pivot. 
* 

* Input: Indices of the first and last elements of the list to be 
* partitioned, pivot and the list to be partitioned. 
* 
* Output: Partitioned list. 
RITSASSSSSSSASSSSPSASSS SS SHIRTS SSS SSS SSSS ASS SSSS SSS SSeS SSS Sssssssssssss=K/ 

int partition(i,j,pivot,A) 
int 

i» 7*® index of the first item in the list to be partitioned */ 
33 7* index of the last item in the list to be partitioned */ 

float 
pivot, /* value of the item about which partitioning is to be done */ 
AL ]s /* array containing list of items to be partitioned */ 
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{ 

int 

L; 
R3 

float 
temp; 

L 

R 
13 
33 

while (R >= L) 

¢ 

/* swap(&AIL], &AIR1])3 %/ 
temp = A[L]s5 
AIL] ATR] 5 

AIR] = temp; 

while (AIL] < pivot) 
L++3 

while (A[R] >= pivot) 

R--5 
} 

return(L)3 

* 
* 

o
o
 

1
9
 

if
 

1 1 
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s
a
e
 

fl t f 1 i i ' 1 ! i 1 t ft t i ft r t t t 1 ‘ ! i i i 1 fi t 1 t t i a f i fl ' I i ' 1 J i 1 I t ! t * 

* Description: Swaps the values of two variables. 
% 

% Input: Pointers to the variables. 
x 
*% Output: Swapped values in variables. 

void swapl(x>y) 
float 

xx» /* pointer to first variable to be swapped */ 
xy; /* pointer to second variable to be swapped */ 

{ 

float 
temp; /%* temporary storage */ 

= HX 5 

xy 3 
temps 

xX 

Ry 

o 
il 

u
d
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Vita 

The author was born in Wilmington, Delaware on November 11, 1964. As a child, he 

was driven by some unknown urge to take apart every toy given to him to see how it 

worked. Although there were often parts left over when he put them back together, they 

still worked, at least well enough. Stuffed animals and balloons were a real problem. 

This preoccupation with how things worked lead him to earn a Bachelor of Science 

degree in Mechanical Engineering from Widener University in Chester, Pennsylvania. 

Along the way, he developed an avid interest in automotive racing. After finishing his 

Master of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

and State University, he plans to begin a career with General Motors. Perhaps one day, 

he will have the opportunity to realize his dream of racing in the Indianapolis 500. 
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